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SECTION 1

I¡{TRODUCTIOD{



INTRODUCTION

As professionals working within chil-d Protective Services and

related agencies, wê have aÌl- had children on our caseloads who

require therapy to assist in their healing from various traumatic

situations. AII too often, wê are advised that funding for

treatment is not available, or that waiting lists extend well into

the new year.

The purpose of this treatment and resource manual- is to

enable the professional, oI vol-unteer working within a Child

protection system, and possessing knowÌedgre of basic theories of

sexuaf abuse and knowledge and skil-Is in snal-I group dynamics, the

ability to facilitate group treatment for sexualJ-y abused boys.

The rnanual should also be helpful to other professional-s who work

in the field of sexual abuse treatment such as child care workers,

nurses, psychologists, and guidance counsellors. The manual

suggests a standardized method of interveningi with sexualJ-y abused

boys which should help in evaluation and further research of group

treatment l^/ith this population
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SECTION l-.i-: ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUAL

The treatment and resource manual- is divided i-nto three

components beyond the introducti-on. The first part, begj-nning with

Section 2 describes the methodology and results of a study

undertaken by the author under the auspicious of The Chil-d and

Fanily Services Research Group at the Faculty of Social- Work, ât

the University of Manitoba. The study, entitled 'rA Description of

Group Treatment With Sexually Abused Boysrr, established a framework

for the treatment component of the manuaf, âs well- as identifying

a listing of resources.

The second component of the manual-, Section 3 describes

sexual abuse and focuses on specific issues related to the sexual

abuse of boys. The chapter concludes with a rationale for group

therapy as a treatment modality of choice for sexually abused boys.

The final part, Sections 4 and 5 are the treatment and

resource components of the manual-. These sections incl-udes issues

such as: setting up a group, a session by session group model,

managing behaviour, and potential- practical problems.
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SECTION 1-.2: HoW TO USE THE MANUAL

The session by session description, and interventions l-isted

in Section 4.LL of this manual have been developed for use with

preadolescent and adolescent sexuaÌIy abused boys in a group

process. Unless j-ndicated, group member activj-ties described in

section 4.1-1- are appropriate for al-l ages.

The intent of this manual is to provide the treatment group

facil-itators with a package that wiII cover all- f acets of the

treatment group. Although the agenda is set up in a specific

order, treatment issues arising in your group may necessitate

changes being made. Go ahead and make them.

Facilitating a treatment group for sexuaJ-ly abused boys is a

challenging, often frustrating, but rewarding experj-ence. You are

required to cal-l- upon your theoretical knowledge of sexual- abuse

and smal-l- group dynamics, be able to work with a co- facil-itator,

and be creative. The intent here is to help make the experience

rewarding both for you, and the boys in your group.

Good Luck!



SECTIOI{ 3

SEXUAL ABUSE
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BOYS
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SECTION 2.1: DEVELOPING A SAMPLING FRAME

The sampJ-ing frame was developed through a four step process

utilizing a nonprobability sarnpling procedure known as snowball-

sampling (McCalland and Simmons, L969). This procedure is most

commonly used in quatitative research when members of a rrspecialrl

population are difficult to locate. The procedure is implemented

by collecting data on the members of the target population that one

is able to locate, and then asking those individuals to provide the

information needed to locate other members of that population whom

they nay happen to know (Babbie and Rubin, 1-989).

Step one Individual practitioners hlere identified through

authorship of relevant journal articl-es and through the Socia1 Work

Abstracts, llsting of Accredited Social- ltlorkers. The writer

f ocused the search from the J-isting upon social workers T¡/hose

biography indicated that they presentJ-y, or had in the past, worked

in a sexual abuse treatment program. Utilizing this method, the

wrj-ter identified and mailed out 29 questionnaires to respondents.

Sixteen (55 Z) completed questionnaires hrere returned, while three

(1-O Z) respondents indicated that they were not involved in

facilitating a treatment group for sexually abused boys.

Step two - This step involved two separate but related activities.

Through the child Vüel-fare League of America's listing of member

agencies, the writer selected agencies, geographical-Iy, to cover

most regions of Canada and the United States. Generally, the intake

worker at the member agency h¡as contacted by phone and asked

whether or not his/her agency provided group treatment to sexually
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abused boys. If the agency did not provide treatment, but

contracted out, oy was av/are of such treatment in their community,

the name (s) of individual practitioners and/ or agencies v/as

requested. Utitízing this method , the writer identified and

mail-ed out questionnaires to N : 46 respondents. Twenty (43 Z)

completed questionnaires were returned and 9 (19.5 Z) additional

respondents indicated that they were not involved in facilitating

a treatment group for sexually abused boys"

Step three - The third step implemented was to telephone provincial

governmental- directories and obtain the names of mandated Chil-d

Welfare agencj-es in larger cities in Canada. Similar to step two,

the agency \¡/as contacted by teJ-ephone and asked if they facilitated

group treatment for sexualJ-y abused boys, and j-f not, the names of

individual- practitioners and/or agencies to whom they referred

sexually abused boys for group treatment were solicited. Utilizing

this method, the writer identified and mailed out 1-4 questionnaires

to respondents. Nine (64 Z) compJ-eted questionnaires vtere returned

and one (2.5 Z) additional respondent indicated that his treatment

population was adult males sexually abused as boys.

Step four - The final- step utilized to develop the sarnpJ-ing frame

involved the student contacting individual-s in his own community

who were presently or in the past had facilitated group treatment

f or sexually abused boys. These individuals \¡/ere asked to

participate in the study, as wel-1 as to provide the names of other

individual practitioners and/or aqencies facilitatlng simil-ar work

with sexually abused boys.
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Utilizing this rnethod, the writer identified and maiÌed out

questionnaires to i-5 respondents. Twel-ve ( 80 Z) compÌeted

questionnaires hrere returned and one (6.6 Z) additional respondent

indicated that she felt unable to provide accurate information

regardinq the treatment group she facilitated nearly four years

ago.

This four step procedure resul-ted in the writer developing a

sampting frame of N = LO4. The sampling frame was then reduced by

L4 (l-3.5 Z), which represents the number of respondents who

indicated they rdere not presently involved in f acil-itating a

treatment group. Therefore, The corrected sarnpling frame rn/as N =

90, and the number of respondents was N - 57. The response rate

vras 63.3 Z.

Difficul-ties with Developing the Sarnpl-inq Frame

As described earlier, relatively few indivj-dual- practitioners

and agencies concentrate their efforts on providing group treatment

for sexually abused boys. However, the writer felt that surveying

nearly 60 such programs across North America provided sufficient

data to develop a framework for the Clinical handbook/Resource

manual-.

The writer encountered two problerns with the four step

method. The first problem v/as as a result of how member agencies

are listed with the Child Wel-fare League of America Directory of

Member agencies. Generally, the telephone numbers provj-ded were

for Administrative offices of the agencj-es, resulting in the writer
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often having to make additional teJ-ephone cal-l-s to determine who

the appropriate person was to speak with at that agency.

The second problem resulted from the writer's work schedul-e

which took him out of Winnipeg three times a week. These extended

absences made leaving messages, and returning telephone caÌl-s

difficult.

SECTTON 2.2: THE USE OF SURVEY RESEARCH

There are several methods of conducting survey research.

These methods include: face to face interviewing; telephone

surveys; and rnail questionnaires. Evidence (DiJ-lman , L978 ) has

shown that face to face interviews are not as successful- as first

thought. According to Dillman (L978), this method of surveying

people is expensive, and response rates are on the decl-ine.

fnitially, mail questionnaires \Á/ere considered to have little

value as the data collected was considered to be suspect (Dillman,

L978). Typicaì-Iy mail questionnaires had low response rates, and

the questionnaires that hrere returned v/ere of low quality, with

many unanswered.

A review of the literature shows several methodological

articles on mail surveys dealing wíth topics such âs, response

rates; layout; follow up; and methods of delivery (Dillman I L978) .

Most studies focused on only one or two techniques at a time, and

h/ere not consistent in their findings.
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The Total Design Method (TDM) of mail- questionna j-res

(Dillman, Lg78) | l-ooks at the various techniques described in the

literature, and weaves them together to form an effective method of

survey research. The TDM is a methodological rrrecipe bookrr which

describes the process of sending a questionnaire to a prospective

respondent, having the respondent complete the questi-onnaire fully,

and return it prornptly. Dillrnan defines this process as a "social
exchangerr, which assumes that people engage in an activity because

of the rewards they hope to reap. Dillman further states, that al-l-

activities people perform incur certain costs, and that people

attempt to keep their costs below the rewards they expect to

receive (p" L2) "

In order for the research to be beneficiaÌ, a good response

rate is necessary. Dillman states that there are three things that

must be done to maximize survey response rates. These are:

l-. Minimize the costs of responding.

2. Maximize the rewards for responding.

3. Establ-ish trust that these rewards wil-l- be del-ivered.

SECTION 2.3: DEVELOPMENT OF THE MAIL OUESTIONNAIRE

The initial design hras derived from a mail questionnaire

developed by Crowder and Myers-Avis (l-990), for a study they did

regarding group treatment for sexually abused, adoJ-escent girls.

The writer read through the survey and made changes to reflect the

different treatment population. The treatment population hras

defined as boys between the ages of four and eighteen who l¡/ere



victims of incest or third party (extrafarniÌial) sexual abuse.

Pre-testino the Mail Oubstionnaire

Prior to sending out the inail- questionnaire, the writer was

granted permissì-on from the Faculty of Social- Work, Committee on

the Use of Human Subjects in Research to proceed l^/ith the study.

Dillman states that the purpose of pre-testing is to identify

the construction deficits in the questj-onnaire design. Pre-testing

is viewed as an irnportant part of the questionna j-re design

researchers often overlook. The pre-testing step is designed to

eval-uate or test a questionnaire as weff as specific questions, and

seeks general impressions. Dill-man suggests seven questions that

should be asked of respondents during the pre-test phase (pg. l-56).

These questions are;

1-. Is each of the questions measuring what it is intended to

measure?

2. Are questions interpreted sinilarly by alt respondents?

3. Does each cl-ose-ended question have an ans\¡/er that appJ-ies to

each respondent?

4. Are all words understood?

5. Does the questionnaire create a positive impression, one that

motivates peopJ-e to answer it?

6. Are questions answered correctly? Are some

el-icit uniterpretable answers) ?

7. Does any aspect of the questionnaire suggest

the researcher?

missed, and do some

bias on the part of
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Dilman states that the questionnaire should be sent out to

three groupings of people during the pre-test phase. These people

include: other similarly trained professional-s who understand the

purpose of the study; potential users of the data; and a cross

section of potential respondents.

As a result of the relatively small- population of

practitioners facilitating group work with sexually abused boys,

with the exception of one individual, the entire pre-test

population h/as comprised of individual-s whose backqrounds focused

upon group work with sexually abused girls. These individual-s

l¡/ef e:

1-. Female, social worker, BSI,V, who works within the Child Wel-fare

systern, and co-facilitated a group for adolescent girls.

2. Female, social worker, BSW, who works within the Chil-d Wel-fare

system, and co-facilitated a group for pre adol-escent girJ-s.

3. Female, social worker. BSW, who works at a Child Mental Heal-th

facility, and co-facilitated a group for adol-escent girls.

4. FemaIe, psychologist, C. Psych, who has supervised several

groups for sexually abused gírls, and was involved in the Crowder

and Myers-Avis study.

5. Mal-e, social worker, MSW, vrho co-facilitated a treatment group

for sexually abused boys, ãt a residential care facility.

The entire pre-test popuJ-ation practiced in WinnÍpeg.

Each respondent received a feedback response sheet with the

mail questíonnaire A fol-low up phone cal,l- hlas compJ-eted with

four of the respondents
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There r¡/as confusion f or the respondents who f acil-itated

groups for female survivors of sexual abuse. This was due to the

l-ack of clarity in the covering letter, and the questionnaire

itself descrj-bed as a survey for group treatrnent with sexually

abused boys. The writer h/as abl-e to resolve the confusion by

speaking with these respondents over the telephone.

The writer received four completed surveys and feedback

response sheets. The fifth respondent indicated that she woul-d

complete the survey and would leave it with her receptionist prior

to leaving on holidâys, but was unable to do so. As a resul-t of a

time constraint, the writer did not receive feedback from this

respondent prior to rnailing out the questionnaire to the sarnple

population.

Generally, feedback in regards to readabil-ity, format, and

clarity of questions v/as positive. Two of the respondents

suggested additional questions, and alternative hlays of asking some

questions. Several- questions v/ere rephrased as a result of

respondent feedback, but no questions \^¡ere added"

FinalIy, one of the respondents indicated that compJ-eting the

nail questionnaire helped her conceptualize her ori/n group.

Once the f eedback f rom the respondents Ì¡/as received and

analyzed, the questionnaire vras revised reflecting the feedback

from the respondents, and incorporating Dil-l-man's principles of the

mail questionnaire format. Please refer to Appendix A for a copy

of the rnail questionnaire.
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SECTION 2.4: MAILING OUT THE OUESTIONNAIRE

In complying with the steps of the Total- DesJ-gn Method, the

questionnaire, accompanied by a covering letter was mailed out on

a Tuesday. Dillman states that the reason for the Tuesday rnailing

is the importance of mailing the survey early enough in the week so

that it is received the same week, ât the same tirne avoiding the

mail build up from the weekend. Utilizing the TDM method, the

covering letter is supposed to be made up of four paragraphs, which

fit onto a single piece of paper" Each paragraph has its ov/n

specific purpose. These purposes are;

Paragraph one Explain what the study is about.

paragraph two Explain why the respondent's input is important

to the project. Paragraph three - Ensure confidentiality.
paragraph four - Explain the usefulness of the study, and outl-j-ne

the respondent's reward for participating.

The writer encountered some difficul-ties in following the TDM

guidelines for the covering l-etter. Additional information in

regards to the project such as a description of The Child and

Family Services Research Group, and naking the respondent aware of

the project,s approval by the Comrnittee on the Use of Human

Subjects in Research, necessitated using two pages for the covering

letter. AIso, it was felt that having the Dean of the Faculty of

Social l¡tork sign the covering letter would al-so heì-p elevate

response rates.
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The initial- grouping of questionnaires hlere mail-ed out on

April 27, Lgg3 to points across Canada and the United States.

Further questionnaires v/ere mailed in May, June, and Ju1y.

The First Foll-ow Up Postcard

Following the TotaI Design Method Mode1, a follo\Á/ up postcard

v/as nailed to respondents one week after the questionnaire \tlas

mailed out" Dillman states that the purposes of the follow up

postcard are to "jog memories and rearrange priorities.rr The text

of the follow up postcard ties into the covering letter, thanks

respondents who have already completed the questionnaire, reminds

the respondent of the importance of their input, and provides an

invitation to receive a replacement questionnaj-re, if necessary

The Second Foll-ow Up Letter

The second follow up letter, which incl-uded a replacement

copy of the questionnaire \¡/as mailed two weeks after the postcard

was rnailed out, to all respondents who did not return a completed

questionnaire. However, respondents who did not receive their

initial- mailout until Ju1y, did not receive a second follow up

letter until- after the Labour Day weekend in September. The

purpose of this delay \¡/as so that respondents \n/ho may have been

returning from Summer holidays woul-d not find a "pilerr of mailings

regarding the questi-onnaire.
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The text of the second foll-ow up letter attempted to tie into

previous communication, recognize the importance of the respondent

to the study, and explain the useful-ness of the study.

The Third Follow Up Letter

The third follow up letter represents the fourth, and final

attempt to el-icj-t a response. Although the text of this l-etter was

somewhat softer than the preceding follow up letter (Appendix G),

the letter itself exhibited a greater overall intensity because it

rÂ/as a fourth requesto and because it was sent certified mail.

The writer rnailed out 24, third fo}low up letters from the

initial mail out of April 23, i-993. As a resul-t of this mail out,

only one more completed questionnaj-re was returned.

As a result of the poor response rate from the initial-

certified mail- out, and the hiqh cost of such a maiting, the writer

did not send a third follow up letter to the respondents who

received a second foll-ow up l-etter in September. Of the N:29

respondents who received the second follo\./ up letter in September,

L7 ( 58.6å) responded, with N: A4 (48 Z) returning completed

questionnaires.
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SECTION 2.5: THE INTERVTEW PROCESS

Question VI (B) of the survey asked respondents if they would

consent to a foll-ow up interview either in person or by telephone.

The purpose of the fol]ow up interview v/as two ford; to seek

clarification and/or el-aboration of certain questions, and. ansv¡ers

to questions that may have been ornitted; to ask further questions
that $/ere not asked on the questionnaire, because of the additional
time that would have been needed to respond to these questions.
These questions focused on specific group formats, and specifi_c

exercises util-ized by the respondents in thej-r treatment groups.

Nearly 92 Z (N: 54) of respondents agreed to be interviewed
and were contacted by teJ-ephone between Septernber 22 and December

A6, 7993. During the telephone contact, the respondent or his/her
secretary received an expranatj-on regarding the purpose of the
phone call and v/ere asked when an appropriate tirne woul-d be to
conduct the follow up interview. After the initial- contact \i/as

made, tralo more telephone contacts h/ere made, if necessary. rn
total, 43 (79.6 Z) fol-low up interviews v/ere completed. The reasons

for not completing follow up intervj_ews with the remaining
respondents (N:1-1-, 2o.4 e") v/ere; unabte to make telephone contact
due to conf l-icts with work schedul-es (N : 6 | l_l- " 

j- e") , rnaternity
leave (N : tt I.9 e") ì no longer at the agency (N : 4, 7.4 Z).
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SECTION 2. 6: DISCUSSTON

In completing this research project, four steps hrere util-ized
to develop a sampling frame of N : 90, with a response rate over 63

Z. The step which generated the largest number of respondents (N
:20,35.1 z) hras step two, which focused on contactinq member

agencies of the Child l¡lelfare League of America. The step that
generated the highest response rate (Bo å) was step four. rn that
step the writer focused on contacting individual-s within his o\4rn

community" Both these results v/ere expected. Through the Child
!{el-fare League of America Directory of Member Agencies, the writer
had access to agencies in al-Ì Canadian provinces and states in the
United States which would be aware of treatment resources for
sexually abused boys. The response rate of step four hras high
because the writer knew many of the respondents personarly.

I believe that generalÌy, a mail questionnaire fol-Ìowed by an

interview is an effective means of gathering information from

practitioners facilitating treatment groups with sexually abused

boys. Data collected indicated many consistencies as well as

unj-que features among the treatment groups. Feedback received
regarding the questionnaire was favourabl-e as \,vas the response rate
of practitioners who agreed to the foJ-1ow up interview (g4.7 z) .

However, this method did not provide a good response rate with
indivj-duals who have pubrished extensivery, and who have made

presentations in the fiel-d of child sexual- abuse. The principal
investigator spoke with the secretary of one of these individuals
and \¡/as told that the individual received a hiqh volume of mail
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questionnaires and was unabl-e to compJ-ete each questionnaire.

As expected, the rnajority of respondents, (N : 44, 77.2 Z)

academic backgrounds were either social trlork or psychology.

The highest number of respondents (N : 23, 39 z) had two or less
years of experience facil-itating treatment groups for sexually
abused boys" Less than 9 Z of respondents indicated that they had

more than eight years of experience. These two statistics
highlight the need for a treatment/resource manual- for facilitating
group treatment with sexualry abused boys, and may expÌain the
paucity of articl-es in the field of group treatment with sexuaÌly
abused boys. A discussion differentiating between the two main

academic disciplines, and differences based on years of experience

foll-ows in the conclusion section.

Group treatment for sexually abused boys \^/as seen as one

component in an overal-l- treatment plan f or the boys and their
families. This systemic approach to healing incl-uded individual
therapy for the boys in over 7r z (N = 40) of the treatment groups,

and support/psycho educational- groups for caregivers assocj-ated

wíth 23 (4O.4) of the treatment groups.

Generally, contact between the group facil-itators and the
boys' caregivers and/or referral source v/as at reguJ-ar1y schedul-ed

intervals. Verbal contact occurred more frequently and at shorter
time intervals than written contact. Respondents indicated that
difficuÌties arose j-n contacting caregivers, who often did not have

a telephone, and with conflicting work schedul-es of referral
sources. One sectj-on of the treatment/resource manual- will- focus
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on difficulties such as this one, and suggest methods to al-leviate
the problems.

Respondents described many individuals, theories, and

interventive strategies which aided thern in developing their
treatment groups. The j-nterventive strategy described most often
by respondents to the survey \Á/as cognitive behavioral- therapy.
Cognitive behavioral therapy is a relatively recent development

based in part on the cognitive theories of Aaron Beck (L976),

Al-bert Ell-is (L962), and Donald Meichenbaum (L977). Examples of
treatrnent objectives described by respondents, where a cognitive
behavioral- approach was used incl-uded self image enhancement, and

facilitation of feeJ-ings av/areness"

Nearly 97 Z of respondents indicated that more than one

approach v/as utilized in developing their treatment groups. The

greatest infl-uence described by respondents was individuals who had

published in the field of Child Sexua] Abuse. This information is
important in light of the paucity of evaluative information on

treatment groups with sexuaÌIy abused boys as it demonstrates that
many individuals who have l-imited experience facilitating such a

group have model-l-ed their treatment group af ter experienced

practitíoners.

Nearly 60 Z (N = 34) of respondents described their treatment
group as a closed group. A cfosed group \^/as defined as a group

that did not accept new members once the treatment group beqan. In
one program' the group did not become closed until after the third
sessj-on. General-j-y, those respondents faciJ-itating open treatment
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giroups found more advantagres than disadvantages to this format.

The advantages included: more opportunities to review and clarify
rulesr'the existing group members gained a sense of confid.ence; ner¡/

members would obtain a perspective of group from peers (existing
group members) rather than from the adul-t facilitators; adding new

members to the group often changed the focus of the group which was

helpful when the group became tstuckt. The one potentiar
dj-sadvantage described by respondents h/as the possible negative

effect caused by adding ne\¡/ group members to the existing cohesion

of the group. The study did not yield information regarding the
advantages and disadvantages of a cl_osed group.

Generally, treatment groups met weekry, in 9o minute

sessions, for an average of l-8 sessions. The data further indj-cated

that the younger boys ( aged 5 L2) met fewer times (18 or fewer

sessions) while the older boys (aged 1-3 18) met for more than j-B

sessj-ons. This information could be helpful to the treatment group

facil-itator in the early stages of planning his/her group in terms

of looking at scheduling group sessions and J-ocating a setting for
the group to meet.

Over 90 Z (N : 52) of the respondents indicated that their
treatment program \^Ias either wholly structured or semi structured.
Generally, most groups followed a similar format regardÌess of the
age of the boys, the length of the session r or the number of
sessions. The group session woutd begin with a check in, often a

review of the previous group, and an introduction to the present

session. Group tirne would then focus on the topic(s) of the session
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either through activity or discussion. The session woul-d conclude

with a closing/debriefinq exercise.

Nearly 80 Z of the respondents (N : 45) indicated that they

used specific resources during group sessions. The resource used

most often v/as videotape/fiJ-n, but most treatment groups used a
combination of murti media such as videotape/film, written
materials, and arts and crafts supplies. pl-ease see appendix K for
an exampJ-e of some resources suggested by respondents. A more

comprete listing of resources wirl- be presented in the
treatment/resource manual .

Over 98 Z of the reporting treatment groups (N:55)
indicated that their treatment group v/as facil-itated by at l-east

two facil-itators. The gender composition of the co therapj-st team,

most often described was a male/female tearn. According to many of
the respondents, the advantages of the male/femal-e team cÌear1y
outweigh any disadvantages. The advantages described by

respondents incruded; arlowing the boys the opportunity of
interacting with positive mare and female rore models; the co-

facilitators are abl-e to model- heal-thy male-female communication

and interaction; the boys receive a male and femal-e perspective on

many issues, J-ncruding victimization and sexuaJ_ity. The main

concern expressed by respondents with regard to the inale/female co-
therapist team dealt with the comfort l-evel- of the boys in
discussing sexual issues with a female facititator in the room.

These findings are consistent with the literature suggesting that
mixed-gender dyadic teams are the best approach when treating
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victirnized males (Bruckner & Johnson, rgg7, schact, êt âf, Lggo,

Sgroi , L992, and, Singer, i_989) .

Respondents described seven means of having boys referred to
their treatment groups. rn 7o z (N : 4o) of the situations,
referring a boy for group hras a two step process initiated by

either a teJ-ephone call or completion of an applJ-cation form by the
referral source, followed by an in person meeting with the referral-
source, and/ or the caregiver and boy. In the treatment groups that
had a one - step process, the completion of an application form or
an in person meeting with the referral- source v/as the means of
referral 9L Z of the time.

Most respondents indicated receiving referral-s from multiple
referral sources (N : 49, g6 z) . The greatest single source of
referrals v¡as the child welfare system (N : 44 , 77.2 z). This data

hlas expected as it is a mandate of the Child Wel-fare System to
provide services to sexually abused children. Given that the
largest sampre of respondents (N:20, 35.1- z) came about through
telephone calls and mail outs to child lrle1fare League of America

member agencies, the manual wil-l- be based on data useable with the
chil-d welfare population.

Respondents indicated that the boys they saw most often in
treatment groups hrere: boys aged 12 to l-3 years (N : 36, 65.5 %),

boys younger than 9 years ord (N:35,63.6 z), and boys between

the ages of 10 and 1-l- (N : 35, 63.6 e"). only a few respondents (N

:3,5.5 å) indicated that they had a boys in their treatment group

older than 1-7 years. As boys become older they become l-ess likely
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to discl,ose victimization experiences (Reinhart, 1,987). Often,

these boys will first discl-ose sexual abuse when they are receiving
counseJ-Iing in a group for adolescent sex offenders. Respondents

indicated that keeping the age range close together was important

for group cohesion. However, respondents further indicated that
the boys' developmental level- was also an i-mportant consideration.
Resul-ts of the study dictate that the treatment/resource manual

shourd focus on a preadolescent, and early adolescent aged boys.

NearJ-y aÌI treatment groups (N : 54 , 94.7 Z) reported that
at l-east one group member was a victim of male perpetrated incest.
While the prevalence of boys being victimized by mal-e offenders v/as

expected, oD the surface, the high prevarence of j-ncestuous

situations is surprising as boys are generalty offended against

outside of their homes (Reinhart, L9g7). However, because the

Child Welfare system provided the largest number of referral-s to
the treatment groups, and they often do not get invol-ved in third
party sexual assaults, the number of referrals are skewed in favour

of incestuous si-tuations. f do not believe that this occurrence

will limit the generalizeability of the research findings based on

the high rates of other victimization experiences described by

respondents. The high incidence of f emal-e of f enders v/as not

expected based on general prevalence rates of sexual abuse of boys

(Mrazek, L987) . As is discussed in section three, retrospective
studies of adult mal-e populations reported by Finkelhor (i-981-), and

Risin and Koss (L987), and the work of Henry Giaretto (t-996) with

adult sex offenders speak to the limited accuracy of prevalence
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rates with regard to sexually abused boys.

Respondents further reported that in over 85 Z (N : 48) of
their treatment groups at least one group member had arready

displayed sexual offending behaviour. The implication of this data

regarding young male victims who are displaying sexual- offending
behaviour is that treatment groups will- have to have some focus on

interrupting the victim turned offender cyc1e.

Eighty - six per cent of reporting treatment groups (N : 49)

indicated that they screened appJ-icants before placement within
their treatment group. The treatment groups that did not screen

applicants did not do so because the boy was already involved with
the agency (i.e. a residentiar treatment centre). General-ry, a boy

who fel1 within the age range, \^/as abl-e to at l-east minirnally
discuss his victimization, and did not dispJ-ay behaviours which

would place other group members at risk, hras accepted into a

treatment group. Although 23 respondents indicated that their
treatment group wourd not accept any boys who displayed sexual-

offending behaviour, the majority (N:48,85.7 z) incl-uded boys

who had displayed sexual offending behaviours. ft appears that the
screening process is not always effective in discovering sexual-

offending behaviours, or, each boy's situation is assessed.

individuarJ-yo and exceptions may be made based on the type of
offending behaviour"

Goals and objectives of the treatment groups v/ere broken down

into five categories: attempts to change behaviour; cognitive
restructuring; understanding and education of sexuality and sexual-
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abuse; rel-ationship building; and rife skills training. cognitive
restructuring h/as a goal in 82.4 Z (N:47) of the groups. 56 Z (N

:32) of the groups J-isted irnproving the boys sel_f image as a goal.

Although only one respondent specificaJ-Iy descrlbed the

treatment issues that arose in their group as four traumatic
dynami-cs (Finkerhor & Bro\,¡ne | L986), most treatment issues (95.3 å)

identified by respondents feIl under the headings of the traumatic
dynamics in the impact of child sexuar abuser. traumatic
sexuarization, stigmatization, betrayal, and powerlessness. The

remaining treatment issues deal-t with matters that h/ere group

rel-ated i.e. scapegoating of group members, and confidentiality,
and miscellaneous issues such as pracement concerns, court
education, and racism. The treatrnent issue that occurred the most

for the boys were homophobic concerns, and feelings of betrayal-.

The 68 treatment issues described by the respondents show the

importance of knowing and understanding the Finkelhor and Browne

framework for understanding the effects of child sexual abuse.

These treatment issues wilI also help other facilitators in
deveroping goals and objectives for their treatment groups. The

Finkelhor and Browne framework coul-d also be used as a conceptuaì-

guide in the development of an assessment instrument to assess the

irnpact of child sexual- abuse as well as the progress of a child in
a group.

Respondents listed 41 practical difficulties they experienced

as facilitators of treatment groups for sexuarly abused boys.

These 4L difficul-ties \^Iere broken down into four categories based
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on reoccurring themes; issues rel-ated to the boyrs support network

(i.e. transportation); issues that arose with the boys durlng
session (i.e. qroup cohesion and behavioral issues); issues related
to the co-therapists ( i. e. lack of resources and training) ,. and

logistical issues (i.e. purchasing snack and scheduling sessions).

The practical problem described most often (N :30) r4/as

transportation. Respondents described several means to combat the

transportation problem. These included; making transportatj-on part
of the admission criteria, the use of volunteer drj-vers, and

renting a van. Respondents' concerns regarding a l-ack of adequate

training and resources are further indicators of the need for a

resource/treatment manual.

GeneralJ-y, analysis of the data subrnitted by respondents

indicated that most treatment groups r¡/ere working on similar goal-s

and objectives, and v/ere facing sinil-ar treatment issues. Howevern

46.4 Z (N : 26) of respondents indicated that there was a unique

feature to their treatment group. Unique features described by

respondents focused rnainly on specific activities/ exercises

devel-oped by the respondent for his/her treatment group. These

included the use of a programmable robot as a mascot, the use of a

rrdummyrr in an exercise to confront offenders, and the use of a

positive reinforcement program to control behaviour. This

information is useful to other facilitators who may have

difficulties with a specific goal of their treatment group and may

seek a different approach or exercise. The treatment/resource

manual will incorporate these unique features as wel-l as others.
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During the interview phase of the research study, respondents

who agreed to the follow up interviehr v/ere asked whether they would

descrj-be any of their group interventions as harmful-. Less than

five per cent (N : 2) of the respondents indicated that there was

an exercise they used in group which the respondents fel-t was not

beneficial. These exercises hrere in relation to the boys creating
a safe rrspacerr around themselves, and a trust deveJ-oping exercise

where the boys were expected to lead a blindfolded partner around

the room.

Finall-y, nearly 68 Z (N :38) of respondents indicated that
they util-ized various methods in an attempt to measure outcome of
group treatment. Of the treatment groups that did attempt to
evaluate their program, 63 Z (N = 24) of respondents described

their evaluation as having a formal- component. A formal component

v/as an evafuation that utilized standardized outcome measures. The

most frequently used formal outcome measure v/as the Achenbach

Behaviorar checklist (Achenbach, l-9Bl-). The most frequently used

informal evaluative methods were consumer satisfaction surveys and

interviews with caregivers.

Although 67 Z of respondents indicated that they attempted to
eval-uate their treatment groups, only three treatment groups

provided the results of their evaluations (section three).
Generally, respondents indicated that pre group measurements were

taken, but that post group measurements v/ere not taken. Reasons

given for not compl-eting post group measurements incl-uded; boys

dropping out of group before completion, difficulty contacting

caregivers, and facil-itators not having sufficient tirne.
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SECTION 2.7: CONCLUSTONS

The purpose of this research study was to solicit information

from a sample of individuals who practice within the fiel-d of group

treatment of sexual-Iy abused boys, in order to determine the need

for a treatment and resource manual to help facil-itate a treatment

group with sexually abused boys, and to deveJ-op a framework and

content for a treatment/resource manual-. I believe that the study

showed that there is a need for such a manual, and the study did
provide necessary data to develop a framework and provide content

for a manual. The need for the manual is most evident from the

data indicating that the greatest percentage of group facilitators
had two or less years of experience facil-itating a treatment group

for sexually abused boys (N : 23, 40.3 Z) , and further data

suggesting a lack of resources, and training for facil-itators.
Arthough the modal- response to the question t How long have

you been providing group treatment for young male victims of sexual

abuserr was rr 0 to 2 yearsrr o nearry 60 z of the respondents to the

survey had more than three years of experience facilitating
treatment groups for sexually abused boys. Further, over 26 z of

respondents (N : L5) have pubJ-ished in the fiel-d. Analysis of the

data through visual inspection did not appear to provide differing
responses from practitioners withrrO to 2 yearsrr of experience to
those practitioners with three or more years of experience. The

anarysis focused on important considerations such as the

theoreticar basis of the group intervention, group format, and

group goal-s. Similar1y, ho differences v/ere found in responses
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provided by respondents of the two main academic backgrounds,

Socia] Work and Psychology. For example, with regard to the

theoretical basis to the treatment group, the modal- response in al-1

categories r^/as a cognitj-ve-behavioral approach: rrO to 2 years (N :

5t 2L.72) | three or more years (N : 10, 29.4e"), Social- V,Iork (N = 8,

38 "LZ) , and Psychology (N = 6, 27 .32) . Further anatysis of the

four categories with reqard to treatment objectives indicated a

general agreement on the three most important objectives; education

and understanding of sexuality and sexual- abuse, self image

enhancement, and facil-itating awareness of feerings. The main

difference

occurred with Social Work respondents, who ranked facil-itating
aÌ¡/areness of feelings as

more important than self irnage enhancement.

For rr0 to 2 years experience:

Sexual-ity/Sexual Abuse
SeIf image enhancement

Feelings ahrareness

For three or more years: Sexual-ilcy/sexual- Abuse
Self image enhancement

Feelings a\^rareness

For Social Work: Sexualituy/sexual Abuse
Feelings awareness

Self irnage enhancement

For Psychology: SexualiLy/Sexual Abuse
Sel-f image enhancement

Feelings awareness

(N: 22, 95.6e")
(N = 19,82.62)
(N : 18, 78.22)

(N : 28, 82.32)
(N : 23 , 67 .62)
(N : 20, 58.8U )

(N : 17, 8l-.OU )
(N : 16, 76.22)
(N : 15, 7L"42)

(N : 18, 8l-.8å)
(N : 16, 72"7)
(N: 12, 54.52)

f therefore believe that the data col-l-ected which generaJ-Iy appears

consistent across academic disciplines, and years of experience, is
sufficient to develop a treatment/resource manual.
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Although few rigorous eval-uations of group treatment with
sexual-Iy abused boys have been completed, the evaluations described

at the end of section one, combined with the antidotal- comments of

respondents to the survey, speak positively to the probabilitv of
group treatment as an effective means of helping boys who have been

sexually abused. The proposed treatment/resource manual will
encourage a consistent intervention and evaluative component, whj-ch

should enhance outcome research and provide empirical data

regarding the effectiveness of group treatment with sexual-ly abused

boys.

Results of the survey indicated that the boys most often seen

in group treatment were latency aged, and in early adol-escence.

Because managing behaviour is often a rarge component of each

session with these boys, group facilitators must resolve this issue

quickly. Group facil-itators wil-l- benef it from reading Vrlayne

scott's articl-e (1,992 ) entitled tr Group therapy !ùith sexuaJ-}y

Abused Boys: Notes Toward Managing Behaviour".

r berieve that this study was a good starting point into a

thorough investigation and evaluation of group treatment with
sexuaÌIy abused boys. However, many questions remain unanswered

and require further study; What are the effects of group treatment

of sexually abused boys when some members of the groups have

displayed sexual of f ending behaviours? lrlhat are the ef f ects of
group cohesion when group members have varying victimizatj-on
experiences ( i. e. intra familiat vs extra farnirial) ? what

contextual- factors of the work situation relate to successful group
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treatment (i.e., the availability of clinical supervision, funding,

time for pÌanning, etc. )

The most important question that need.s to be answered. is: Are

treatment groups for sexually abused boys an effective treatment

modarity? This question can only be answered once exj_sting

treatment groups are f ormaJ-Iy evaluated and resul-ts of these

eval-uations wideJ-y distributed. The development of a simple,

standardized battery of outcome measure for treatment group

effectiveness wil-l- herp the group faciritator, who often has

l-imited experience and understanding of program eval-uatj-on.

During the initial stage of this research project, whir-e

making many terephone call-s to develop a sampling frame, it
appeared that in most communities across North America, greater

resources were availabl-e for adolescent sex offenders than for
young mal-e victims of sexual abuse. Whil-e treatment services to
this popuration are vitar, if a greater emphasis hras placed on

treating young, sexua]-}y abused boys, there may not be as great a

need for these offender groups. Governments, mandated ChiId

Protection agencies and related agencies must pay more attention to
helping these boys. Empirical evidence describing the
effectiveness of treatment groups for sexually abused boys should

help this cause.

SECTION 3. 1 : INTRODUCTTON

Although the ahlareness of the sexua] victinization of chil-dren

has been prorninent since the L97Ots the main focus of study and

i-ntervention has been with the f emale victirn of sexual- abuse

(Reinhart, 1,987). Many researchers and clinicians in the fiel-d
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suggest numerous explanations for this occurrence. Roqers and

Terry (L984) discussed two principal reasons v/hy society and

professionals have fail-ed to address the problems of young male

victims. First, the origin of professional- concern for the sexual

victimization of chil-dren had its beginnings within two social-

service movements: child protective services and services to
victims of rape. Mandated child protective services are primarily
concerned with intrafamilial sexual abuse, whiÌe the najority of
boys are victimized outside their homes. The rape crisis centre

movement has historicall-y been closety tied to the feminist
movement and concerned with the rape of women reqardJ-ess of age.

only recently have rape crisis centres begun to see sexual assaults
on boys and adult mal-es as areas of their concern. The second.

reason given by Rogers and Terry (1,984) involves socÍety's
reluctance to identify the sexually abused boy as a victim. Rogers

and Terry (L984) make the point that 'rour societal- reaction is
quite different for a case of a L2 year ol-d girl seduced by a 35

year old man than for a case of a 1-z year ord boy seduced by a 35

year old womanrr (pg. 92) . Matthews (i-993) comments, ,not onÌy is
violence and sexual abuse directed towards males not taken

seriously in North America, it is seen as material for comedy and

entertainmentrr (pg. 2). society as a whol-e, professionars

incl-uded, look differently at cases involving young girls and adul-t

mal-es as opposed to young boys and adul-t females (Banning , rgag) .

As we1l, boys who are victirnized by adol-escents are generally seen

not as victims, but participants in rrinappropriate sex pfay"
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(Rogers and Terry, L984)

SECTION 3.2: THE PREVALENCE OF SEXUAL ABUSE OF BOYS

Estimates of the prevalence of sexual- abuse tend to vary

widely resulting from the definitions of sexual- abuse being used,

the types of questions asked about the victimization, and the
particular populations that are studied (Watkins & Bentovirn, L9g2).

During the past decade there have been a number of studies which

discuss the prevalence of the sexual- victimization of mal-e

chil-dren. Many of these studies provide findings on

characteristics of the child and the offender as wefÌ as

comparisons with similar aged female victirns. Brenda J. Vander Mey

(1-988) summarized the fÍndings of 23 such studies. In her revj-ew

of the studies, Vander Mey indicated that victimization rates

varied from 2å to 1"22.

Reporting on a retrospective study, MichaeJ- Reinhart (1,987)

examined reports of 1-89 boys who had been sexually abused compared

with an age-race-matched group of girl victims seen during the same

time period. Boy victims made up L6.42 of all sexually abused

children. Reinhart's findings indicated that boys hrere victirnized
outside of theír home 622 of the time, and v/ere offended by an

adolescent l-9å of the time. In comparison, girls \¡/ere offended by

an adolescent 8å of the time. The najority of boys (442) who were

of f ended by an adolescent hrere between the ages of 9 and l-l-.

Reinhart reported that there r^¡ere no girls of f ended by an

adol-escent in the 9 to i-l- age range. The peak age range f or
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spontaneous disclosures, defined as a active, non prompted report
by the victin was the 3 to 5 years of age range, and the mean age

of the onset of the victimization exper j-ence hras 5 .9 years .

Finally, 962 of the boys \t/ere offended by males alone, and 22 by

f emal-es acting al-one . In comparison, girls \^rere of f ended by

femal-es acting alone less that 0.5? of the time.

The American Humane Association (l-986) released a study that
reviewed the of f icially reported sexual- abuse cases of chil-d

Protective Agencies in 3l- American states. Of the 6t096 reported

cases of sexual abuse, 803 or L3Z hrere boy victims. Findings of
this study indicated that boys v/ere victirnized only 232 of the time

outside of their homes. This lower rate is refl-ective of the types

of cases that come to the attention of Child Protective agencies,

whose primary concern are reports of intrafamil-ial- sexual abuse.

Of the boys victimized at home, \^/omen acting al_one \^/ere the

perpetrators l4Z of the time compared Eo 62 of the time with girls.
Final-Iy, the mean age at the onset of the abuse r¡/as 9.6 years of
age.

SECTION 3.3: REASONS FOR UNDERREPORTING

According to Porter (1-986) the incidence of sexual abuse of

boys is grossJ-y underreported. There are two principal indicators
that boys are clearÌy reluctant to report their own victimization
experience(s). The first is from retrospective studies of adult
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popul-ations. Finkelhor (1981-) reported that for every two females

who hlere sexually victimized in chii-dhood, there is at least one

male victim, and in the majority of cases the mal-e victirn did not

report the incident. Risin and Koss (L987) reported in their study

of chil-dhood sexual victirnj-zation experiences of coÌleg,e men that
81-å of the men who disclosed their sexual- abuse at the time of the

study had told no one previously. Finally, Johnson and shrier's
(1-985) findings at an adolescent medical centre indicated that only

7.52 of the adol-escents (aged 1-5 to 21-) reported having revealed

the sexual abuse to anyone prior to being asked during their visit
to the cl-inic. A second indicator that there is under reporting by

young male victims comes out of the work of sexual- offender

treatment programs. For exampfe, Henry Giaretto | (1,986) indicated
that 8OU of the incest fathers in his program adrnitted that they

had been sexually abused as chitdren, but few had reported the

occurrence.

Clini-cians and researchers have identified a number of
reasons that could explain boys' reluctance to report any sexual-

victimization experience.

cuLTURArr coNcERNs. rn our society boys grohr up not to be

dependent, vulnerable, or helplessr or at least to keep such

feeJ-ings to themsefves. A male ethic that prornotes sel-f reliance
and cornpetitiveness may make it more difficul-t for boys to seek

hei-p when they are hurt, offended, or frightened (Finkelhor, 1,984).
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A boy may fear being consj-dered a sissy or unmanÌy (James and

Jasj1eti, 1983). Boys are seldom qiven permission to express their
true f eelings especialJ-y those of vul-nerabiJ-ity, pov/erlessness,

fear, and pain (Grygo, l-989). It would appear that the young male

victirn learns to be silent about his troubting experiences.

Obviously, what is not talked about, is not discl-osed.

LOSS oF FREEDOM. ft may be that boys perceive that they have more

to lose than girls if they report their victimization (Finkelhor,

L984) . Reports indicate boys are usualJ-y aì-Iowed more independence

and unsupervised activity than girls of the same age. A

predictable conseguence of notifying parents of a mol-est would be

a severe Iimitation of unsupervised activities. According to
Finkel-hor (1-984) boys wilI remain silent rather than risk losing
their freedom.

HoMoPHoBIc CoNcERNs. The literature indicates that the najority of
boys abused by males fears becoming homosexual or being label-Ied

homosexual- ( Finkelhor, 1984, Reinhart, I9g7 , Seboid , 1_gg7 ) . The

sexual abuse experience creates qualms about their ov/n sexual-

identity. Homosexuality is one of the most feared stigmas amongt

male peer groups. The boy fears being negativeJ-y labelled if peers

find out about the sexual abuse experience. Parents are al-so

fearful of the label- their son may receive and thus may not report
the abuse to authorities"
BLAI'trNc rHE vrcrrM. Boys generally f ear being blamed f or the

sexual abuse, especially in situations where they did not resist
the assaurt, and if they \¡/ere sexually aroused (BJ-anchard, 1,987).
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Additj-onal- fears of being blamed occur if the boy has defied a

parental directive such as attending a home not al-Iowed by his

parents. Blaming the victirn is not unique to boy victims of abuse,

as it also occurs to young femal-e victims as wel-l- as adult victims

of sexual assaults" There is a tendency to blame victj-ms of sexual

abuse in general- and to blame boys in particul-ar (Rogers and Terry,

]_e84 ) .

SECTION 3.4: FEMALE PERPETRATORS

It would appear that people in general- are resistant to the

notion that \^/omen may sexually abuse boys (Banning, l-989). Current

data supports the cl-aim that the majority of offenders of boys are

males. Until recently, mother-son incest v/as considered to be

virtually non existent. However recent studies indicate that

although the numbers are low in comparison to father-daughter

incest, mother-son incest is occurring. The Dal-l-as fncest Program

(McArthy, L986) identified an incidence rate of 42 of mothers in

their offender population. A United States study of 365 men

rnol-ested as children (Kendall Tacket & Simon, 1-987 ) gave an

incidence rate of 32. A study in The United Kingdom, based on

questionnaires seeking the frequency of child sexual- abuse which

hrere sent to doctors and other rel-evant health prof essionaÌs,

reported an incidence of 2Z sexual abuse by natural- mothers

(Mrazek, L987) . Finally, a study entitled The National Incidence

Study of Child Abuse and Neglect (l-981), anal-yzed by Finkelhor and

Russell (L984) and correcting the figures for complicity on the
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part of the females, gave an incidence of femafe perpetrators of

boys of 242. The National fncidence Study of Child Abuse and

Neglect reported on al-I cases of abuse and neglect, accounting for

the rel-atively high percentage of female perpetrators.

SECTION 3.5: DIFFICULTIES IN DEFINING SEXUAL ABUSE OF BOYS

The low incidence rate of female perpetrators of boys may be

indicative of a problem in recognition (Banning, 1,989) . Banning

discussed an actual case of a mother who would kiss her 4 year old

son's penis, play a game where she would chase her naked son around

the house and bite him on his bare bottom when she caught him, and

allowed her son to fondle her breasts and to give her rrtonguerl

kisses. This boy r¡/as seen as a resul-t of playing sexual

exploratory games which involved inserting his fingers and other

objects into the vaginas of little girJ-s. He call-ed this game

rrcheck-a-bum.rr At a diagnostic interview this boy attacked wooden

dol-ls by thrusting a bayonet between thej-r legs. In addition, he

drew a squiggle, said it \^/as a vagina, and called it a ttpong

because it smel-1,s.'r This case hras reported to the Child Protective

agency, but was not registered as a case of sexual abuse. Banning

then reversed the sexes of the parent and child and described a

similar situation. She then asked the reader to consider if this

situation would be seen as an example of sexual abuse.

Banning (1989) suggested that boundaries of acceptable

behaviour may be different for men and women. In many instances of

child sexual- abuse the intent of the perpetrator is the central
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issue, the perpetrator misusing the chil-d for his or her own sexual

gratification. The perpetrator often claims that he or she was

just showing affection. It is more likely that a \4romen's behaviour

wil-l be seen as affectionate, possibly as a resul-t of sex role

differences. CulturalJ-y, \¡/omen are all-owed a much freer range of

sexual- contact than are men. Mothers are generally perceived as

asexuaf to their children. At worst, a mother's behaviour is seen

as seductive and not harmful"

From the previous discussion regarding males victimized by

femal-es and the problem of recognizing the abuse aS abuse it

appears obvious that male sexual victimization is clearly

misunderstood. Numerous references indicate that sexual abuse is

harmful to children (Browne and Finkelhor, 1-986, MacFarlane, et aJ-,

r_e86).

Pierce and Pierce (1983) found that girls htere five times as

likeì-y to be brought into the care of a protective agency than boys

r¡/ere. They also reported that on average, boys spent l-ess time in

treatment. Pierce and Pierce concluded that protective workers do

not view the continued vulnerability of boy victirns to further

sexual abuse as seriously as with female victims. The authors felt

that treatment plans may have been too threatening to families of

sexually abused boys.

Hauguaad and Reppucci (l-988) reported a study that looked at

the beliefs of four groups of professionals invol-ved in cases of

sexual abuse as weII as parents outside of these professions. A

total- of 255 participants rated on a five point scale (from
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definitely not sexual abuse to definitely sexual- abuse) 48

vignettes that varied according to the chil-d's â9ê, sex of the

parent/chiId combination (rnother/ son, father/daughter), and the act

involved. There are eight situations: f-) the parent hugs the

child; 2) the parent kisses the child on the J-ips as he or she goes

to work in the morning; 3) the parent sleeps in the same bed as the

child; a) parent enters bathroom without knocking while the child

is bathing; 5) the parent is nude in front of the child; 6) the

parent photographs the child nude i 7) the parent touches the

childrs genitaÌs, and the parent has sexual- intercourse with the

child" Hauguaad and Reppucci found that afl five qroups rated the

acts invoJ-ving the fathers and daughters to be more abusive than

the same acts involving the mothers and their sons. These results

provide further evidence that the following two myths are stul-I

adhered to: that boys are less seriously affected by sexual abuse

(Pierce and Pierce, 1983), and that the seduction of a mal-e child

by a femal-e is not very traumatic (James and Nasjleti, 1983).

SECTTON 3.6: THE EFFECTS OF SEXUAL ABUSE ON BOYS

tühile there has been research demonstrating the negative

effects of sexual abuse on girls (e.9. Grayston, Dê Luca & Boyes,

L992) there are very few comparison studies that determine

empirically the relative impact of sexual trauma on the young mafe
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chiId.

One such study is that of Friedrich, Beilke, and Urquiza

(l-988) who investigated a sample of 31 boys between the ages of 3

and 8 who have been sexually abused within 1-8 months prior to the

study. Utilizíng the Achenbach Behavj-our Checklist (CBCL) the

symptoms and problems presented by the sexually abused boys v/ere

compared with symptoms and problems experienced by 33 boys of the

same age with diagnosis of conduct disorder (N : L2) or

oppositional disorder (N : 21). Their resul-ts based on the parent

completed behaviour checklist \Á/ere that sexually abused boys v/ere

significantly less externalizing and aggressive, and significantly

more sexualized and socially competent regarding both peer

ref ations and the number of activities in which the chil-d \¡/as

involved. The variable that contributed the most to this

description was Sex Problems. The sexuaJ-Iy abused boys hrere

considerably more sexualized as a group and their parents rated

these boys as masturbating too much, having a preoccupation with

sex, looking at pornographic material, and reenacting their abuse

with siblings. However, overall, both groups hrere not

significantly different in terms of overall behavioral- distress as

measured by the total number of behavioral probJ-ems on the CBCL.

Conte and Schuerman (L987) comparing 369 sexuaÌly abused

children with 3l-8 children recruited from the community, using a 38

item parent completed behaviour checklist, found there \Á/ere seven

factors that differentiated significantly between the sexualJ-y

abused and comparison groups: Iow self esteem, aqgression,
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fearfulness, lacking confidence, withdrawn, acting out, and anxious

to please.

A review of the Iiterature regarding the effects of sexual-

abuse reveal-ed numerous effects of sexual abuse that are simil-ar

f or boys and girls (Browne and FinkeJ-hor, 1-986, Sgroi , 1-982 |

Summit, 1983). These effects included: guilt, shame, withdrawal,

overly compliant behaviour, anger, an inability to concentrate, and

a l-ack of trust.

Rogers and Terry (1984) identified three types of reactions

typical to young mal-e victims. These v/ere: confusion over sexual-

ídentity, inappropriate attempts to reassert masculinity, and

recapitul-ation of the victirnization experience.

CONFUSION OVER SEXUAL IDENTITY. In spite of increasing speculation

and some evidence that women have been involved in the sexual- abuse

of boys to a greater extent then previously thought, the rnajority

of studies point to boys most often being abused outside of the

home, by men. Whether the offender is male or female the young

male victim feel sexual- confusion. The victim's greatest fears are

homophobic, and that he has been turned into a homosexual

(Finkelhor, 1-984).

Bischoff , cited in Porter (l-986), stated that the victim's

perception of the male abuser may rej-nforce his feelings that he

must be homosexual, which may result in alienating him frorn other

males. Many men who abuse boys are married, and sexually involved

with r¡/omen. Young víctims look at these men invol-ved with women
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and assume that the men are not homosexual- so the child feel-s he

must be homosexual. The boy distances himsel-f from male role

models internalizing the feeÌing rrif I am cl-ose to my father I am

going to make him act that way" (Porter, L986) .

According to Rogers and Terry (1-984) | the experience of a

homosexual act contradicts a child/s understanding of normal- sexual

relationships. The child, seeking an explanation as to hlhy it

happenecì to him may internalize the incident and bl-ame himself . He

may feel that the assault occurred because of his physical

appearance (slight buiId, lack of muscles), speech (soft),

personality, and even the clothing he may \¡/ear. These so called
trfeminine attributesrt are perceived as contributing greatly to the

assaul-t. These f eeÌings of self blame are especially true f or

characteristics that cannot be changed. The boy rnay identify with

the notion that he is effeminate, or that he is perceived in that

way by others. The concern that he is homosexual- is reinforced in

two vrays. First, f ail-ure to resist may be internal-ized as

indicating that he is not a real- man. Secondly, he may have been

sexually aroused by the incident and thus found the experience

enj oyable .

lVhen a boy is sexually abused by a women there are the issues

of socj-ety's minimization of the experience as wel-I as the issue of

sexual confusion (Groth, 7982) . Often the sexual abuse of males by

female perpetrators is not seen as pathological, but rather as

beneficial-, an early introduction to display his manhood. Coao,
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cited in Porter (l-986) reported that adol-escent and preadolescent

boys who had been sexually abused by women, v/ere concerned that a

l-ack of a positive response to the assault I¡Ias proof of their

homosexuality.

Hornophobic concerns are also evident in interactions with

peers in which the adolescent and preadolescent mal-e becomes

involved in physical and verbal- al-tercations that revol-ve around

the issue of the sexually abused boy's sexual- preference or that of

his peer (SeboJ-d, L9A7) . Frequently, the mal-e victin tends to

spend a lot of time attempting to convince peers that he is not

gay"

INAPPROPRIATE ATTEMPTS TO REÀSSERT I.IASCULINITY. According to

Rogers and Terry (1984) the emergence of inappropriate atternpts to

reassert masculinity through aggressive behaviour is the most

common behavioral reaction of boy victims. The young mal-e victim

will attempt to resolve his confusion or anxiety about his sexual-

identity through over identification with the mascul-ine stereotype.

The victimized boy rnay feel- that previous passive behaviours lead

to his victimization. New aggressive behaviours are a means of

convincing the young male victirn as well as others that he is

mascul-ine. The aggressive behaviour may serve as a protectj-ve

function for the boy who feels that the portrayal of a tough guy

image wiII prevent further victimization. To this end, the

sexually abused boy rnay initiate fights, even if he has no chance

of winning. Destruction of property, confrontive and obtrusive

behaviours with teachers and parents, and chronic disobedience also
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may be common occurrences.

RECÀPTTULATTON OF THE VrCTrlfrZATrON EXPERTENCE. Not al-l- young

males who are sexually abused deal with their victimization by

being sexually abusive towards others. However, some treatment

programs report up to l-00? of their offenders experiencing some

type of early sexual victirnization (Porter, 1986). Mal-e victims

who are sexually abused and feel a l-oss of control may repeat that

experience even at an early age. The ]iterature describes children

as young as four years old who have been inappropriateJ-y sexuaf or

sexually abusive with those more vulnerabl-e than themsel-ves

(Banning, 1-989 ) .

Control is a central theme to many male victims (Rogers and

Terry, i-984ì' . Sexually abused boys often act out the same offenses

that \A/ere perpetrated against them in an attempt to gain some

control- over what happened to them. These boys did not have any

control over their victirnization but have control- in their

offending. The ability to intimidate and over power others may

give the young male a temporary sense of po\¡/er and control.

In an effort to define significant indicators/effects of male

sexual abuse Sebold (L987) interviewed 22 therapists who evaluated

or treated numerous young male sexual abuse victirns, and reported

ni-ne effects which \^Jere most prevalent. The first two effects,

homophobic concerns, and aggressive and controllÍng behaviours v/ere

previously discussed. The remaining effects described by Sebold

(1,987 ) included:

Infantile Behaviour. Older adolescents pursued relationships with
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young children and interacted with age appropriate peers only when

directed to do so. Interactions with peers v/ere marked by

increased avoidance and anxiety behaviours. Infantile speech and

play patterns were also reported.

Paranoid/Phobic Behaviour. Concerns r¡/ere reported connected to

homosexuaÌ concerns and specificalJ-y involved worríes rel-ated to

the abuse being discovered or reoccurring. The younq mal-e victirn
became hypersensitive to environmental- cues that he perceived as an

indication that a threat was present. Paranoid/phobic behaviours

hrere often manifested in many day to day interactions. Fear and

paranoia often occurred after the boy hras caught misbehaving

strongly denying the behaviour while expecting the worst

consequence.

Sexual Language and Behaviours. Young male victims displayed a

preoccupation with sexual behaviours and thoughts. Mal-e chil-dren

who have experienced sexual- abuse may masturbate publicly, report
excessive preoccupation with masturbation or use sexually charged

language.

Dreams. Themes of being chased, punished, and isol-ated. The

larger therne indicated \^/as that of being controll-ed by a more

powerful person. Younger boys dreams were more concrete and

fixated on particular objects or events such as snakes or bees

going in and out of holes.

Body and Image Changes. The boys became either compuJ-sivel-y neat

and clean or showed littl-e or no concern with their appearance. fn

youngier boys, enuresis and encopresis v/ere reported.
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FaniIy and Socia1 Indicators. The therapists reported that

f arnil-ies with recent and multigenerational- histor j-es of sexual

abuse rÄ/ere significant indicators that a young mal-e also have been

victimized. The inability to develop trust or intimacy were also

described as effects of sexual abuse.

Setting Fires. Fire setting occurred predominantly in situatj-ons

when the boy was sexually abused by a v/oman. The therapists fel-t

that setting fires may be a dramatj-c v/ay of seeking help without

stating the probJ-em.

Adult males who have been sexually abused as children have

been found to be at an j-ncreased risk for offending behaviour and

the development of psychopathoJ-ogy (Vander Mey, 1-988), sexual- and

marital dysfunction (Finkelhor, Hotaling, Lewis & Smith, 1-989) , and

drug dependence/abuse (Stein, Golding, SiegeJ-n Burnam, & Sorenson,

r_988 ) .

SECTÏON 3.7: RATIONALE FOR TREATMENT

There are a number of factors crucial to understanding r^/hy

group treatment is a useful modality in the treatment of child

sexual abuse. Sexual-ly abused children and adol-escents are
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generall-y abused by someone who has been in a powerful,

authoritative position (Crowder and Myers Avis, 1990). Adol-escents

and older, school- aged children are drawn to their peers, and are

generalJ-y more involved with peers than with their parents

(aduJ-ts).

"Most children believe that their conflicts regarding the

sexual molestation could never be fulJ-y understood by others. They

believe that no one else has ever had similar feelings..."(Knittl-e

and Tuana, l-980, p.237). The group process intrinsically provides

a rnilieu to break down the isol-ation created by the abuse

experience (Peake, 1987). The treatment group can be a safe and

confidential- environment in which the experience of sexual- abuse

can be tal-ked about with others (Crowder and Myers Avis, A990).

As described earJ-ier, the abuse experience often destroys a

chil-d's trust in adult and authority figures. Meeting with a group

of peers can increase the child's sense of safety, and decreases

the fear of being intruded upon by the authority figures in the

group, the adul-t group leaders.

Feelings about the sexual abuse can be discussed without rrthe

threat of irnmediate self-discl-osurert (Hazzard, King and Webb,

1-986). No individual group member is constantly the focus of

attention, and thus each child can make his/her therapeutic aains

at his/her ov/n pace (Knittle and Tuana, 1980). Because the group

members tend to see the group as a social- experience as well- as a

therapeutic one, loyalties develop to the group, and resistance to

attending ís lowered (carozza and Heirsteiner, 1-983).
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The presence of peers in the group presents an opportunity to

develop new interactive skills in a low-risk setting and to develop

a social support network that can be drawn on outside of the group

setting (Peake, L9a7) .

According to Porter (l-986), family and group therapy are the

two most important modatities for treatment of young mal-e victims

of sexual- abuse. He believes that individual therapy for a young

male victirn with a mal-e therapist may be threatening to the boy

. . . rr because there are powerful el-ements of reliving the

molestation inherent in the one to one therapeutic

relationship" (p.21) . These elements include the foJ-Iowing:

1-. In both situations, the child is alone with a man who discusses

sexual matters and who keeps the conversations secret/confidentj-a1.

2. Often the child who has been deprived of nurturing contact with

male adul-ts other than his offender, is fearful that the therapist

will also expect sexual favours, even when the purpose of the

session has been explained.

Porter bel-ieves that these negative issues are countered by

the dynamics of the group setting"

Group treatment offers advantages for the therapists as weII.

This treatment modality is cost and time effective, enabling a

greater number of children to be seen at any one time.
ItAt the present time there are few published research studies

whi-ch systematically evaluate the treatment of sexualÌy abused

boysr' (Watkins & Bentovim, L992, pg. 233). Watkins and Bentovim's

findings \^/ere substantiated earl-ier by Kel-ler, Cicchinell-i, and
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Gardner (1989) who in their review of treatment programs for child

sexual- abuse found that only 27 Z conducted a follow up evaluation.

In the two treatment groups for sexuaÌIy abused boys, designed and

co-facilitated by the principal investigator, effectiveness of

group treatment v/as measured, informally, bY group attendance,

feedback from group members, and feedback from parents, caretakers,

and social workers invol-ved with the children. Pre group

measurements of the boys \4lere completed util-izing the ChiId

Behaviour Checklist Revised (Achenbach, 1-981-), but post group

measurements \^/ere not completed.

Examples of effective group approaches for girls that may be

effective for boys can be found in the literature (Berliner and

MacQuivey, Lg82¡ Hazzard and Webb, L986¡ Kitchur and Bel-l-' 1-989) .

campbell, et aI, (L992) reported their findings with regard

to the impact of an 18 month sequential approach to individual and

group therapy with sexually abused adolescent boys. rrOVeraJ-I, the

psychometric tests, the empirical case studies, and the clinj-cal-

observations indicate that the treatment project was not successful

in meeting the needs of these youthsrr (pg. 174).

Grayston (l-993) reported on a study involving 12 sexually

abused boys ranging in age from seven to ten. Six of the boys

attended a L2 week group treatment program while the remaining six

chil-dren were assigned to a wait list comparison group. Grayston

indicated that a lengthy time to obtain referrals, combj-ned with

the ethical difficulties of withholding treatment for chil-dren

. . " rrnecessitated adherence to a less rigorous research design in
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which children \Áiere assigned to groups on the basis of when they

v/ere referred to the program (i.e., the first group of children

hrere composed of the initial six suitabl-e referrals)rr (pg. 17).

Acts of sexual abuse ranged from fondling to anal sex. The boys'

offenders included: Father/step father, a male peer, and a step

mother. The treatment group v/as co-facilitated by a rnaÌe/female

team, with both facilitators' academic backgrounds being in

Psychology. Several standardized and non standardized assessment

measures ü/ere utilized to eval-uate the effects of sexual abuse on

the boys, and to monitor the course of these symptorns during the

treatment group. These instruments included: The SeÌf-Esteem

Inventory (Coopersnith, L984) | The Chil-dren's Depressj,on Inventory

(Kovacs, 1985), and the Child Behaviour Checklist (Achenbach,

1-981-) . Measurements v/ere taken during the intake interview, to

determine a baseline of behaviours from which to assess the effects

of the treatment group, and within four weeks of group terrnination.

Grayston's findings hrere that the children in group therapy did

experience improvernents over the course of the intervention and

that the effects of the program tended to vary from chitd to child.

Grayston reported that two boys derived significant benefits from

the treatment group, two boys experienced generally smal-ler

changes, and two boys experienced very small change. The changes

made by group participants \4rere statisticall-y comparable to those

for boys assigned to the wait l-ist comparison group. Grayston

suggested that the absence of statistical-ly significant findings on

most measures may be due, in large part, to the smalI sampl-e size.
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She commented that the rruse of more sensitive and comprehensive

assessment procedures and identification of the variabl-es most

commonly associated with treatment success in this particular
popul-ation are cJ-early required if therapists are to effectiveì-y

screen potential group referral-s and accurately predict which

children witl and wiIl not J-mprove fol-lowing group j-nterventionsrl

(ps. 75).

Hack, Osachuk, & De Luca (L994) described a study conducted

to eval-uate the effectiveness of a semj--structured , 12 week

treatment group for six pre-adolescent sexual-l-y abused boys (aged

I - 1-1- years). The boys' offenders incl-uded: a father, brother,

neighbourhood boys, and an uncl-e. Acts of sexual abuse ranged from

genital fondling to penile penetration. The treatment group was

facilitated by two male clinical psychology graduate students, both

at the doctoral level- of training, and a third-year mal-e

undergraduate honours psychology student served as group assistant.

Measurements \Á/ere administered at three dif f erent time periods:

during intake interviews held three weeks prior to group

commencementf one week after group termination, and at a folIow up

meeting seven months after group terrnination. The measures used

\ÀIere: Child Behaviour Checklist Revised (Achenbach, 1-981-) , The

Chil-dren/s Depression Inventory (Kovacs, 1985), and the Sel-f-Esteem

Inventory (Coppersmith, 1,984). Their findings r^/ere that the boys

experienced decreased anxiety, decreased depression, increased sel-f

esteem, and decreased internalizing and externalízing behaviours;

and that these benefits v/ere generally maintained seven months
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study.
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No comparison group was used in this

Based on the results of these three studi-es there is litt]e

empirical- evidence to support the effectiveness of a group

treatment program for sexually abused boys. Hov/ever the work of

Hack, Osachuk, and De Luca (1994) and that of Grayston (i-993) is

encouraging. Although the research designs and method of evaluation

differed between the two studies, the theoretical basis of their

treatment groups, the group format, and many of the exercises

utilized v/ere simil-ar. Both the Grayston (1993) and the Hack,

Osachuk, and De Luca (1"994) studies indicated that the boys

experienced improvement in behaviour over the course of the

treatment group program. This evidence combined with the

antidotal comments of many contri-butors to the research project
suggest that a treatment group program may be an effective and

integral component of an overall- treatment program to help sexually

abused boys.

SECTÏON 4.].: GROUP FACILTTATORS



SECTION 4

GROUP WORK

WITH

SEXUALLY ABUSEI)

BOYS
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WAI\TED: An individual is required to co-faciritate a

treatment group for sexually abused boys. The

successful appticant shoul-d possess a post

secondary degree in Social- Work, PsychoJ-ogy or a

rel-ated discipline. Previous experience at co

facilitating a treatment group for sexuaJ-Iy abused

boys is not required, however basic knowledge of

sexual abuse, the effects of sexual abuse on young

male victims, and knowledge of smal} group

dynamics are reguired.

The position offers the successful- appJ-icant the

opportunity to work in a relatively new and

untested work experience. Co-faci-Iitating a

treatment group for sexuaJ-ì-y abuse boys is a

challenging experience requiring a creative and

flexible individual who will sti1l set linits.

The successful appJ-icant must have confidence in

his/her own skj-Ils, and perseverance (Karen

Goslin, ontario, a respondent to the mail-

questionnaire) .

Applicants shoul-d apply to the Child Welfare

office, or Child Sexual Abuse Treatment Centre in

their community.
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our research indicated that nearly all treatrnent groups for
sexual-Iy abused boys l¡/ere facilitated by at least two facilitators,
and that the co facil-itation team of choice in the najority of
groups \¡¡as a mixed gender dyadic team. These resul-ts are

consistent with findings in the l-j-terature (Bricner and Johnson,

1,987, Schact, et al, l-990, Sgroi, L992, and Singer, Lggg) .

There are several concerns with one individual facilitating
a treatment group for sexuaJ-J-y abused boys. If the facilitator is
male' one runs the risk of replicating the abuse scenario as

described by Porter (1-986). Other concerns deal- with difficutties
managing behaviour during group time, being unabl-e to spend time

individually with a boy if it became necessary, and being solely
responsible for all facets of the treatment group.

There are several advantages of the male/female co-

facilitating team. These advantages include:
1-. Mixed gender co-facilitators are abl-e to model heatthy male

female communícation and interactions.
2. Mixed gender co-facilitators al-low the boys the opportunity of
interacting with a positive mal-e role model- and a positive femal-e

role model.

3. The boys within the treatment group receive a mal-e and female

perspective on many issues including sexuality, and victimization.
4" Having an adult, femaJ-e facilitator in the room may provide the
boys with a feeling of safety, if they v/ere offended by an adult
male.
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The primary concern expressed. by respondents to the research
project with regard to the mixed gender dyadic team focused on the
comfort level- of the boys in discussing sexual issues with a femal-e

faci-Iitator. The f emale f acil-itator must be sensitive to thi-s
concern by acknowJ-edging it with the boys and seeking their input
on resolving the concern.

WhiÌe facÍIitating a treatment group with another individual-
has many advantages, difficulties can arj-se. one problem that may

occur is locating a co-facilitator. A logical- starting place woul-d

be your ohrn agency. However, if you have exhausted that avenue,

looki-ng at other agencies/resources in your community can herp.
Finding someone who has the same educational background as yourself
is not necessary. rndividuats with diverse backgrounds such as

public health, education or Ìaw would bring díffering perspectives
to the treatment group. Finding an individuat with whom you can

develop or already have in place, mutuar respect (personalJ-y and

professionally), peer support, and an equaì- sharing of
responsibil-ities but also allowing for each individual-/s interests
and strengths to come to the forefront is irnportant.

Once you have found someone to co-facil-itate the treatment
group it is important to organize responsibilities related to the
group. You wil-l need to come up with a regular time to design
group sessions. This occurs easiest if you and your co-facil-itator
work at the same agency and have regular contact. rf you and your
co-facil-itator are at different agencies then more planning may be

required. A good idea is to plan several- sessions at a time and to
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use the tirne prior to the session beginning for updating and

housekeeping issues. A short period of time shoul-d be taken after
group to debrj-ef, but this is not a good time to do group planning.

As indicated earÌier it is important to share the workload.
one way of achieving this j-s to al-ternate responsibilities on a

weekJ-y basis. For example, the facilitator whose turn it is to
write feedback in the boys journaÌs shoul-d al-so complete the weekly
group log- During that week, the other facilitator coufd then be

responsible for purchasing snack (buy bulk as it is rnore cost and

time effective) and making necessary contacts with referral- sources
and/or caregivers"

FinaIly, two related difficul-ties which may occur coul-d be

locating cl-inical supervision, and adequate training. Finding an

individual with many years of experience providing cl_inical_
supervision to treatment groups for sexually abused boys can be

extremely difficult. Locating an individua] who can provide
cl-inical supervision with regard to chitd sexual abuse issues and

group treatment should not be too difficult, and shoul-d provide the
facilitator the supervision he/she will- require to facilitate the
group. The component which may be missing, issues rel-ated directly
to the boys, can be accommodated by a review of the l-iterature (a

good start would be the articles referenced in this manual-) and

through attendance at rel-evant workshops. However, at the present
time workshops which focus on group treatment with sexualJ-y abused

are scarce- Therefore, it is recornmended that facilitators of
treatment groups for sexual-ly abused boys shoul_d become part of, or
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community facilitating treatment groups with sexualÌy abused
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your

boys.

Finding an appropriate setting to facititate your treatment
group is an important step i-n the overarl smooth running of a

treatment group. Many agencies have meeting rooms designated for
a variety of group meetings or boardrooms that can be used as a

group meeting room. While this type of arrangement may rn¡ork we1l
in some situations r do not recommend facilitating your treatment
group in a child hlelfare office. some boys may associate a child
blelfare office as a place of safety, stj-rJ_ others may feel
threatened as a resul-t of being removed from their family or even

at the possibility of removal- from their homes. This heightened
anxiety could interfere with the abil-ity of some boys to function
during treatment group sessions. siinitarJ-y, there rnay be parents
who feel- threatened having their son attend a treatment group at a

Child Vlel-fare office"
searching your community for a setting to facir_itate your

treatment group may become a necessary step. An ideal_ choice, and

one hle used successfuJ-1y with the Preadol-escent sexual- abuse
Treatment (P.A.s.T.) group in I^Iinnipeg, was to approach a school in
the area. schools wil-I have the majority of supplies you wil1 need

to facilitate your group (arts and crafts materials, audio visual_
equi-pment, etc.) as well- as access to a gymnasium and/or a nulti
purpose room. General-ly, there is no cost, or a minimal cost
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invol-ved. rf you choose to facilitate your treatment group at a

school, it is best to stay away from using a room too close to the
principal-'s office, and if possible to use a room that reast
resembl-es a classroom.

other potentia]- group settings would include yMcAs and area
cornmunity canters.

SECTTON 4.3: TREATMENT GRoUp OBJECTIVES

Based on the research findings, treatment group faciì-itators
identified five general- categories of objectives of their treatment
groups" These objectives \4/ere:

l-. cognitive restructuring (i.e. r ân enhanced sel_f image).
2. Atternpts to change behaviour (i.e., anger management).

3. Education and understanding of sexuality and sexual- abuse

(i.e., homophobia and remol_est prevention) .

4" Life skil_l_s training (i.e., problem soJ-ving) .

5. Relationship buirding (i.e., improved farniry
relationships) .

A fulf listing of all 4L treatment group objectives
identified by respondents to the research study is presented, in
a]-phabetical- order, ât the end of this section. The objectives
most f requently described \^/ere: an improved sel-f imaqe,
f acilitating aT¡rareness of f eelings, anger management, sex
education, and remolest prevention.

A treatment group need not have al-I of these objectives as

part of its program. Treatment group objectives wj-11- be dependent
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on the composition of group members (ages, victimization
experience) and the number of sessions your treatment group wil-t
run. Here are two exampJ-es of treatment group objectives from my

own experience, and from the l_iterature:
A 24 session treatment group for sexualJ-y abused adolescent

boys facilitated through Macdonal-d Youth services, a placement and

treatment agency in lrlinnipeg had the fol_rowing objectives:
l-. To heJ-p the boy identify and work through feelings derived

from being sexually victimized.
2 " To heJ-p the boy examine and understand the dynarnics of his

sexual abuse.

3. To enhance the boy's self concept.

4. To help the boy deverop more constructive, socialJ_y

appropriate coping behaviours.

5 To provide the boy with information and responses to
prevent further abuse.

6- To use group process to deverop more appropriate peer
relating skil-Is.

Mrazek's (l-98l-) treatment group which consisted of t 1,/2 _
hour sessions over a period of six months had the following foci:

l-. Provide a safe setting to facilitate the discussion of
feelings regarding individual and famiJ-y probrems,

including their sexual experiences.

2 . Providing mare and f emar-e adult ror-e moder-s.

*
3. A]lowing the girls to rel-ate to peers who had siinil_ar
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sexual_ experiences.

*
4. Enhancing the girlrs overall social skil_ls.

* Al-though Mrazek's treatment group was for sexually abused girls
the focus woul-d be equarJ-y as appropriate for a treatment group
with sexually abused boys.

Kerry Todd (Berrevue, lvashington) who co facilitates
treatment groups for sexually abused boys provided the fo]J-owÍ_ng

goals:

A" Peer support"

B. Decrease anxiety of talking about the sexual- abuse experience.
C. Increase assertiveness/social skiIIs.
D. Appropriate placement of blame - decrease guj-It.
E. Decrease aggressive behaviour/anger.

F. Learn appropriate expression of feelings.
G" Education.

H. Springboard for further work.

ï. fncrease sel-f esteem.

J. Empowerrnent 
"

K. Confrontation of offender.

L. Break victin cycle.

M" Prevent development of offending patterns.
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1- . Hornophobic concerns / roJe conf usion.
2. Guilt.
3. Anger.

4. Betrayal"

5. Shame.

6" Trust"

7. Empowerment/powerlessness.

8. Anxiety.

9. Fear of revictimization.
1-0. Aggression.

Based on their treatment group experiences with sexua]Iy
abused boys' respondents to the survey identified 41- treatment
issues which arose during their treatment groups. The majority of
the treatment j-ssues \4lere categorized based upon Finkelhor and
Browne's (1985) Traumagenic Dynainics in the rmpact of child sexual
Abuse 

" These dynamics are: Traumatic sexual_ization,
stigmatization, betrayar, and powerressness. A more indepth
description of this framework is found in appendix B. The
remainj-ng treatment issues descri-bed by respondents to the survey
hlere categorized as ttgroup rerated, and rrmiscel_laneousr:
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TR.AUMÀTIC SEXUALI ZATION

HOMOPHOBIC CONCERNS/ROLE CONFUSION

SEXUALTZED BEHAVTOUR

BLURRED BOUNDARTES

SEXUALTTY

SEXUAL EDUCATION

AIDS/STD

SEXUAL TDENTTTY

BODY TMAGE

AIDS/STD

GENDER ISSUES

PORNOGRÀPHY

TRAUMATIC RESPoNSES (haJ-lucinations, flashbacks, dissociation)

STIGMATIZATTON

GUTLT

ANGER

SHAME

MTNTMIZATION/DENTAL OF ABUSE

PEER INTERACTIONS

SELF ESTEEM

SUICTDE

DAMAGED GOODS SYNDROME

SELF BLAME

IVHAT TT MEANS TO BE MALE

STTGMATTZATTON
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SELF DEFEAÎING BEHAVIOURS

DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

ÏSOLATION

SECRECY

ANTT SOCIAL BEHAVTOUR

EMBARRASSMENT

BETRÀYAL

BETRAYAL

TRUST

DEPRESSTON

FAMILY ISSUES

LOSS

PARENTAL REACTTON TO THE ABUSE

PARENTAL NON PROTECTTON

A}4BTVALENT FEELINGS TOWARDS THE OFFENDER

DYSFUNCTTONAL ADULT RELATTONSHTPS

RAGE

BREAKING THE STLENCE

ABANDONMENT

HURT

CONTACT I/üITH THE OFFENDER

EMOTIONAL AVOTDÀNCE
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POWERLESSNESS

EMPOVüERMENT / POWERLES SNE S S

ANXTETY

FEAR

AGGRESSION

FEAR OF REVICTIMIZATION

POOR SOCTAL SKTLLS

OUT OF CONTROL BEHAVIOURS

LOYALTY ISSUES

VTOLENCE

POI^TER/CONTROL ISSUES

LACK OF ASSERTTVENESS

RUNNTNG

SAFETY

DEPRIVATION

PREOCCUPATTON WITH RETRTBUTION

SCHOOL DTFFICULTTES

FEAR OF DTSCOVERY

SOMATTZATION

FEAR OF PHYSICAL ASSAULT

PANIC

NIGHTMARES

FEAR OF BEING ALONE
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GROUP RELATED

LISTENING AND ATTENDfNG BEHAVIOURS

SCAPEGOATTNG OF GROUP MEMBERS

LACK OF EMPATHY FOR PEERS

CONFIDENTIALITY

GROUP MEMBERS BULLYING EACH OTHER

HYPERACTIVITY

TRANSFERENCE ISSUES

MTSCELLANEOUS

COURT EDUCATION

FOSTERCARE TSSUES

RACTSM

I Being a\,vare of the potential treatrnent issues which may arise
, it your group should hetp with group pJ_anning, and make the
;

: treatment issues easier to work through with the boys when they
I. occur.
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SECTION 4.5: GRoUp FORMAT

1. CHECK IN

la. (GROUP MASCOT OPENING REMARKS)

2. LAST WEEK REVISTTED

3. THERAPEUTIC ACTIVTTYiDISCUSSION

4. SNACK TIME

5. SELF IMAGE BTIILDING/GROUP COHESION EXERCISE

6" JOURNAL TIME/QT]ESTION BOX

7. GYM TIMEi PLAY TIME/ FREE TIME

The group format presented is based on a 9o minute session.
CHECK IN

The check in activity is a way of gauging how the boys are
feeling as group begins as wel-l- as determining what kind of week

they have had. There are at l-east two ways of completing the check
in. The first way is more appropriate for the younger boys and is
done in the forl-owing manner: At the beginning of the group session
each boy is handed an envelope with his name on it. The enveJ_ope

contai-ns six f eerings f aces glued onto popsicJ_e sticks (one
feerings face on each side of the popsicJ-e stick). suggested
feelings faces could incrude: happy, sad, angry, confused.,
confident, and undecided. rn turn, each boy is asked to raise the
popsicJ-e stick indicative of his present feel-ing(s) which he could
describe to the group if he wanted to, and for which he coufd
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explain why he was f eeling that particular r¡/ay. This kind of
feelings check in may be l-ess threatening to the boys who need only
v/ave a feerings face as opposed to verbal_ize how they feef . The
feelÍngs check in should last between five to ten minutes.

A second way of checking in is for each boy to a describe a
good thing and a bad thing that occurred. during the past week.
This exercise may be more appropriate for the or_der boys and wi_lr_

take ronger to comp]-ete than the feerings check in. For exampì_e,

in a treatment group r once co-facil-itated for sexuaì-Iy abused
girls the check in took between ten and fifteen minutes, and at
times lasted over harf an hour. rf the boys are bringing up
important issues that occurred for them during the past week, and
there is discussion amongst the boys, the facil-itators should not
set a specific tirne limit.

with either check in both f aci-l-itators should be active
participants.

Although not necessary, a group mascot may be herpful in a

treatment group for younger boys (ie., twer-ve and under). The
possibirities of group mascots are l_imited only by creativity of
the facil-itators. The.p"A.s.T group in winnipeg utir-ized the
Radio shack Robie sr. programmabre robot as their group mascot.
The robot wourd open each session with a recorded message revi-ewing
the previous session and outlining the agenda for that dayrs
sessi-on. Aside from the opening remarks, the robot had several-
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other functi-ons.

These functions inctuded:

1-. Answered questions that \t¡ere teft in the euesti-on Box from the
previous week.

2. All-owed the opportunity for each boy to feel special by

ref erring to him individually by name and descr j-bing somethj-ng

about him. (ie., , Hell-o Birly! Arenrt you the boy who l_oves to
play floor hockey and had a birthday just l-ast week?").

3. Enhanced group cohesion through exercises revolving around the
robot such as brainstorming naming sessions (the best name was
rrAbuse Busterrr), and compreting puzzres of the robot.
4. Herped the boys identify and express feelings by taking on a
personarity and describing his ov/n feeJ_ings. For example, the
robot described feeling anxious during the first session and during
a later session, feelings of powerlessness as a resul-t of a broken
arm and not knowing when the faciÌitators would have the arm

replaced.

5. All-owed the boys to f eel- powerful and in control- by manipulating
the robot through the remote control.
6. Arlowed the boys a ,safer hray of terling their story, again
util-izing the remote control.

AJ-though not specificaJ_ry set up as a group mascot, Karen

Goslin of the SAFE-T Program at the Thisttetown Regional Centre in
Rexdale, ontario, described a unique feature of her treatment
group. rrBilf'r \4/as introduced to the group as a boy who could not
attend group due to distance. trBil-Irr would wrj-te letters to the
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group and ask questions regarding issues such as court, school-, and.

peers. Group members developed empathy and probJ-em soJ_ving skil_ls
as they wrote l-etters and developed video replies to rBifI'sl

letters. other exampJ-es of group rnascots incl-uded stuf f ed

animals, and puppets.

IJAST WEEK REVTSITED

If a group mascot is not util-ized then the group facilitators
need to spend time after the check in to go over any issues
outstanding from the previous session as wel-l as to introduce the
agenda for that dayrs session. This coul-d be the time when

questions from the Question Box are answered or journal-s returned.
This component of group time shoul-d not last ronger than ten
mi-nutes.

THERÀPEUTrC ACTMTY/DISCUSSTON

The therapeutic activity/discussion sectj-on of the treatment
group is the time that group members deal with issues such âs,
feelings, offenders and developing ang:er management skills. An

approximately thirty minute time period shoul-d be al-Iocated for the
therapeutic activity/discussion, with more time availabl-e after
snack, if necessary.

SNACK TTME

Food may be used as a positive reinforcer for compJ-eting

earlier group tasks. The boys shourd deci-de duri_ng the f irst
session what types of snacks they would like and the facil-itators
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take turns purchasing the snack (buy bulk! ) . Appropriate snacks
coul-d incrude: granola bars, fruit, juice, and rtreats, around.
specific horidays. A birthday cake if a group member has a

birthday during the week of group wourd be a nice touch. snack
time should be informal-, unstructured, and. Iast about ten minutes.

rf the boys are attending the treatment group immediately
after school- and have no time to eat before group starts, then
snack time should occur when the group begins.

If the therapeutic activity/discussion was completed in the
al-l-otted time group members coufd engage in group cohesion or self
l-mage building exercises. croup cohesion building exercises may be

important early in group and not as necessary as sessions continue.
Enhancing self image was the most frequently cited treatment group
objective by respondents to the research study and therefore shoul-d
be given great importance during group time. The group
cohesion/se1f image building exercise component of the group should
last approxirnately l-5 ninutes" rf there is not sufficient ti-me to
complete the therapeutic activity, that activity can be completed
during the group cohesion/serf image buirding tirne.
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iIoURNAL TrME/OUESTION BOX

Group members are often too shy or embarrassed to ask a

question in front of the other boys. The use of a journa]- or
question box is a way for the boys to share information or to seek

information in a non stressful_ manner.

There are several \^/ays journats can be used. one hray is to
have the boys write or draw in their journal_ any \n/ay they feel-.
This could include issues related to their victimization, other
facets of their lives, or just asking a question. ArternativeJ_y,
the co-facilitators courd pose a question to the boys such

as:rrDescrlbe three things about you that are not rel-ated to being
sexually abusedrr o or., rrHoÌn/ has today's dj_scussion changed your
feelings about your victimizationrr? Both faci]itators shoul-d take
turns writing personalized feedback to the boys in their journals.
Journal time can be a winding down tirne with the boys playing some

of their favourite music in the background, whife workÍng on their
journals. As an al-ternative to journals, the facil_itators can

create a question box. A question box is simply a d.ecorated shoe

box with an opening cut out of the top rarge enough to fit a small
piece of paper. Each boy is given the piece of paper and tol_d that
they can use the paper to ask any questions or make any they
comments they wish. The boys should be told that even if they have

nothing to write, they can draw a picture or scribbte on the paper.

The boys need not put their name on the paper but courd do so if
they wanted to. All papers must be placed in the question box so

as not to single out a specific boy who has a question or comment.
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The facil-itators can take a boy aside and anshrer his question,
anshrer it during the next group session, or do both. fn my

experience with the PAST group in winnipeg the boys used the
question box to ask questions regarding the co-facj-]itators, about
other group members, and about specific group topics. one boy

indicated through the questi-on box that he stil-I blamed himsel-f for
his victiinization. Based on the question box comments of two group

members, their caseworkers had to be notified and an investigatj_on
into the possibitity of further abuse, initiated.

Generalì-y, iournals may be more appropriate for the
adol-escent boys and the questi-on box more appropriate f or the
younger boys. Journal/Question Box time should take approximately
five minutes.

GYM TIME /pLAy TIIÍE/RELAXATION TIME

The remaining group time shoul-d be less structured, and have

nothing at al-I to do with sexual abuse. The most ideal- setti-ng to
facilitate a treatment group would al-low group members access to a

gyrnnasium. spending time in the gyrn can benefit the boys in
several r¡/ays:

l-- A tine to burn off energy and tensi-on which may have built up

earl-ier in group.

2 - To help the boys realize that their bodies can be used in
positive v/ays.

3 " There are indications that sports has proven beneficial to the
sexually abused boy in terms of heJ-ping re-establish his mascul-ine
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self concept (James and Nasjleti, l_983) .

The.P.A.S.T. group incl-uded a gyrn time within the group

tirne. Based on that experience two further benef its v/ere realized.
During gyn time PAST group members usua]J-y chose to pfay fl-oor

hockey. The first time they played floor hockey there were seven

boys running in seven directions. Hor¡/ever as group members were

together longer they played as a team and would cheer on each

others' accompl-ishments. Gyrn time became a good qauge of group

cohesiveness" Another benefit realized during gyrn time had to do

with arJ-owing certain boys the opportunity to f eel- rf speciar'. rn

every group there wil-Ì be boys who excel- verbally or through art
work and because of these skills may feel- special. rn the PAST

group there were boys who hlere able to feel speciaJ- because of
their athletic abilities, which they v/ere abl-e to display during
gym time.

If your group does not have access to a gymnasium, then the

l-ast part of the group can be spent playing board games, cards,

listening to music, and or participating in relaxation exercises.

The gyn time/play time/rel-axation time component of group time can

Iast from fifteen to thirty minutes"

rt was indicated earÌier that the group format presented was

based on a ninety minute session. Hornlever, if one were to add up

all- the approximate times given for each component of the group

session, your treatment group would rast over two hours! Each

treatment group shoul-d work at a pace that is comfortable for the

group members and the f acil-itators. It is irnportant f or the
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facilitators to go into each group session with an agenda.

Depending on what is happening in the group during a particular
session, it may not be necessary to complete that agenda.

SECTION 4.6: REFERRALS

Following sections 4.1- through 4.5 should get you to the most

importanÈ component of a treatment group for sexuaJ-Iy abused boys,

the group members. Wonderful planning could go for not if careful
consideration is not taken to recruit potential group members, and

screen then for suitability for group treatment. This section will
discuss how to go about obtaining referrals.

ï believe that priority shoul-d be given to childre,n presently
involved with your own agency. Agency staff should be notified of
your intentions to facilitate a treatment group for sexually abused

boys, followed by a request on your part to speak at appropriate
unit meetings. During the second year we ran the p.A.s.T group in
$finnipeg, it became obvious that more than circulating a memo was

required. Two boys v/ere referred to our group from an agency in our

community that facilitated treatment groups for adolescent boys who

had been sexually abused. fronically, these boys v/ere referred to
the other agency for group treatment from our own agency.

Once you have exhausted all potential referrals from your

agency, your next step should be pubricizing your program within
your community. The easiest method of completing this task would

be presenting at an inter-agency child abuse meeting if they occur

in your community. Finally, based on our research, the most likely
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sources of referrars are: child welfare agencies, schools
guidance counserlors, physicians, and the regal system. Letters
shourd go out to the appropriate individuals at these
agencies /facilities describing your treatment group, and offering
to speak in person.

Once the referrals begin to arrive you will need a method of
obtaining basic information from the referral source. An

application f orm should be deveJ-oped and sent to aIl- referral
sources. The application form should not be lengthy and should

soficit information regarding the boy's riving arrangement, his
victimization experience, and the extent of his support network.

A sample treatment group referral application foll-ows at the end of
this section. Finalry, upon receipt of a completed application
forrn a meeting should be arranged with the boy and his caregiver.
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SEXUAL SURVMRS GROUP - REFERRAL FOR-t'l

Date:

Worker:

Team:

Child Referred:

Age: Birthdate: status:

Address: Te1ePhone #:

Caregivers Name:

School' Grade:

General Performance:

Relationship of Offender to Child:

If Yes Date:Court Pending

Who is available to child after each session:

Narne:

Phone #:

Farnily HistorY:

Details of Abuse (including length of time over which the abuse

occurred) :
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Degree of child's ability to discuss the abuse:

Define child,s support network, (or non-supportive) in terms of
signif icant relationships :

ChiId's ability to connect with peers (especially in a group

setting) :

child and Family previous or current therapeutic involvement:

Consent of Guardian Date
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SECTTON 4.7: SCREENING OF POÎENTIAL GROUP MEMBERS

TOP 10 REASONS À BOY COT]LD BE CONSIDERED FOR GROUP TREÀTUENT

1-. The boy fall-s within the age range of the treatment group.

2. The boy is willing to attend group treatment.

3. The boy is able (in some manner) to discuss his victinization.
4. The boy acknowledges that he has been sexually abused.

5. The boy has a supportive person.

6. The boy is able to interact positively with other group

members.

7. The boy has/is presently receiving individual therapy.

8. Placement within the treatment group is voluntary.
9. The boy is emotionally ready to attend a treatment group.

10. The boy is able to maintain self control.

I TOP 10 REASONS THAT l,tAY EXCLUDE À BOY FROtt GROUP TREATITIENT

, 1. The boy has displayed sexually offending behaviours.
.

' 2. The boy is diagnosed as psychotic.
l

3. The boy is intellectually limited.
: 4. The boy displays behaviours which would interfere with group

, functioning.

, 5. The boy has a chemical dependency problen.

: 
U. The boy displays behaviours which may threaten the safety of

: other group members.

, 7. The boy does not falI within the age range of the treatment

: group.

8. The boy denies that he was sexually abused.
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9. The boy does not have a supportive caregiver invol-ved

1-O. the boy is enotionally too fragile to attend a treatment group.

with the exception of treatment group facilitators who are

already familiar with potential group members through another

program (i.e. a residential treatment centre), it is important for
treatment group facilitators to screen potentiaì- group members.

The purposes of the screening process are;

i) To assess whether group treatment is the appropriate

therapeutic modality for the boy.

ii) To determine whether or not a boy is ready for
group.

iii) To help develop as cohesive a group as possibte.

Based on the results of the research project, criteria for
selecting or excluding a boy from group treatment fell under three

categories;

i) Issues related to the boy's victimization experience

(does the boy acknowledge his victirnization, can the

boy talk about his victimization).
ii) Issues related to the boy's readiness/suitability

for group ( willingness to attend,

absence of violent behaviour).

iii) Issues related to the boy,s support network

(availability of a support person, transportation to
and from the treatnent group).

The above description of criteria for inclusion and exclusion

from a treatment group is a generalized listing and is meant as a
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guide that may be followed when screening potential group members.

Each boy should be considered individually, as well as how he would

interact with other group members

SECTION 4.8: POTENTIAL PRACTTCAL PROBLEMS

TOP 10 PROBLEMS YOU I.fÀY RUN TNTO FACII,ITATING

A TREÀTUENT GROUP

l-. lransportation of the Boys to and From croup.

2. Ensuring Regular Attendance.

3. Planning Time For Co-Therapists.

4. Receiving Enough Referrals at the Same Time.

5. Scheduling Group Sessions.

6. Behavioral Issues With Children.

7. Finances/Funding Difficulties
8. Ensuring a Coordinated Treatment Approach.

9. Resistance From Caregivers.

1-0. Booking/Locating a Meeting Room.

A complete listing of practical probrems described by

respondents to the research project please see is presented at the

end of section 4.8
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TOP 10 SOLUTIONS ... (and more) To lHE ToP 10 POTENTIAL

PRACTICÀL PROBLEMS

l_. TRANSPORTATION of the boys to and from the treatment group I¡/as

by far the biggest logistical problem associated with

facilitating a treatment group for sexually abused boys. Here

are several suggestions that you may use to eliminate this

potential problem:

a) Make available transportation a component of the

selecti-on criteria.

b) Ensure that the referral source is aware that they

are responsible for arranging transportation.

c) Make use of volunteer drivers - ensure that poJ-ice

checks are completed and that the boys and their

caregivers are comfortable with this arrangement.

d) ff funding is available then it rnay be possibl-e to

hire a driver and rent a van or' use taxi cabs-

SimiLar to suggestion rrcrr a police check

must be done on any individual hired to transport

the boys, and the boys and their caregivers must

be comfortable (feel safe) with the

transportation options.
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, 2. ENSURING REGULÀR ATTENDANCE is a problem that may or may

, not be associated with problem l-. ff you believe poor

attendance to be as a result of difficulties with

I transportation, then you should read the sol-utions listed

' above. An additional solution would be reminder phone calls
made to the boys and/or their caregivers.

3. PIJANNING TIUE FOR CO-THERAPISTS is often difficult to
schedule because of other workload pressures. Please refer to

: section 4.2, Group Facilitators for some helpful suggestions.

4. RECEIVING ENOUGH REFERRAI,S AT THE SAI,IE TIUE can be a

frustrating experience for the individual who has spent

: countless hours developing a treatment group, but cannot start
the group due to a lack of group members. Please refer to

. =ection 4,6 (Referrals) for some helpfut suggestions.

. 5. SCHEDUIJING GROUP SESSIONS should be considered in the early
;

I stages of developing your treatment group. The first step is
l

, to find a Location. Section 4.2 describes potential group
:

I settings and problems that nay be encountered with those

settings. The second step involves selecting a day of the week

to facilitate your group. This step will be influenced by your
:

, .chedule and that of your co-facilitator, and the

, .vailability of the setting for your treatment group. If
i

, possible try and avoid Monday and Friday groups as Monday

, groups do not allow much time for last minute plannj-ng, and by

, the time Friday after school rolls around, who is realty
interested in attending or facilitating a treatment group. The
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best days would be either a Tuesday or Wednesday.

BEHÀVIORAL ISSUES I{ITH CIIILDREN. Many individuals have

avoided facil-itating group treatment with sexually abused boys,

fearful that the najority of group time will be a futile
attempt to manage behaviour. To say that behaviour management

wiII not be a problem would be a lie! However Wayne Scott

provides the reader with a framework for understanding the

origin of the boys behaviours during group time, and practical

methods to manage their behaviours. Please see section 4.9.

FINANCES/FUNDING DIFFfCULTfES as a result of shrinking agency

budgets and often, a minimal allocation of existing finances

towards sexually abused boys may be another hurdle treatment

group facilitators may have to junp over. However, the costs

of facilitating a treatrnent are not very high. Items such as

snack (remember, buy bulk), arts and crafts, copying, and

facility usage may be the only costs. Many of these items are

available at your ovrn agency or at the location where your

treatment group will meet at no cost. If funds are required,

determine how much you wiII need and submit a proposal. À

proposal shouLd includê a rationale as to why the itern is
necessary for your treatment group. FinalIy, donations may be

sought from businesses and/or service clubs in your conmunity.

ENSURING A COORDINÀTED TREATI'IENT APPROACH. GeneralIy, a

treatment group for sexually abused boys is seen as one

component of an overalÌ treatment program to help the sexually

abused boy and his family. With the possibility of many

7.

8.
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individuals and agencies involved it is important that regular

contact be maintained between all those involved with the boy

and his farnily. WhiIe the responsibility of coordinating

collateral resources falls with the referring caseworker, group

facilitators should make themselves readily available to
provide necessary updates and consultations to others invol-ved

with the boy and his fanily. Consideration with regard to
confidentiality must be maintained. Co-facilitators should

design a schedule of who, and how contact with be coordinated

with other individuals and agencies.

RESISTAì¡CE FROl,t CAREGMRS may be the most damaging

problern facing a boy as he attempts to heal from sexual abuse.

Resistance may take a subtle form such as creating difficulties
with transporting the boy to group, ot may be as overt as

specific negative comments made to the boy regarding his
victirnization and/or the treatment the boy is receiving. I
believe that most caregiver resistance results from a lack of

understanding of what has happened to their son/foster son, a

Iack of understanding about group treatrnent, and the

possibility that what has occurred to their son/foster son has

brought up unresolved issues for the caregiver. Two methods

which could work to alleviate this problem are to meet

individually with caregivers prior to the treatment group

beginning, as well as having an eveni-ng where all careqivers

can get together before group begins (please see page l-0O). The

purposes of this meeting are to help the caregivers understand
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what group treatment is about and how they can support their
boy in treatment, aÌIow caregivers the opportunity to develop

their o\¡/n, informal support network, and to refer caregivers to
other resources in the community which may be of benefit to
thern.

1-0. BOOKTNG/LOCATING A l.lEETINc ROOU. Please ref er to
section 4.2.

SECTÏON 4.9: MANAGTNG BEHAVTOUR

the management of young male victims in group therapy demands

interventions geared to addressing problematic behaviours specific
to this population. !,Iithout those interventions, the group process

degenerates into chaos and confusion, impending the grouprs

structure and goals, making participants feel unsafe, and creating
a panic in participants that further escalates and maintains the

chaos.

The interventions used in group therapy with sexually abused

boys can be conceptualized broadly in three interrelated
categories: creating safety, boundary-making, and interrupting
victim-offender patterns. These categories of interventions
recognize that, while the group activity or topic may change for
each rneetingrthe need to control problematic behaviours is a vital
part of the group's process and learning while continuously

connecting these behaviours to the traumatic effects of the sexual

abuse.
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CREATING SAFETY

GROUP NORMS. Creating a safe environment is a challenge for
the group therapist working with sexuar]-y abused boys. whire

safety in the group room is the priority for alL therapists working

with abuse survivors, boys externalize and act out their pain and

anxiety, creating exceptionally unsafe environments. The beginning

of group therapy, in particular, can be characterized by constant
provocativeness, threats, and aggression (both verbar and

physical), hyperactivity, and a pervasive fear of revictirnization.
Freidrich and schacht's experience in group therapy with

sexually abused boys confirms the impression that, however chaotic
and unmanageabre this behaviour appears to the therapist, it is a

normal, predictable response of boys to being in a room with other
young mare victims and a male therapist (Friedrich
et.ar. ,1988;schacht et aI.,l-990) . with that in mind, the therapist
can adjust his expectations about what the group achieves

initially, work to modurate his o!,rn anxiety during sessions, and

concentrate on the QUID PRO NON of work with this difficult
popuJ-ation: the basic tasks of creating safety.

GROUP RULES. These basic tasks invol-ve creating and adhering

to group rul-es and continually reminding boys about safe behaviour.

Boys are asked to cÈeate rules to govern group behaviour and to
insure safetyr âs in any other chirdrenrs group therapy (porter,
1986r'seipker and Kandarasr 1985) . The difference in group therapy

with sexually abused boys is the amount of repetition they need to
enforce these rules and maintain safety. During the first few
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months of group, the group therapist constantly emphasizes the heed

for safety, repeatingttthis doesn't feer safe to melruntil
participants begin to repeat it to each other. For many

participants, the imperative distinction between safe and unsafe

behaviour is a foreign concept that eludes their understanding.

For the group therapist, it is irnportant to realize that the
task of the group during initial sessions nay be simply to tol-erate
being in the same room with each other, ât a reasonable level- of
safety. rn the beginning, group may end earrier than the tirne

aLrotted, if participants' anxiety reaches an unmanageabre

intensity. The snack may be introduced before the end of group,

producing a soothing effect on participants, orten enabring the
therapist to address behaviour problens white participants' hands

and mouths are full.

POINT SYSTEM. In order to create an environment where

participants constantly monitor their leveL of safety, the group

therapist can introduce a point system to reward positive adherence

to group rures and the expectation for safety. The point system

exists throughout the life of the group. A chart is posted with
each participants' name at the head of a corumn. Generarly,

points-in the form of rubber stamps-are awarded to the participants
not invorved in unsafe behaviour, but no one is penaJ-ized and

points once granted cannot be removed. once the group reaches a

col-lective number of points, the group as a r^¡hole receives a

special snack (e.q. pízza).
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The point system positivery utilizes the intense
competitiveness that exists between boys, êt the same tirne it
encourages teamwork toward a collective end. Boys become acutely
conscious of their performance in relation to the others. At the
same time, boys whose total- of points rags behind the others
receive feedback from the group for rrfree-Ioadingr. A tendency to
give out points liberally not only provides incentives to maintain
safety, but recognizes basic behaviours like listening and sitting,
which, in the beginning of group therapy, are rnirestones on the
road to a productive group.

TELLING THEIR STORIES. [,IhíIe all of the boys are told of the
common nature of their abuse-through intake interviews and the
first group session-they are assured in the first session that
there will be no pressure for then to discuss what happened to
them. rrYou are arr here because someone touched you in your
private parts in a i./ay that made you feel bad and uncomfortable.

But we are not going to talk about that for a long time'. In fact,
in the fi.rst sessions, they are not allowed to discuss the abuse

and the group therapist stops those boys who begin to tell their
stories. This assurance enables participants to perceive the group

experience as different from the often brusque encounters with
police, doctors, and caseworkers they encountered when they
initiarry tord their stories. This caveat al-so prevents

participants from feering exposed before they have deveroped a
closer, more trusting relationship with their peers. some boys,

for exarnPle, wil-l be anxious to blurt out their stories and nkeep
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a stiff upper lip": in the process. vlaiting to tell- their stories
all-ows the group to buird up enough trust for participants to
explore with each other their feelings and reactions to the abuse.

BOUNDARY-MAKING. rn order to address the pervasive intrusiveness
and receptivit,y to stimuli that characterizes young male victims,
the following intervention l¡/as devised. Using 1arge cardboard

boxes, scissors and tape, participants v/ere instructed to construct
boundaries around themselves. rrMake a boundary between yourself
and the rest of the group, so that we know what you need to feel
safe.rr The boys v/ere encouraged to be creative and to decorate
their boundari-es, because they would be expected to talk about them

to the group. Generally, the more disturbed children strive to
create impenetrab]-y seamless fortresses, while less traumatized
children make more open constructions, with windows and doors to
the outside world. Children have made replicas of their homes,

castl-es, fences, and one even constructed a rrtherapistn to 1ive
inside.

After the boundaries l¡rere built, participants were asked to
describe how their boundaries make them feel safe. They r^rere then
asked to study their boundaries and to rnake a picture of then

inside their minds. Although the physical boundaries needed to be

removed eventually, they were to1d, participants vJere encouraged to
devise ways of preserving the safety they insured, by l_ater

renembering the boundaries or pretending the boundaries had

reappeared. They vtere encouraged to dj-scuss the behaviours that
enabled them to maintain their boundaries.
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Subsequent sessions began by the distribution of maskingT tape,

which participants used to mark out the space occupied by their
boundaries. This activity underlined the importance of boundaries

in rnaking a safe group space. It enabled participants to remind

themselves to shut out stirnuli as well as to contain their ovrn

feelings and to verbal-ize them unobtrusively. At later points in
the group, when behaviour began to disintegrate, tape would be

redistributed for boundary-rnaking as a reminder.

Boundary-naking can be encouraged in other ways as werr. Boys

can keep their coats with thern during sessions and hide under them

if they feeL the need. Brankets can be suppried. A number of
successfur groups Ì¡rere conducted with arr boys lying on their
stomachs under their chairs, peeking out between the regs of the
chair (riterarry, rrgrounded"). During an exercise where boys

constructed clay replicas of the abuser to introduce to the group,

they l¡/ere told to work on their models within the confines of a

shoe box. Later, when allowed to nstrike backr with prastic
utensils at their abusers, they hrere inforned that they could do

anything they wished to the abuser as long as it remained within
the confines of the box. This provided the safety and structure to
all-ow the full intensity of rage to emerge, without feeling like it
could become hurtful to others or overvrhelrning to themselves.

In addition to providing concrete, rnetaphoric remj-nders of
interpersonal boundaries, the group therapist connects the physical
process of boundary-naking to interpersonal skiIls that al1ow

participants to maintain a sense of their ovrn boundaries. These
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include confronting intrusive behaviours, ignoring provocativeness

and other stimul-i, and utilizing the group therapist as a control-

over the other children's unsafe behaviour. The last option needs

to be used judiciously, however, âs young mal-e victims tend to
resort to being tattle-tal-es at first, maintaining their ov/n sense

of powerlessness in situations they can realistically confront
themselves. Assertiveness training presents a particular obstacle

to participants, because frequently the distinction between

assertive and abusive confrontation eludes them. Here the group

therapist's capacity for patient confrontation and limit-setting
serves as an important role model.

It is also useful to incorporate these skills-confronting,
ignoring, asking for help-into the point system that recognizes

positive, safe behaviour in the group setting.
SEPARATE SPACE. With younger males (the 6-8 years old group) a

game called rrSeparate Spacerr was used to illustrate some of the

same ideas as boundary-making. lVhen participant's behaviour became

overly intrusive with each other, the group leader prescribes the

group to act out in disorderly, intrusive ways for thirty seconds

(or less. depending on the group). ttOK, I want everyone to act out

and get into each other,s spacelrt and participants have to the

count of three to arrange themselves on the floor, with enough room

between them for the group therapist to walk slowly in circles
around everyone, praising their ability Èo make separate space,

keep boundaries and recognize the difference between separate space

and intrusive behaviour.
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FATHER MAY T.? Similarly, with latency aged boys, .the

traditional game rrFather May I?r' provides rich opportunities for
mastery over the concept of boundary making and makes a fun ending

for sessions. one person, the rrfatherril stands at the end of the
room opposite the other boys. Boys ask for permission to advance

towards him a certain number of steps (usually using another
creature as an analogue, e.g. ilfour baby stepsr rf rthree frog
leaps,rrrrone rabbit hoptt). The father has the reverage to say yes

or no, but urtimatery, within a time rinit, he must allow someone

to tap his shoulder and become the next father. Whil-e the boys

play and inevitable experience fears and conflicts around

croseness, linit-setting and being in contror, the group leader can

initiate discussion about r,\¡ays to make the game a tolerable and fun
experience for everyone.

INTERRUPTING VTCTTM-OFFENDER PATTERNS

fnterrupting victim/offender patterns in group therapy demands

tremendous patience and repetition, rasting, to some degree, for
the duration of the group. often, simple rimit-setting on unsafe

behaviour and reminders to foll-ow the rules (creating safety) fail
to produce any lasting capacity for self-regulation and control.
The challenge facing the group therapist becornes helping young male

victims to understand how the victim/offender patterns requires
some sophistication, the forrowing model does provide the

vocabulary for boys to discuss and monitor the pattern as it
emerges.

The rnternalized Parts Model of rntervention is a useful tool
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for enabling cLients to examine different characteristics. of
themsel-ves without, feering reduced to a single category of
behaviour. In this model, clients isol-ate and name behaviours and

characteristics ("parts") contributing to their whole personality,
e.g. , t'my critic partr rr t'my offender part. r or "my child part. rl

This process enables clients to view themselves as possessing many

parts and characteristics that herp or harm them in rife
situations. ft also suggests to clients their capacity to choose

which parts help them best. The Internalized parts Model is
particuJ-arJ-y useful in working v¡ith sexually abusive f amilies,
enabling f amily members to examine their rrbad partsrr without
feering reduced and categorized by them, thereby enabring them to
naintain a sense of serf-esteem (schwartz, LTBT;Trepper and

Barrett, l-989).

The Internalized Parts Model, then, becomes an effective tool
for helping boys to understand the victim/offender patterns that
interfere with group safety. The group therapist observes, 'we are

all- nade up of different parts. Each of us has an offender part,
a victim part, and an assertive part.' The assertive part
corresponds to the rrcentered self: that Schwartz describes in his
rnodel (Schwartz, 1-987). The group leader elicits characteristics
of these different parts form participants as well as describing
his own perception of the parts. He them describes different
situations typicar for children in this age group and asks

participants to guess how the different parts handre those

situations. An example f oIl-ows:
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George is the new kid in town. He wants to play football t"/ith

a group of rough guys on the prayground, but he is a rittre
smarler than most of thein. when George approaches the rough 9uys,
they teÌI him to l-eave and they threaten to hurt him if he stays.
Discuss how the different parts of George might handle this
situation.

TypÍcally, participants provide a good understanding of how

the offender and victirn parts of George handle this encounter. The

offender part gets angry and react to the rough boys by

threatening, teasing, lashing out to them, or attempting to disrupt
their game (external-ized, intrusive behaviour) . The victirn part
keeps testing the situation, whines and cries about his
exclusion,and waits to get beaten up. He complains to others and

tattles to his teacher. He may return to the same group over the
course of several- days and set himself up for more rejection and

beatings (passive, helpless behaviour).

Boys tend to hesitate in describing how Georgers assertive
part handles this encounter. This hesitation, again, springs form

a confusion about the difference between abusive and assertive
behaviour, rooted in the hypermasculine norms of the group. The

group leader can provide information about the assertive part. The

assertive part of George takes a moment to examine the situation.
He Ís able to stand up for himself without hurting any of the other
boys. He assets his needs in a non-threatening viay and, if the
rough guys still- respond with hostility, he withdravrs, chooses to
ignore them and finds a different set of friends. rf he rearry
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he may seek out one or two of them

to know then ah¡ay from the group,

can provide an entry for hj-m into
the group.

rn presenting these tpartst to participants, the group

therapj-st needs to recognize several caveats. First, the offender
part is a functional defense mechanism for boys growing up in inner
city communities and in dysfunctional, abusive farnilj-es. This mode

of conceptualizing victim/offender patterns does not seek to
eliminate the offender part as much as it attempts to herp
participants recognize a range of alternatives in their response to
life situations. The exercise underscores the difference between,

for examP1e, a school pJ-ayground with inadequate adult supervision
and the small, protected environment of the group therapy setting.
The offender part has no use in the latter setting. Examining the
offender part is also a useful- way to confront the denial many boys

exhibit that they will- never behave like the person who abused

them, without leading them to think that this is an inevitable
outcome of the abuse.

second, it is vitarry important, in talking about the victin
part, not to invalidate or deny the feelings of helplessness and

vulnerabifity that boys have about the sexual abuse. Talking about

the victirn part does, hov/ever, help alleviate the pervasive feeling
of being victimized and powerl-ess in response to all life stresses.
Àgain, it enables participants to recogrnize the difference between

the experience of abuse and the group therapy setting, r./here
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assertive behaviour is supported and nurtured.

CONCLUSION

This article provides concrete interventions to manage the
acting out behaviour of sexuarly abused boys in group therapy.
Because of the particuJ-ar intensity of the young mare victims,
anxiety and the chaos it can create in group therapy, their acting
out demands specific attention and management. By themselves,

traditional forms of behavioral management (limit-setting,time-
outs, etc. ) failed to produce a reasonabre revel of safety and

order, nor any capacity for self-regulation. Using the
interventions labelled creating safety, boundary-making, and

interrupting victim/offender patterns, the management of acting out
behaviour is tailored specifically to address the gender-specific
defense mechanisms of young mare victins of sexuar abuse.

The success of a children's group therapy is often measured

anecdotally (seipker and Kandaras, l_985). The interventions
described here do, patientry applied over tine, produce a safe
group setting. They enable participants to discuss the sexual
abuse and to explore a range of angry, vulnerable and sad feelings
in response to perpetrators, non-offending parents, and other
authorities they encountered. These interventions aIso,
importantly, enable the group therapist to understand the boys,

anxiety and to address the specific meanings of their behaviour,
without feeling overwhelmed, helpless or out of control himself.
Many of the participants remain in individuaL or family therapy at
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the agency after their group ends. some of these boys, it has been

observed, continue to use the language they learned trough creating
safety, boundary-making and interrupting victin/offender patterns,
applying it to other areas of confrict in their rives. still
another set of boys, starting again in group therapy at a different
agency, reguested some of the interventions used here or described

to the new therapist how to organize them.

(reprinted with permission of the author, wayne Scott)
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SECTION 4.10: SESSION BY SESSIoN

ff facilitating a treatment group for sexually abused boys

was rike baking a cake, then sections 4.L through 4.g are the
ingredients and section 4.Lo the recipe. The purpose of this
section is to provide group facilitators with a step by step
approach for each treatment group session.

The format follows that of section 4.5 but has been modified
so that each session resembles a lesson pIan. The model used to
developed the group format was deveroped by clayton R. wright
(L987). Exercises and discussions described in this section
originate from many sources including: respondents to the research
project, rel-evant journal articles, treatment manuals for sexuaJ-ly

abused girrs, and my or^Jn treatment group experiences with the
Preadorescent sexual Abuse Treatment program in winnipeg (p.A.s.T.
group). Generally, the name of the individual(s) who provided the
group exercise is given after a description of the exercise.

The section is divided up by topics, with severar of the
topics requiring two sessions. The total number of sessions is t-8.

AJ-though not incruded as part of the session by session
description, if the treatment group runs through the horiday
seasons (ie., Christmas and/or Easter) group time shoul,d include a

party. Treatment groups should break during schoor breaks.

Each session includes several exercises around a specific
theme. AIt these exercises can be modified if need be to make them

more suitable to individual treatment groups. Some activities
require preparation on the part of the facilitators ie., booking
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filrns or charts. Therefore, it is irnportant to read through'al1
sessions and note where preparation is needed. one way of keeping

track coul,d be using the checkrist at the end of each session.

Sessions are described assuming that a group mascot is not
being used. rf a group mascot is being used, and r strongly
encouraçte a mascot with the younger boys, the group mascot opening

remarks should include a foll-ow up from the previous session and an

introduction to the present session. rf a group mascot is not
being used group facilitators shouLd introduce the present group at
the end of the rrlast week revisitedr session.

Although all the children are in your treatment group because

they have been sexually abused, having been sexualJ-y abused is only
a small part of their rives. Bringing the boys to a treatment
group and talking about sexuaÌ abuse for over four months may give
the inpression that their sexual abuse is more significant. Whi1e

several sessions focus specifically on sexual abuse issues, the
najority of sessions focus on issues which are less, directly
related to the sexual abuse. Examples of these sessions include;
anger management, assertiveness training, and reratj_onships.

Members of the P.A.S.T. group described their treatment group

as a rrclubrr. creating a tcrub like , atmosphere in your

treatment group should result in a high attendance rate, good group

cohesion, and effective healing from the traurna of sexual- abuse.
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SESSION # PREGROT]P

TITLE: Parents/carec¡ivers niqht
OVERVIEI{:

This meeting wil-1 allow facilitators the opportunity to explain tothe parents/caregivers what the group treatment prbgran is about
and al-reviaÈe any concerns parents/caregivers nay have.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED:

Introduction of facilitators and parents/caregivers.
A description of the treatment group purposesrfornat, and agenda.
How to he]-p your.boy while he is in the treatment group.
rdentify practicar problems that may ariÃe such as;confidentiality, contact, and. transportatioñ.
Discussion and cornpletion of pre test measurements.

OBJECTTVES:

To alleviate potential parental/caregiver fears by providing
factuar infornation regarding the group treatment prograln.

To alleviate practicaL problems that rnay arise by discussing theseissues beforJ they becdrne problems

To give parents/caregivers the opportunity to develop an informal
support network by rneeting with people with similar circumstances.

To determine a baserine of behaviours for the boys through aparent/caregiver completed behaviour checklist.
ÀCTTVITIES:

The agenda should be written out on fJ-ip chart paper and be visiblefor the entire meeting.

1. INTRODUCTfON oF GROUP FACILITÀÎORS - Group facilitators should
introduce themselves and provide the parentsTcaregivers withtheir educationar background and experience workiñg with
sexually abused boys. Name Èags should be made available andthe facilitators should introduce themselves prior to asking theparents/caregivers to introduce themselves.

2. INTRODUCTI9N OF PARENTS/CAREGIVERS - Parents/caregivers are
asked to give their name, the age of their son, aña a brief
description of their son's victirnization experience. Describingtheir son's victinization experience shoula ne presented as añoption.
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EXPLANATION OF THE GROUP OBJECTIVES - Group facilitators should
refer to section 4.3 for a description of the treatment
objectives. Place objectives on a frip chart to make it easierfor parents/caregivers who may want to write them down.

DESCRTPTTON oF THE cRouP FORMAT - Group faciritators shouldrefer to section 4.5 for a description of the group format.sinil-ar to agenda item 3. , the group format shourd be written
down on a flip chart.

Hol,I. TQ HELP YouR BoY IIHTLE HE rs rN A TREATMENT GRoup - Groupfaciritators should exp]-ain to the parents/caregirrers tnesignificant rore they play in their boys, healing from sexual
abuse and how parents/caregivers can help with the group
process. Parents/caregivers should be open to talking abòut the
abuse when their boy wants to talk about what occurredr âs well
as respect his wish not to ta1k. parents shourd be aávised ofthe confidentiarity rule. (session # r-) and not ask their boyinforrnation about a specific boy in the group. At this point tnefacilitators shourd hand out a copy of the treatment group
agenda (handout PG1) and briefry go over each session. e- copyof the treatrnent.group agenda may help parents/caregivers
predict the emotionar state of their boy when tney ieturn home
from the treatment group.

6. PRAcTfcAL ISSUES - There are three main issues that should be
discussed with.parents/caregivers during this meeting. Theseare: Confident,iality it nust be maintained; Contact
arrangements need to be made for the facilitators to contactparents/caregivers and vice versa; Transportation - MUST be
arranged prior to the boy attending the treatment group.

7. oUESTfoN PERfoD - Although parents/caregivers should be given
permission at the beginning of the neeting to ask questiõns at
any time, a specific tine period near the end of the neeting
should be left to answer questions.

8. PRE-TEST MEASUREMENTS - Parents/caregivers shoul-d understand
that the purpose of completing a pretest measurement is toestablish baseline behaviours for the boys which will be usedlater in evaluating the effectiveness of the group treatmentprogram. Parents/caregivers should be advised that they wil]
need to complete another measurement tool irnmediately aiter thetreatment group is compreted,and possibry at a predètermined
forrow up period. Group faciritators shourd ofier help toparents/caregivers who are having difficurty completing tne
measurement tool.

RESOURCE ITÍATERIALS:
name tags
pens and paper
flip chart and markers
coffee and doughnuts

4.

5.
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Handout PG1 TREATMENT GROIIP AGENDA

DATE SESSION #

Pregroup

t-

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

L2

L3

L4

l_5

L6

T7

l_8

TTTLE

Parent Caregivers Night I
tlelcome to Group

Getting to Know You

Offenders

Offenders

No More Secrets

No More Secrets

Am I Normal

An I Normal

Friendships

Fanily

Assertiveness Training
Angry FeeÌings

Powerlessness And Control

A Feelings i,lrap-up

A Feelings Wrap-up

Decision Making

Prevention

Awards Ceremony and Wind up

Party

Parent/Caregivers Night If
Post Group

Special Topic

T9

20

2t
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SESSION # 1

TITI¡E: I{elcome to Group

OVERVIET{:

since this is the first session the boys and (probably thefacilitators) will be somewhat anxious. Thié session wilt oúttineto the boys how their treatment group will run and establish group
ru1es.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED:

Who we are?
Why are we here?
What group is aII about.
Who are our offenders?
Definition of terms.
Establish group rules.

OBJECTIVES:

For the boys to have understanding of why they are in a treatmentgroup, and how the group will run.

For the boys to begin to realize sinilarities between themselves aswell as differences.

To establish group rules to promote a safe group environment.

ACTIVITIES:

l-. Discussion - Why are we here and what witl we do while we are
here?

2. Show and TeII - one of the objectives of the first session wasto help the boys realize things they have in common and things
that are unique to each individual boy. one way of showing
uniqueness is to give each boy (readeis particiþate as wetÍ¡
a,piece of pray doh and ask hin to make éomething about
hinself. After the boys have finished their " sculþturesrr they

should have the opportunity to describe what they made, and iithey feel comfortable, describe how what they made teLls about
them. The facilitators could introduce this exercise as a hray
for group members to get to know each other as well as a way
to alleviate feelings of nervousness by keeping their hands
busy.

3. what Do You ca11... - rt is inportant that arr group members
have the same definition of terms to be used throughout the
treatment group. Thus, during the first session group members
must come up with terrns that are understand and comiortable.
The following j.s a list of terms that all group mernbers should
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know as group begins: sexual abuse, morest, victin, offenderr
perpetrator. Dependent on the victimization experiences of
group members, other definitions with regards to issues such
sexual acts, and the legal system may be necessary. It is
also irnportant that group members are ar¡rare of what terms witl

be used to identify rr private partsr. This task can be
compreted by brainstorning various names and attempting to
establish a consensus as to which names will be used.

starting to Terr - The most anxiety provoking experience for
most boys during the treatment group wirl be terling their
story in front of the other boys. Therefore, it is important
to deray this activity until the boys have gained insight into

their experiences, and a feering of safety with their peers
and group facilitators. one means of arrowing the boys to
begin tarking about their experiences is to ãsk general
questions about the boys' victimization experienèes. The
questions that are asked come out of the compreted application
forms and the pre screening interviews and presented in a
manner such as handout 1.1-. The boys are asked to give some
sort of signar when a question asked appries to their ownsituation. rt should be interesting for the facil-itators to
watch as the boys look at each other while signalling
responses, to see how their experience compares with the
experiences of their peers.

SNACK

Arone on a Raft - is an exercise (handout L.z) is used to
further display the themes of commonalities and uniqueness as
well as a lead into a discussion regarding rules.
rn this exercise the boys are asked to imágine that they are
arone on a raft in the niddre of the pacific ocean. The raftis riding row in the water and the boys have to choose which
two of nine objects they wirr keep, with the other seven
objects being tossed overboard. This exercise should result
in good discussion, but no consensus on which two objects to
keep. The facilitators can then lead into a discussion about
rul-es by acknowredging that there are some things thaÈ we will
not always agree with, but there are some things as a group we
must agree upon: RUI¡ES .

Group Rures - The faciritators should put up a chart with the
rules that they came up with, and ask the boys to brainstorm
further rures. The rures suggested by the facirj-tators should
include:

CONFIDENTTÀLITY
RESPECT
THE RTGIÍT NOT TO SPEAK

7.
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The group leaders should facilitate a brainstorming sessj_on
around rures and copy all rules suggested by the bõys onto aflip chart. A consensus should be iãachea oñ approxl-rnateJ-y
seven to ten rules.

,fournal Tine/euestion Box

Possible journat question: How did it feel coming to group today?

RESOURCE IÍÀTERIÀTS:

play doh
snack
hand outs 1.L and L.2
flip chart paper and markers
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SESSION # T

THOSE PRESENT:

WEEKLY GROTIP CHECKLIST

DATE:

CHECK IN TSSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTICIPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FoLLow uP FoR THE NExr sESSroN: 1. Brinq copies of the qroup
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Hanðout 1.1: Victinization experiences

How many here were abused by their dad or step-father?
How many v/ere abused by an uncle?

How many here \^/ere abused by another relative such as Grandpa?

How many here v/ere abused by their motherrs boyfriend?
How many here $/ere abused by their cousin etc.?
Was anyone here sexually abused by a woman?

How many r¡rere abused by a babysitter?
How many r,vere abused by a stranger?

Was anyone abused by someone else? Someone we havenrt mentioned?

How many l¡/ere abused by more than one person?

How old were you when it started?

How rong did it continue? (in nonths or years t oE in number of
incidents)

Who did you first tell?
How many $/ere believed right away?

How many had to telt someone else?

How many of you have already gone to court? (Re: charges against
the offender).

How many have court corning up?

How many know that things are better since they tord?
How are things better?

How rnany feer that things are erorse since they told?
How are things worse?
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SFSSION # 2

TITI¡E: Gettinq to know vou

OVERVIETÍ :

As session # l-.focused prinarily on sexual abuse, and how the group
would run, this session alrows group members the opportunity tãlearn more about each other.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED¡

A review of rul-es from the previous session.
Learning more abouÈ each other.
Communication skills.
OBJECTIVES:

To develop good communication skills by participating in activities
and making a presentation to the group.

To herp the boys real-ize that aJ-though they may have things in
common, there are special features to each group member.

To begin practicj-ng the group rures established in session # l_

ACTIVITIES

The format described in section 4.5 begins with this session.

1. Feelings Cbeck - fD

2. Last lleek Revisited

i) Unrésolved issues from the previous session.

I! is important that the ernphasis placed on rules during thefirst session be forlowed up in thè second session. croup
faciLitators shoul-d make a chart of alr the group rules ãndpresent it at this time. Clarification of some rules may benecessary, and the chart shourd be hung in a prominent place
in the room. the boys should be given their own copies oi thegroup rules if folders or journals are being used.

During one P.A.s.T. group session the boys' behaviour v/as
especially difficurt to manage. while talking to the boys
about their behaviour I commented that f felt Ltrat they bioke
all of our group rules (we had ereven). To that, one boy
ca1mly raised his hand an in a sincere voice indicated thãt I
I¡tas wrong, rr...because $te didntt swearil!
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ii) Return journals/answer question box questions

iii) Introduction - Last week was spent talking about why we are
here, what we will do, and the group rules we need. The focus
today will be on learning more about each other.

3" Therapeutic Activity/Discussion
i) You are One in a Million - (handout (2.L) is an activity that

all-ows the boys to be creative and display uniqueness to their
names. Some boys may require assistance in writing out their
name. once all the boys have completed their name tags al-l the

name tags should be displayed and the boys given the
opportunity to describe their creations.

ii) Dyad Interviews - The purpose of this exercise is to assist the
boys in learning more about each other. The group leaders
break the boys into pairs with each boy asking his partner a
set of questions. Later, each boy introduces his partner to the
rest of the group members. The boys should be given paper and
a pencil to record responses. This exercise aÌso promotes
communication and listening skilts. Suggested interview
questions could be:

Do you have a nickname? ff so...
Favorite sport to play.
Favorite musical band.
Do you have any brothers or sisters?
Favorite food.
Favorite television show.

OnIy three questions should be used with aII dyads using the
same questions.

4. Snack

5. Self Image Building Exercise

!,lho Am f Collaqe - For this exercise the boys are given a large
sheet of newsprint and upon which their body outÌj"ne is traced
by another group member or one of the facilitators. The boys
are then given glue sticks, scissors, and several catalogues
and asked to cut out pictures representative of several aspects
of their lives. The boys should also be encouraged to make
drawings if they choose. There are several hrays to complete
this exercise. One way is to conplete during session # 2 and
have the boys report back to the group regarding their coIlage.

Ànother means of accomplishing this exercise is to
complete it over the span of several sessi-ons. Using this
method the collage exercise would be conpleted during the self
irnage building component of the session. The group facilitators
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can leave it up to the boys to decide what to put on the
collage, or may provide topics from the following list:

rN MY SPARE TIME T LIKE TO...

A SPECTAL MEMORY...

SOMETHING I WOULD LTKE TO DO THAT I HAVE NEVER
DONE BEFORE...

MY FAVOURITE FOODS...

FEARS...

THINGS I ENJOY DOING WITH MY FRIENDS...

THTNGS Ï DISLÏKE...

A SPECIAL WISH OR DREAM...

6. Journal Tine/Question Box

Possible journal question: Describe three things about.yourself
not related to being sexually abused?

7. GI¡n tine/Play tine/Free tine

RESOURCE I,ÍÀTERIALS:

pencils, pencil crayons, markers, paper
handout 2.L
newsprint, glue sticks, scissors
catalogues and magazines
snack
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WEEKLY GROIIP CIIECKLIST

DATE:SESSION # Z

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

: PARTICIPATTON BY EACH MEMBER:

:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:
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SFSSION#3and4

TITLE: Offenders

OVERVIEIf :

The purpose of these sessions is to help the boys understand what
motivates an offender to offend, and help the bóys work through
issues/feelings related to their offenders.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED:

bihy offenders offend?
Feelings regarding our offenders.
Questions to an offender.

OBJECTIVES:

To help the boys understand what motivates an offender to offend.
to alleviate self blame

To help the boys raber their feelings (positive and negative
towards their offenders.

ACTIVITTES

1. Feelings Cbeck - In

2. Last Week Revisited

i) UnresoLved issues from previous session.

ii) Return journals/answer question box questions.

iii) Introduction - Last week we learned alot about each other.
During the next two weeks r¡Je are going to learn more about
offenders and the different feelings we have towards them.

3. Therapeutic Activity/Discussion

i) Draw.Your Offender - The boys are given paper andpencils/pencil crayons and asked to draw a picÈure of their
offender. once the pictures are alr compreted they are a1r
hung up on the wall and the boys given the opportunity to
describe their drawing.
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Discussion /Lecture: (preadoj-escent boys)

AIl of you are here because, yoü tike being here but also
because you v/ere sexually assaulted. Sexual assault and
molestation is when an adult or an older child does sonething
that can be interpreted as being a sexual touch with a child;
Iike touching the childrs private parts or making the child
touch him. The older person may touch the private parts of
his body to the child or make the child lick or suck his
private parts. He may make the chiLd undress or make the
child l-ook at hin/her with no clothes on. Maybe one of these
things has happened to you.

It is vrrong for an adult or an older child to do these things
to a child. It is against the law, Iike stealing or shooting
somebody. People who sexually assault a child are called
offenders.

Sexual assault happens to a lot of kids, both boys and girls.
UsuaIIy the offender is someone you know, a babysitter, a
parent, a neighbour. Sometimes itrs a stranger. The
offender has serious problems. t{hy they offend is.because
they either have what we caII a sexual problem or a thinking
problem. Having a sexual problem means that they have sexual
feelings for children and want to do sexual things with
children. This is not acceptable, most adults do not have
these feelings. Having a thinking problem is when an
offender thinks about the sexual abuse in such a vray that
aLlows hin to do it. They teII themselves itrs okay.

Offenders not only teII themselves itrs okay to sexually
assault a child, they also tell themselves and the child
that;
1. rrthis is to show that I love youtt
2. rrthis is sexual education-Irrn teaching him about sexrl
3. 'rthis wonrt hurt himrl
4. rrf couldntt help it I was drunkrl
5. rrhe wanted me to do thisrt

Can you think of any other excuses?

A lot of times the offenders will tell you it's a secret and
they threaten you not to teII. This is wrong. Sexually
assaulting a child is not a good secret, they yell you this
to keep the secret. Why you are here is this group is to
break that secret.

What you should remember and is the most irnportant lesson of
aLl is that it's not your fauÌt. The offender is responsible
for his behaviour.S/he is at fault
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Discussion /Lecture: (adolescent boys)

Nicoras Groth (L982) states that sexuar offenders againstchirdren can be divided up j-nto 2 basic types with rágard totheir primary sexual orientation and revel of socioséxuar
development: Fixated offenders - whose primary sexual
orientation is to children and their pedopnilic interests
begin during their adolescence. Male vicLims are theirprimary targets and they have rittle or no sexual contactwith peers. Regressed offenôers - whose primary sexualorientation is to peers and their pedophiric in-terests beginin adulthood usually when there iå a ãeterioration of ameaningful or gratifying adult relationships.
David Finkerhor (l-986) describes four preconditions necessaryto overcome for sexual abuse to occur:

1-. Motivation to sexually abuse - three components:
a. emotionar congruence - rel-ating to a chita sexualry mustsatisfy an important emotionaL need
b. sexual arousal - the child becomes a potential source of

sexuaL gratification.
c. blockage - alternative sources of sexuar gratification areunavailable or less satisfying.
2. The.ability to overcome internar inhibitions acting on themotivation - examples which faciritate this abirity couldincrude: arcohol, psychosis, or weak crirninal sanåtion=against offenders.

3. The .abil.ity to overcome externar inhibitions acting on themotivation - examples of this courd include an ablent or
weak spouse or poor supervision of the children.

4. The abirity to overcome the chird's resistance - examplesof how this nay be done include using coercj.on or rrtrustrl
rerationships or if the child is emotionally insecure.
There may be sections of the preadorescent discussionapplicable for the older boys.

oueçtions to an offender - During this exercise the boysbrainstorm questions that they wourd tike answered by ãsex offender who is presentry in a treatment group. ine' purpose of this exercise is for the boys to gain iurther
understanding of offending behaviour añd uÌtirnately
nullify feelings of guilt or serf blame regarding Lneir
own victinization experience(s). Having a questiõn
answered by an offender may give the boy who asked thequestion a feeling of power. euestions ðhould be
brainstormed during the first offender session and
answered during the second session. Ã,ll answers should be
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screened before being read to the boys
Please see handout 3.1- for a listing of questions asked by
group members in groups co-facilitated by Ms. Kerry Todd,
BeIlevue, Washington.

Confronting an Offender - this is another exercise
described by Kerry Todd and if utiJ-ized, will require
resourcefulness and creativity on the part of the
facilitators. In this exercise group members confront a
'rlife size, clothed dunrnytr in any way they choose and then
are asked to put any actions directed to the
dumny/offender, into words. The boy can tell the
dumny/offender whaÈ the offender did to him, and how the
boy felt about what happened. This exercise should resuLt
in reduced feelings of anger in the boys and an increased
feeling of empowerment.

A Letter to ny offender - In this exercise the boys have the
opportunity to write a letter to their offender and express
their feel-ings. The letters do not get rnailed (handout 3.2).
once the letters are completed the boys should be given the
opportunity to read or have a facilitator read the }etter to
the group members. Some boys may require assistance in
writing their letters.

Snack

EeIf Image/Group Builðing Exercise

i) How are we Doinq - This exercise attempts to build group
cohesiveness. Each group member should be given a few puzzle
pieces, and with the facilitators tining, group members must
work as a team to put the puzzle together. Once completed
have thern repeat the exercise and compare times.

ii) !ùhat's Special Àbout my Nane? - In this exercise the boys are
given a sheet of paper and asked to write the letters of
their name vertically down the paper. They are then asked to
come up with words that describe themselves incorporating the
letters of their name:

Ìtagnif icent
Àthletic
Right on

bacK'troubles

4.

5.
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6. ilournal Tine/euestion Box

Possible journal questions: How did it feel today to talk about
offenders?

Has your opinion of your offender
changed since the abuse took pJ_ace?
If so, how?

7. G1m tine/play tine/Free time

RESOURCE UATERIAIJS:

pencils, pencil crayons, paper
handouts 3.1 and 3.2
life size dummy
snack
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WEEKLY GROI]P CIIECKLIST

SESSION # S DATE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTICIPATTON BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOI^I UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:
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WEEKLY GROI]P CHECKLIST

SESSION # + DÀTE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTTCTPATTON BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:
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QTTESTIONS TO AN OFFENDER

1. How does it feel to be an offender?
2. What have you learned from counselling?
3. !,Ihy do you do the things you do?

4. Why do you touch?

5. Did you ever get touched?

6. Do you like doing those things to other people?

7. Were you drunk when you did this touching?
8. !{hy did you do that bad thing to that person?

9. Why did you have a sex problem?

1-0. What v/ere you thinking when you hurt somebody when you touchedtheir private parts?

L1. what r¡/ere you thinking af ter you did the touching of theperson?

]-2. How do you think they felt after you did the touching?
1-3. !{i11 you ever do it again?

L4. Why do you go to counselling?

L5 What have you learned from counselling?
l-6. Do you stilL think about hurting children?
L7. $lhat happened to you when you were a kid?
18. What has happened to the kids you touched?

L9. How many kids have you touched?
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A LETTER TO ry[Y O,F,FEIIÐER
.

r don't know how to write all my feelings down but rrm going to try.

lVhen you abused me I felt

. f wanted to

but instead I

. 'When I think

about whose fault it is that this happened, I think

. What ltve learned about sexual

r abuse is

. I think you should

. because

. I do/do not want to see you again

. I wish you will

From
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TIILE: No More Secrets

OVERVIEW:

Through group discussion and listening to the disclosures of other
same aged chil-dren, group members will be prepared to share theirstories with other members in the group.

TOPICS TO BE covERED!

Reasons why children don,t disclose sexual abuse.Listening to disclosures made by peers.
Group member disclosures.

OBiIECTIVES:

To all-eviate feelings of guilt at not disclosing, by understandingtne various methods usãa by offenders to lieep- child.ren 
-from

, discLosing.

To remove feelings of isol-ation by Iistening to stories anddisclosures of peers

I For.group members to tell their stories with a lessened feeling ofanxiety

' 
For group members to begin to develop empathic skil-ls throughI listening to and supporting each other duriig disclosures.

; ÀCTMTf ES:

' 1. Feelings Check - In
2. Last l{eek Revisited

i) Unresolved issues from the previous sessj-on.

, ii) Return journals/ answer question box questions.
. iii) rntroduction - During the previous two sessions the focus hasI Ueen on offenders. o-uring the next two session grorl råru"r=. vrill talk about how difficult it is to disclose sexuàl abuse,, and have the opportunity to terl their stories.

3. Therapeutic Àctivity/Discussion
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i) whv chirdren don,t terl.about sexual abuse - The groupfacilitators should begin this aisCussion by acknów1eäging
how hard it is to talk about sonething such as sexual áUuãe.Group members should then be asked to brainstorm reasonsthey feel- make it difficurt to discrose. Handout 5.1_provides a listing of many reasons children do not disclosesexual- abuse. ff group members are having a difficult timebrainstorming reasons for not disclosing, a rarge ";py ãl irr"Iisting should be put up to help initiatä aiscuJsion] -Handout
5.1- is not meant to be an exhaustive listing so feel free toadd additionar reasons based on your work witn sexuarlyabused chil-dren.

ii) Am r the onrv one - one of the best things attendi-ng atreatment group wiII do for sexually abused boys is aíIeviatefeelings of isolation. - Hearing disclosures *ãa" by peers inother communities should further al-l-eviate f eelinÇs- ofisoration. Am r the onry one (Foon and Knight, rões) is acorlection of stories written by children wño h.,r" beensexually abused. To make it easier than going to the libraryand tracking down this book, the publisher rí.= given -¿
permission to copy the three stories relevant to treatmentgroups for.sexually abused boys (handout s.z). choose thesEory/stories most suited for your group members. rf yourgroup has a mascot then the mascot could read the storiãs.

iii) No more çecrets - During this exercise the boys have theopportunity to share with other group members theirvictimization experien?.1". croúp fãcilitators and group
members must come up with a few rules to make this "i"r"is"easier to complete; no laughingr Do interrupting, etc.
Group members should be encouraged to voluntLer,- and. if thatdoes not work, choose the group member you reei is mostready: rf a boy is struggring to discróse prompt him withquestions such as: frlho was your of f ender? wñen/where did it.happen? what did he do?-where is your offender now? rf a boystirl does not feel safe enough Lo discl_ose, ask hispermission to terl his story witrr hirn helping you out.
Group members should be allowed to ask questions of the group
member making the disclosure, after he is done. As usual,-the boy who has told his story nás tfre right not to answer aquestion. once arl the discrosures have been made adj-scussion should take place focusing on how it felt makingand l-istening to the disclosures. r[ goes without sayingthat the group facilitators should proviae a tremendous
amount of ENcottRãcElrlE¡flr throughout this exercise.

{. Snack
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i)

.123EeIf fnage/croup Building Exercise

During these two sessions r berieve self image buirdingexercises are irnportant. However, it is eveñ more inpórtantthat- each boy have the opportunity to terr his story. rf you
can bal-ance the two, here are a couple exercise= groüp memberscan try:
My coat of Arms - using handout 5.3, group members should writeand/or draw in each section from the forlowing questions:
1) Your name.
2) Illhat is your favourite colour?
3 ) V'Ihat do you do best?
4) rf you courd be anywhere right now, where wouÌd it be?5) lrlhat is something your friends like about you?
6) rf you vrere an animar, what kind of animal would you be?

ii) Drawing Fun - In this activity group members are asked to drawa picture of themselves having -fun.-

6. ilournal Tine/euestion Box

Possible journal questions: In what way/s did your offender try
and keep you from disclosing?

How did you feel disclosing and/or
listening to the disclosuies of
other group members?

7. G1m tine/play tine/Free time

RESOURCE MÀTERIÀLS:

snack
handouts 5.L and 5.2.
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WEEKLY GROUP CHECKLIST

SESSTON # S DATE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN TSSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTICTPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:
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WEEKLY GROTIP CIIECKLIST

SESSToN # ø DATE:

THOSE PRESENÎ:

CHECK IN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTICTPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLO T UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:



Handout 5. 1-

WtfY CHILDREN DON'T TELL ABOLN SEXTIAL ABUSE

Afraid they will- get into troubl_e.

Afraid they will not be believed.

Afraid that their offender will- get into trouble and may go to
jail.

Told by their offender that theír mother wirr be mad at thern.

Threats made by offender to hurt mother, brother, sister t ot pet.
Given money or treats not to tell_.
offender often only person who provides nurturing.
Tricked into berieving that the sexual abuse is not r¡¡rong.

Feelings of guilt because of a physÍcal reaction to the sexual
abuse.
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Handout 5.2

DANNIY

I think f was sexually abused. What happened to me was abuse

'cause the people who did it were so much older than me. r v/as

doing stuff that I didn't understand.

I was twelve and my next-door neighbour, Alan, v/as sixteen.
He'd invite me over to his house when his parents were out and he

wourd teach me about sex, what guys are supposed to do with girrs.
WE'd touch each other and he'd explain it al-I to me. I{E were 1ike
practising for girls. It was secret. ReaI secret.

At first r was really interested and curious about going over
there but then later r felt nervous and guirty. r knew what my

parent,s and brothers wourd think if they found out. so it was a
big secret.

f wanted to stop doing it but I knew it was really important
to Alan. r was afraid he would stop riking me. r didn,t want to
be l-eft all alone. Thererd be nothing l_eft for me to do. He was

ny friend, my only good one.

There I¡/as no one I could talk to about what r¡/as happening.
My parents were not going to talk to me about sex and my brothers
vrere a lot older than me. They had l-ots of girlfriends and got to
do al-I kinds of stuff with them. f wanted then to think I was good,

too. so r \^/as practising with Aran so r coul-d learn to be as good

as my brothers. r was getting ready to make it with girls. That,s
what I was doing. Getting ready.
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But I felt there lras something hrrong with what vre r¡/ere doing.
somehow it \¡/as bad or weird or wicked. And it was 1ike a drearn.

It always felt like a dream to me. It never felt like it was real.
Like hypnotism or magic or something.

Al-an was like a magician to me. r felt like r was sharing in
sonething but r felt very weak. Because r couldn't do what he

could. Al-an woul-d sây, ,yourre not ord enough yel.-/ / /buE you wilr
be soon and then you'Il be able to make ít with girls.'f But he was

old enough. So I started thinking something r¡/as wrong with my

body.

Then l-ater that year r went to camp for the summer. r was

hanging around our cabin during free time one day. r was supposed

to be swimming with everybody else but f hated it cause the water
was so cold.

My counselror, Rick, h¡as in the cabin and he asked me if r
liked looking at dirty magazines. T said, ',Sure.,r Then he asked
me if I knew about girls and I told him what I knew and what r did
with A1an. He wasn't shocked or anything. He said if r did that
with hin he'd let me off swirnning and let me look at his magazines.

sometimes Rick would $/arn me not to tell anybody, but he

didn't have to. rrd never telt. r v¡anted Rick to rike me and

think r was okay. cause he was really popular, realry. Rick, knew

how to dress and everything. And he was like grown up, probably
seventeen-as ord as ny brothers. so r felt realry special to be

around hirn and have a secret, to have that time with him.
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But it al-so felt reaÌly weird. I did all this stuff with
AIan And Rick cause I wanted to learn about gir1s. But the stuff
I was doing was with guys. So for a long time I was really upset

and not telling anybody. Cause f figured I must be a fag.

Finally, I guess, I kind of acted crazy. I started doing

badly in school and did some pretty stupid things. I could have

killed myself by accident about fift,y tines. My parents got

worried and sent me to a doctor, a shrink.

f didn,t tell him anything. I was afraid herd say I was a

fag or homosexual or sonething. I just told hin about how stupid

I thought school v/as and how my parents bugged me. But I never

told hin anything important what was really driving me crazy.

Uhat he did do was give me somebody elsers mane he thought I
could talk to . after a while f did, I went and tatked to this
other shrink. And I told him.

So I found out I v¡asn/t a fag-and even if I was there is
nothing wrong with being hornosexual. I was just mixed up because

those guys v/ere abusing me. A lot of grovrnup men have been

sexually abused like me and didn't turn out to be gay. Abuse

doesn't have anything to do with being gay or not. So it turned

out f didn't have to worry after all. But I did for a long, long

time.
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SIMON

r am nine years ord. r rive with my mom and brother. My

and dad are not Ìiving together. r am in grade four.
My uncre Bob used to babysit ne. He r¡/as a friend of

mom's. when r first knew uncle Bob he v¡as nice. He took me

McDonald's al-l- the time. He took me to the fair. And he bought

a new fire engi-ne. Then he stopped being nice.
He touched me where he is not supposed to. He did it hard.

r felt real bad. r felt mad. He said don't terl or herd throw me

out the window. He was bigger than me. He used to hit ny brother.
After he touched me where he,s not supposed to r told ny dad. Then

ny dad toÌd mommy. Then she tord my uncre to move. And he moved.

Just before r told ny dad r fert sad. r wasnrt scared to
tell my dad because I knew he would believe me. Then I had to tell
the judge. rn the courtroom where the judge v/as, there was a place
where somebody sits and a whole bunch of chairs and a tittle fence
thing and a big spot where the judge sits and a tady that writes in
funny writing you canrt read. The judge had rong hair. when r
went to court r was with my aunt and my mom and dad.

The judge asked, rrl^lhat did your uncle do to you?n And. r tord
hin. My uncre was not in the courtroom. He was outside. r saw

him. He looked at me rike he r¡/as thinking...Gee, r shourd have

thrown him out the window. I was mad. I was not scared because my

dad was there. Then when r finished terling the judge, r went home

and had lunch.

mom

my

to

me



If I sar¡r my uncle on the street
go the other vray. He would be more

that I am not afraid to tel_I.

1_3 r_

again I would turn around and

scared nov/ because he knows

It is important for kids to tell so that the other person who

did that to them won't keep on doing that. rf the person they terl
doesn't believe them they should try to make them believe them.

then terl another person. And if they donrt, then tel-r another
person.

rf anyone ever touched me again r would ter] my mom and dad.

r would tell- the person to srop! you buggerl Get lost! r don't
like you!
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f am a boy age nine.

things to me and I felt bad

these things to me. He did
he would kilt rne.
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When I was five my stepfather did

- very, very bad because he was doing

them because he wanted to I thought

It took quite a while for me to tell somebody. f didn't want

to terl anybody because r thought he would come and get me. He

said if r told he woul-d kirr my mom. r had seen hin be viorent
before and r thought he woul-d come and get me. r was afraid to
teII anybody because I knew he would kill- rny mother or come and get
me and take me somewhere. I was also afraid that nobody woul-d

believe me.

He started to abuse me and my sister and brother and he would

hit us and throw us across the room and hit us with stuff l-ike
books and he woul-d do aII sorts of other things. He al-so sexually
abused me.

r fel-t very, very bad. For a while r thought it. v/as my

fauIt. r learned it wasnrt my fault after r got herp. well, r
felt kind of frightened at first about getting help and then f did
it. r need hetp because r have to get it out of rny mind. r canrt
carry it around all over me. It feels bad.

r want peopre to know it is realry bad. rt real-ly happens.

ft happens to all kinds of kids.

f want kids to know if sornething happens to thein they should
tel-l their parents, their mom. They should tel1 police officers.
The police will believe them

(reprinted with pernission of the pubrisher, Douglas & Mcrntyre)
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SBSSION #7 andS

TITLE: Am I Normal
OVERVIEIÍ:

The purpose of these sessions are to provide factual informationregarding sex educationrand remove myths and fears about
hornophobia.

TOPICS TO BE COVERED:

male and female anatomy
reproduction
autonomic body responses
honophobia

OBJECTIVES:

To inform group members with regard to sex education.

To all-eviate possible feeling of guilt associated with the sexual
abuse through an und.erstanding of normal body reactions.
ÀCTIVITIES

1. Feelings Check- In

2. Last l{eek Revisited

i) Unresolved issues from the previous session.

ii) Return Journals/answer questions from the question box

iii) rntroduction - During the last two sessions group members
were involved in a discussion about why discfosiñg sexual
abuse is hard to do. They listened to stories from ótner boys
who had been sexually abused and told their own stories. thenext two sessions may feel somewhat like school as the focuswilf be on sex education.

3. Tberapeutíc Activity/Discussion

The following is a presentation done by Todd smith of winnipeg, fora treatment group for preadorescent sexuarry abused boys.

I(AIJE

Explain on the chart (PJ-anned Parenthood) the positions of variousparts of anatomy so that the boys understand the view of the body
on the chart; stomach, bum, etc. Begin explaining the reproductivã
system showing the scrotum where the testicles are. Thgfunctions
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of the testicles are producing sperm, and producing hormones'for
voice change, hair growth and body weight. Next is tne epididymis
which stores the sperm. The sperm is carried through the vasdeferens. Sperm are alive individually and need protein and sugarto live and swim. Sugar for energy is added in thè seminal- vesiõlewhile protein for food is added in the prostrate. This fluid iscalled semen and is released by the penis.

FEI,ÍALE

Explain the front and side view of the body and internal organs
such as the bl-adder. The ovaries are where Èhe egg is produceá aswell as hormones for growth, hair deveropment ãnd breast
development. The egg traüe1s down the fatlopiän tube and plants
itself in the uterus where it receives nourishment. The vagina isthe passage v/ay from the uterus to outside the body.

REPRODUCTION

To have a baby the male and female reproductive systems must come
together.

The sperm is stored in the epididymis.

Thg penis becomes erect when the spongy tissue fills with blood.This occurs when the penis becomes aroused.

The sperm travels through the vas deferens to the semj-na1 vesicle
where sugar i_s_ picked up and to the prostrate where it picks upprotein. Recall that this fluid is called semen.

Between 2oo 400 nirrion sperm pass out of the penis into thevagina. The sperm travel up through the uterus to ttre fa¡-lopiantube where it meets the egg from the ovary. The fertilized egg
comes back down and implanCs itsel-f in the uterus where the ¡aËÍ
grohrs.

Second session

(review of organs, sexuality)

-need

-what

-how?

-why?

-how?

penis to be erect

does that mean. another word

it fills with blood, sponge

gets aroused or excited

-you can see sonething like a pretty girl or apicture of a pretty girl
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-you can think about a pretty girl
-if someone touches your body, especially your
penis

when that (the above situations) happens your braintells your body to send blood to the penis. This
happens automaticarly just like brinking, tickling.

Question: is sex the same as sexual abuse?

sex happens when two people agree on the sexual contact.
sexual abuse occurs when an adult or older more powerful person
touches your private parts or makes you touch theirs.
what happens if a man sexually abuses a boy, is the boy gay or afag now?

Dor they v/ere sexuarì-y abused, a boy does not become gay or
homosexual because they t{ere sexually abused.

how about if the boy got an erection or if it felt good, is hegay or a fag now?
tor remernber the body reacts like blinking, tickling.
what if you vrere abused by a v/omen and didnrÈ rike it, does that
mean something is wrong with them, maybe gay or a fag?tro, even if it was a vroman, yoü r¡/ere stirl-sexuarry abused andnothing is wrong with you. your body is not ready ior sexespecially from an abuser.

The preceding discussion is an exampre of what can be done. rf you
have a more suitable program for this topic or would like to bringin speakers (with the boys, permission, of course) go ahead! -

4. Snack

5. Self Image/Group Building Exercise

i) which Person in the Group... - (Handout 7.L). This exercise may
be compreted in two smarrer groups or as a rarge group. Arrowten minutes to complete the exercise then discuss how it rnadegroup members feel to come to a consensus and how individual
group rnembers felt being listed for a certain quality. Handout7.L is onry an exampre -ot the questions that èan be asked.
Group facilitators should deveJ-op questions for their group sothat each group member wil1 be listed.

ii) Thinqs That.Make Me special- - (Handout 7.2). Group members
should be given the foLl_owing instructions:
1. rn the house put something that your fanily does for fun.
2. fn the star put something that you are proud of.
3. In the heart put something that makes you feel good.
4. fn the award document put something you want to accomplish

when you are ol_der.
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6. Journal Tine/euestion Box

Possibl-e journal questions: $rhat are the three best things and
three worst things about your
school?

Now that group tine is nearly half
over in what ways has the gioup
been helpful for you?

7. G1m tine/play tine/Free tine
RESOURCE ITIATERIAIJS :

snack
charts of reproductive systems (pranned parenthood)
handouts 7.L and 7.2
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WEEKLY GROUP CIIECKLIST

DATE:SESSION # I

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK ÏN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTICÏPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:
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WEEKLY GROI]P CIIECKLIST

DATE:SESSION # E

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARÎICIPATÏON BY EACH MEMBER:

:
a

: FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:



,T PERSO:{ IN THIS GROIJ? . . . .

Handout 7.I
II.AS T}IE DARKEST EYES ?

}Iá,S THE LONGEST LAST NA¡ÍE?

COLLD HTDE IN THE S}ÍALLEST PLACE?

}TAS THE BIGGEST }IA.\DS?

ITAS THE OLDEST BROTHER OR STSTER?

CA}¡ GIVE THE BIGGEST SHILE?

¡. ta

IS THE TATLEST?

H.ê,S THE MOST BROTHERS A}¡D SISTERS?

HAS THE LIGHTE.ST HAIR?

}I.å,S THE }IOST FFTCKLES ?

IS WE.ARING TTTE MOST COLORS?

IiAS THE LONGEST HAIR?

IIAS BEE¡¡ TALKING THE QUIETEST?

ProJeot CEarlic
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SESSION # 9

TITLE: Friendships
OVERVIEIf :

During this session the boys will have the opportunity to exploretheir relationships^ with peers. An ernpnasis will bè ptacãa ondefining the quarities we l-ook for in our friendships.
TOPICS TO BE COVERED:

Qualities valued in a friendship.
Quality activities with friendships.
Qualities hre offer our friends.
Friendship issues: feeling special

staying friends during tough times
OB.TECTIVES:

To explore reLationships with peers for the purpose of enhancingexisting relationships and creating new, positivä relationships. -

ACTIVTTIES:

1. l'eelings Check - fn
2. Last lÍeek Revisited

i) Unresol-ved issues from the previous session.

ii) Return journals/answer question box questions.

iii) rntroduction - During the last two sessions group tirne wasspent discussing sex education and related topics. Ouring thenext two sessions we wiIl l-ook at two irnportant. relationsliips,this week with friends and next week witn fanily.
3. Therapeutic Activity/Discussion:

i) oualities in a Friend - rn this exercise group members are
asked to go through twenty quarities a friend- courd
possess and rank five most important quarities. Thisexercise can be done either indlvidually, in srnaller groups oras a large group (handout 9.1).

ii) Discussion - Below is rist of possibre questions to help group
mernbers further exprore reLationships with their peers:

a) what activities are more fun to do with a friend?b) How does a friend make you feel special?
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How do you and your friend decide on what you are going to
do?
How do you and your friend resolve conflicts?
How do you show/tell your friend that you appreciate
hin/her?

iii) Creating an Ad - fn this exercise group members will use the
information gathered in this session to write an ad for

their ideal friend (handout 9.2) .

4. Snack

5. Group Building Exercise

Group Picture - In this exercise group members are given a
Iarge piece of newsprint and are asked to make a picture
together. They must decide on a theme and assign each other
roles for compreting the activity (Mandelr and Damon, L989).
This exercise will probably need to be carried over to another
session.

6. itournal TinelQuestion Box

Possible journar question: which quatities do you have that
make you a good friend?

7. G1m tine/P1ay tine/Free tine
RESOURCE I.Í.ATERTÀI,S :

snack
handouts 9.L and 9.2
newsprint
markers

c)

d)
e)
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WEBKLY GROT]P CIIECKLIST

SESSION # g DAIE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTICIPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:



Handout 9.1

creative

adventurous

caring

honest

trusting

understanding

strong

QUALITIF-S IN A FRIEND

humorous

dependable

reliable
athletic

generous

popular

spontaneous

L42

brave

quiet

talkative

fLexible

IoyaJ_

intelligent

Choose the five qual.ities you believe are the most importaut, then
rank them in order of Ímportance.

R.A¡¡KTNG

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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SESSION # IO

TITLE: FANiIiES

OVERVTEW:

During this session group members will- explore the various familiesthat exist. The boys will participate in ¿iscussions focusing onfarnilies, parents, and responsibirities within a farniry
TOPTCS TO BE COVERED:

Types of fanilies
The ideal mother/father
Fanily rules
Responsibil-ities within a famil_y

OBiIECTTVES:

To explore relationships with farnily mernbers for the purpose ofunderstanding and enhancing.

ÀCTIVTTIEg:

1. tr'eelings Cbeck - in
2. Last l{eek nevisited¡
i) Unresolved j-ssues from the previous session.

ii) Return journars/answer question box questions.
iii) rntroduction - During the last session we talked aboutrelationships with friends. Group members fert that r{¡erethe most important qualities in a friendship. Todayrs sessionwill focus on another relationship, familiès.

Therapeutic Activity/DiscuEsion :

Discuss.ion - Group members should brainstorm the various typesof families, ie, step, blended, foster, single parentnother/father, two parent, etc. rt may be helþfui ror the boysif they can identify farniry types rrãn tetev-ision and themovies: Free wirly - fostef rarniry, Full House - single parentfather.
A+r fanily types shourd be listed on a rarge sheet of paperwith the.boy's names going next to their fárniry type. Boys
who are in a temporary living situation should be ãncouragedto see themselves as belonging to two fanilies. The fanilles

3.

i)



ii)

iii )
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to which the boys belong can be a focal point for furtheg
discussion about commonalities and differences between the
boys.

The Idea1 Mother and Father - Television and the movies
portray very good parents such as Brandon and Brenda's
þarentè on Beverly Hills 9O2l-O and very bad parents like Al
ãnd Peggy Bundy. In this exercise group members brainstorm
the qualities that make the ideal parents. A discussion that
fol-lows can focus on how far reaÌ parents may be from ideal
parents, and why that discrepancy may be there.

Fanily Rules - Why have family rules? what are some of the
rules in your homes?. Once these questions have been answered
group members should develop what they feel are appropriate
fanily rules.

4. Snack

5. SeIf Image Building Exercise

Count on one another (Handout l-0. l-)

6. Journal Tine/Question Box

Possible journal question: If you can change one fanily rule
which one would you change, and how
would you change it?

7. G1m tine/Play tine/Free time

RESOURCE I,Í.ATERIÀI,S

snack
large paper and markers
handout 10. 1-
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WEEKLY GROIJP CHECKLIST

SESSTON # TO DATE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN TSSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCTSES:

PARTICTPÀTION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSTON:



Handout l0.l

to mahe me laugh.
to play with me.
to help me with my schoolwork.
to answer my questions.
to help with the housework.
to plan a party.
to repair something broken.
for a tasty meal.
to listen to my problems.
to keep a secret.
to

COUNTING
ON ONE ANOTHER

o Write the name of the family member who best fits the description below.
I can count on
I can count on
I can count on
I can count on
I can count on
I can count on
I can count on
I can count on
I car¡ count on
I can count on
I can count on

o Mg family catr count on me to:

g
Good Apple Inc.
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SESSION # TI

TITIJE : Assertiveness Trainino
OVERVIEW:

The focus of this session is to help the boys respondin any. given situation. This wirr be accämpli=Tr"áassertiveness and practicing assertive responses.
TOPICS TO BE COVERED:

Definitions of assertiveness, passive, and aggressive.Describing assertive responses.
Practicing assertive skitls (verbally/non verbarry)
OBJECTIVEE:

For the boys to understand differences betweenaggressive and passive responses.

assertively
by defining

assertive,

For group members to begin to devel-op skirls in responding to asituation in an assertive r^/ay.

ACTIVITIES

1. Feelings Check In

2. Last Week Revisited

i) Unresolved issues from

ii) Return journals/answer

iii) Introduction -

the previous session.

question box questions.

3. Therapeutic Àctivity/Discussion
i) Discusçion/Lecture - The folrowing descriptions ofassertiveness, aggressive, and paãsive beñaviours arepresented as guidelines to initiate discussion. prior tobeginning the discussion group facilitators shoul-d ask group

members if they have heard of any of these words and knewtheir meanings:
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Assertive - fnvoLves direct expression of ones feelings,needs, .ot opinion in a way that is neither threatenin{ årpunishing towards the othãr person. Being assãrtive meansstanding up for your own rights without v-iolating the rightsof others. Irlhen you are assertive you respect yoursel_f andyou respect oÈhers.

r rnessage: I'm o.K... ..you're o.K.

Group faciritators should give or rore play exampres ofassertive behaviour.

Aggressive - rnvorves a person expressing his feerings in athreatening, punishing or demanding v/ay. Aggressive behavioursshow no respect for the rights oi feäring-s of the otherperson. Aggressive responses may be a way of achieving goaÌsonly in the short run.

f message: Irm O.K... ..you're not O.K.

Passive - rnvolves a person not expressing his feetings,needs, gr ideas. A passive person ignores ñis own righÉs'andlets others take advantage of him. Someone who i= ó"==i"ä-aIIows others to choose for him.and often feel-s anxious anddisappointed when he doesnrt express hirnserr,ãna -¡gry .rdresentful l_ater on.

I message: Irm not O.K. ....yourre O.K.

once all three behaviours have been described the groupfacilitators should ask the boys to rate their behaviour aseither aggressive, assertive or passive.

ii) An Assertive Rgsponse - rn this exercise (handout 11.1_) group
members are asked to read each situation ànd put a check marknext to the assertive response. rf a group mascot is ueint -

used have Èhe mascot give the assertive rãsponse to eachquestion. ff not group facilitators can ask for volunteersto provide the assertive response.

iii) ÞilI of Rights - The group facilitators should introduce thebill- of rights and go over each right with the boys. Eachboy should be given a copy of the uirr of rights tó keep forhinself (handout LL.Z) . - -

1. SNACK
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5. SEI,F II,Í.AGE BUII,DING EXERCISE

Keeping my space, safe - This is an assertiveness training
exeicise which nay help enhance self image by giving the boys
a sense of por¡Jer and control as they determine a safe space
around themselves. Prior to beginning this exercise the group
facilitators should explain to the boys non verbal components
of assertive responses. These components include: Facial
expressions, eye contact, hand gestures, and body movements.
Voice level/tone would be another component of an assertive
response.Group facilitators should provide exarnples of all
these cornponents.

The group facilitators shoul-d model this exercise then have the
boys break into pairs and attenpt the exercise. The group
facititators should position themselves approximately fifteen
feet directly across from each other. one facilitator should
begin Èo walk towards the other facilitator. When the
facilitator who is stationary feels that the space around
hin/her is about to be violated, he/she says ttstop". This
exercise is continued r^/ith the facilitators nodellinçt non
verbal \¡/ays of communicating rrstoprr. Once the boys have had the
opportunity to practice this exercise, the entire group should
debrief.

Journal Tine/QuestÍon Box

Possible journal question: Describe a situation that you v/ere
in that ended up in a conflict.
How did you respond? What would
have been an assertive response to
that situation?

6. G1m tine/Play tine/Free time

RESOURCE I(ATERIÀI,S:

snack
handouts 11.1 and LL.z

6.
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WEEKLY GROI]P CHECKLIST

SESSION # TT DATE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTÏCIPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOT4T UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:
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Handout l-L. l-

1. Your sister is in the next room listening to her new R.Ap album,

fuII blast. You are in the next room trying to watch !,irestl-ing and

can't hear a thing. You go into your sisterrs room and say,

Your stereo is l-oud and is bothering me, wourd you please turn
it down.

-rf 

you don't turn your stereo down ilm going to come in and

break it.
You don'E go into your sister's room and just watch wrestring

without listening to it,.

2. A friend asks

SâY,

_Are you crazy.

to borrov/ your favorite Saga Genesis qame. You

Of course you

I don't lend my games to anybody.

can borrow it, but please return it to me at
tomorrow at school.

tlerr....r guess that would be okay even if r was going to use

it nyself tonight.

3. You are in line at 7-L1 buying a slurpee. Another boy cuts in
front of you and then asks if it is okay. you say,

You don't say anything.

I real-ize that you donrt want to
first and realÌy would l-ike

Forget it buddy? Wait your turn

wait in l-ine, but I was here

to get out of here.

like the rest of us.
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4. Your sister wants to watch a Soap opera on T.V. therà is
something else that you would realJ-y like to watch. You sây,

[.1e11, oh, go ahead and watch the show. I guess I could do some

homework instead.

Did you know that your Soap Opera is on again in a hour but my

show is only on nov/. I would really appreciate it if you let me

watch my show nov/.

-Soap 

Operas are stupid and you are stupid for wanting to watch

one.

5. You and a friend are supposed to be working on a classroom

project together yet you are doing all the work. You sêy,

We are supposed to be doing this together yet I,m doing all the

work. f'd like to talk about changing this.

_You say nothi-ng.

If you don't help more I'm going to teII the teacher that I,m

doing aII the work and get you into trouble.
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handout tL.z

THE RIGHT TO BE TREATED IVITH RESPECT

THE RTGHT TO HAVE AND EXPRESS YOUR OWN FEELINGS AND OPINIONS

THE RIGHT TO SET YOUR oIÁ]N PRIORTTTES

THE RIGHT TO SAY NO I^TTTHOUT FEELTNG GUILTY OR HAVTNG TO COME UP

WITH A GOOD REASON

THE RIGHT TO ASK FOR WHAT YOU IVANT KNO}ITNG THAT OTHERS HAVE THE

RIGHÎ TO REFUSE

THE RIGHT TO GEl WHAT YOU PAY FOR

THE RIGHT TO ASK FOR TNFORMATTON FROI,I PROFESSIONALS

THE RTGHT TO MAKE MISTAKES

THE RIGHT NOT TO ASSERT YOURSELF

THE RIGHT TO CHANGE YOUR MIND

THE RIGHT TO SAy rrf DON,T KNOW THE ANSI4¡ER'!

THE RTGHT TO SÀY ''T NEED SOME TIME TO THINK THAT OVERII
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SESSION # 12

TfTLE: Anqrv Feelings
OVERVTEIÍ :

the focus of this session wilr be on understanding and managingangry feelings.
SPECTFIC TOPICS TO BE COVERED:

Clues to our anger
Anger situations
.Anger management

OBiIECTIVES:

To understand that angry feelings are acceptable.
To understand that it is not acceptable to hurt yourserf or someone else when you are angry Y rvY-

To learn the warning signs of anger.
To develop appropriate anger management skills.
ÀCTIVITIES:

1. Feelings Check - fn
2. Last lÍeek Revisited
i) Unresolved issues frorn previous session.
ii) Return journals/answer question box questions.
iii) Introductign_- During.the next four sessions group focus willbe on feelings. The first feering we wirr róãr-àt is anger.
TEERAPEUTIC .âCTMTY/ Drscuss rON :

i-) -Brainstormi-¡g-An'qrv. words and phrases - rn this exercise theboys are asked to risE woraE-wnG-ãescribe anger. words mayinclude: mad, furious, ¡rissed "li; Jar,. The tist of wordswiII then be used in tfre next exercise.
ii) Anqry situaÇion Ranking - rn this exercise the boys are askedto rank their anger to possibre situations ù=i"õ-ån" ristgenerated in the previous exercise. Each child should begiven a copy of hãndout L2.1, to work on independentry. whenaIÌ the boys have cornpleted their handout grã"p rämbers wiII
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go through.them together. please note that the situationsdescribed in handout rz.L may not be appropriate for the boysin your treatment group and Lherefore you may need to deveropalternative ang,er situations.
iii)clues tg our.Anger - The group facil_itators shoul-d lead adiscussion wiÈh the boys wittr- regards to signals our bodiesgive us as hre are getting angry. These signals rnay incrude:face turning red, sweatíng, úeärt beating ii"ãã"|- el'e,. Thediscussion shourd then foðus on physicar-rãããiiãís to angerwhich rnay include; raising your ioi"., crenching iorr= fists,etc,. The group faciritatois shour-d herp th; Èoyå understandthat arr of these signars and reactions are crues that aperson is getting angry and a necessary time to intervene.
iv) sitive Alt Inthis exercise group facil-itators and members make a list oipositive hrays

assertiveness
difficulties

to handle anger (ie. go for a walk, practice
.training, etå.). The áiscussion shouÌd addressin carrying out these positive aftãin"tives.

4. Snack:

5. SeIf Image Building/Group Exercise

Because only one session. is rceing spent on anger managrementthere probably wilr not be time ior- the serf írnag"buiJ.dÍng/group exercise. rnstead, nerã urã-lrã-'iurtnerexercises with regard to angry fåelings:
i) Angrv Johnny - rs a story about a boy having a rearJ-y bad day(handout t2-2). one of thè facilitators snoúta read the storyand then group members can discuss what Àl-vin could have donedifferently during the day.

ii) Risk cards - rn this exercise- open ended sentences are put oncards and distributed to the boys. This exercise may be donein groups of three or fggr þoy='with each boy having'tneopportunity to ansr¡/er all risl< cards given tó hi; group(Handout L2.3).

6. itourDal Tine/euestion Box:

Possible journaÌ questi-on: who gets you the angrì-est and whatis it that they do that angers you?

7. Gyn tine/play Tine/Free Tine:

RESOURCE T,Í.ATERIAI¿8 :
snack
flip charts
handouts IZ.L, LZ.Z, and L2.3.
markers
cards for handout L2.3
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WEEKLY GROT]P CIIBCKLIST

SESSION # TZ DATE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTICIPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSTON:
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Handout L2.I

ANGRY SITUATION RAIYKING

My brother or sister hit me.

. My parents were arguing.

My bicycle was stolen.

I couldn't stay up late to watch a tv show.

My friends didn't include me in what they were doing.

There were no charges laid against my offender.

My friend broke my favorite Sega game.

My teacher wouldn't let me go outside for recess.

I dropped my favorite CD in a puddle of water.

My sister stuck gum on my Walkman.



Hanalout 12 . 2

ANGRY JOHNNY

Àngry Johnny is a story of a boy who has never learned how tohandle.his anger. He. stòres up hiÄ ançrer, sort of J.ike stuffing itin a big bag. This is a story ot one'ãay in the fii. oriãn""V.
Angry Johnny gets up .alq starts .to get ready for school. He goesto his closet to find his favori_te iair of Nike air runners, butthey aren,t there. he looks all ofer but can/t find then. Hissister walks in to his roon and he r.ools down and sees that she iswearing his runners. This nakes Johnny angry inside ¡.rt-n" ¿o.=.r,tdo anything, he just stuffs his anger'further down.

Just as Johnny runs out the door to catch the bus to school, thel¡us pulls away. He carrs for the bus to stop but trre 
-àriver

doesnrt hear him so he has to wal-k to school .

As Johnny arrives at school, he sees two .of his friends and yeLLsto the¡n to wait f or him .but they ignore nim anJ wart-ã,uãvl'^*.¡oir'nvdoesn,t say anything but just sluf-fs his anger further down.
During Johnny,s first class the teacher asks hi¡n a question; hedoesnrt know the answer and the kids laugh at hi¡n.
Finally it,s recess and he goes out to play with his friends. Abigger boy in his ctass coires up to trir,,' p;;h;='hf . a-iä cartsJohnny a durnrny. Johnny doesn,t <io anything; t"=t =i"r"!"ip =o."Ìnore anger .

Johnny manages to survive the rest of his day and is lookingforv/ard to going home and watching The Music ctrainei.- eã r¡l-warxsinto the riving roo¡n he sees his Íittre brother watchinq 
"à.too.r..,fohnny attenpts to change the channel, his littl" -¡.-åd¡r", - 

"ri"" ,Johnny,s mother tells trin to Leave his brother afone ána sendsJohnny to his roon. By, this tone Johnny has stuffed .o *.r"t ..,g".that his is ful-l - so he expl0des. He yelrs at ïis ioin"i, i,it=his little brother and walks' out of the 'house.

What happened to Johnny? What could he have done differentLyduring the day?

(Project cHarlie)
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Handout L2.3

RTSK CÀRDS

ï get angry whenever f...
f get angry whenever somebody...

You can tel_l f am angry when I . . .

whenever r am angry and don't want anybody to know it, r...
f get angry every time...
The last tirne f was angry v/as. . .

I get angry when rny fami1y...
The best thing for me to do when f get angry is...
Someone in my family who really gets me angry is...
When f teII someone lrm angry at them f feel...
I{hen I get angry ny f ace. . .

To teIl someone I'm angry at hin/her is...
When I keep my anger inside f...
some ways to get out anger without hurting anybody are...
À safe place to get angry is...
When I let my angry feelings out I...
When my sister or brother get me mad I...
When I get angry at rny friend, f feel like...
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SESSION # 13

TITLE: Powerlessness and Control
OVERVf E¡{s

Many boys who have been sexually abused experience a feeling ofpowerressness. The . purpose of this seJsion is to help group
members gain control in areas where they should have contrbl, a"äcope with situations where they do not ñave control_.
TOPICS TO BE COVERED:

Definition of control.
A comparison of situations where we have and do not have control_.Definition of povrer.

A comparison of powerful and powerless people.

OBiIECTIVES:

To understand the things that make someone feer powerrut.
To determine the situations in their lives where they have controLand gain controÌ in situations where they have Lost contror.
To help the boys cope with situations where they do not havecontrol-.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Feelings Check - In
2. I¡ast Week nevisited
i) Unresolved issues from previous session.

ii) Return journals/answer question box.

iii) rntroduction - Last week the group focused on angry feerings.
Today the focus wil-r be on feelings of powerresãness andcontrol.

3. Therapeutic Activity/Discussion:
i) Discussion - $fhat makes people feel powerful?

What makes people feel powerless?
Who are powerful people?
How can someone who feers powerless begin to feer
powerful?
Describe situations in your l_ives that you have



control over?
Describe situations in your
not have control?
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lives where you do

l.fhat are some positive hrays of coping withsituations where you have not got control?
ii) The powerress Jar - This activity is a demonstrat.ion of asituation where one has no controL and may feel powerress.

The powerress jar is made by finding a gtãss jar with a lidand adding water, food corouring, ana a small amount ofcooking oil. Make sure that tbã lidl is sealed extremelvtight- Because the oil is lighter than water therã-\^ril1always be two separate rayers in the jar. Give each group
member an opportunity to shake the jai as hard as he õan ãndwhen each group member has had a turh, the group facilitators
shoul-d take a turn. The discussion after this aätivity snourãfocus on how it fel-t not being able to nix the two lafers inthe jar.

4. Snack

5. SeIf fmage euilding Exercise

The Great Invention - rmagine yourself as an inventor whoseentire l-ife has been spent trying,to create an invention thatwourd make your life easier. Draw a picture of what thatinvention would look like.
6. ilournal Tine/euestion Box

Possible journal question: Think of a situation in your life
that you would like changed. Do you
have control over that situation?
If yes, how can you make the
necessary changes? If no, what
would make it easier to cope with
the situation.

7. Gym tine/play tine/Free tine
RESOIIRCE UATERIÀIJS s

snack
materiars for the powerless jar (see activity 3 ii).
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WEEKLY GROUP CIIECKLIST

DATE:SESSTON # tZ

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN TSSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTTCIPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSTON:
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SESSION # L4 and 15

TITLE: À feelincfs lraÞ ull

OVERVIEÍT:

During these two sessions group,members wil,r have theto discuss feerings they encounter everyday while atsothe feelings that arose from their sexrial abuse.

TOPTCS TO BE CovEREDs

I{hat are feelings?

OBiIECIIVES:

For group members to understand what feerings are.
For group members to identify feelings they have had in specificsituations, and describe s/hy they reÍt the way they did.
ACTIVTIIES

1. Feelings Check - fn
2. Last lÍeelc Revisited

i) unresorved issues frorn the previous sessi-on.

ii) Return journals/answer question box questions.
iii) rntrgduction - rn the last few weeks $/e have looked at severalfeeJ-ings generally felt by boys who have been sexually abused.

These incruded ang.er, guilt, ánd powerlessness. There are manymore feerings inside all of us, êome good, some bad which wãhave yet. to discuss. During the next two sessions we wil-1look at feelings which may come up at home, ât schoor, andwith our friends.
3. Therapeutic Activity/Discussion

opportunity
focusing on

i) .¡rs(jussron anq. örêJnscqrmrng of Feelings - prior to beginningan exercises dealing with feelings it is important foí group
Prior to

members to define whaÈ feelings are. once this is 9roup
accornplished group members srrouta brainstorm as many feelingsas they can think of. Group facilitators shoul_d wiite dowñall the feelings on large pieces of newsprint und.er theheadings: good feerings, bad feelings, go-od or bad feerings.
Group members should be assigning the feetings to theheadings. once group memberè haùe exhausted their list of
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feelings the group facilitators can tist further feelings
such as those presented in handout l-4.1,. croup facilitai,orsshould ask the boys if they understand the feàting and whatit means.

ii) Feelings Cube - This activity will take some preparation onyour part but is generarry an activity enjoyea ny tne boys.To begin with you will need a srnall bóx lfiXe tfre ones mugs
come in). Cover al-} sides with paper and on each side wriÉea different feeling such as happy, sad, surprised, scared.,excited, ?lg angry. The activity begins wilrr one group
member rolling the cube and.seeing wnich feeling lãnds-up.
The group member then describes a time he experÍenced thätfeel-ing and passes the cube onto the next bol, and so on.
You may have to stop the activity after seveial rounds
because the boys may want to rol_r the cube untir they haverolled all six feel_ings (project CHarIie).

iii) Feerings Bacr - This is an activity that Mark Barnes of
MandaLa Therapeutic Services uses in several treatmentgroups for children. Group members are given a bag which isfilred with papers each having a feeling written õn it.without rooking into the bag, in turn, a group member purlsout one piece of.paper and answers the foÍtowing questions:

Define the feeling
When was the l_ast time you felt that way?
What did you do whén you felt that way?
I^fhat did you need when you felt that way?

iv) Eeelings charades - rn this activity group members andfacilitators take turns acting out vãrious feelings. To makethings easier for your serf, use the Feerings ba! for thisactivity as well (Karen Gos1in, Ontario).
v) The Colouqs of.ny Wor1d - fn this exercise group members areasked to descrj-be on paper the amounts of variõus feelingsthat they have. The exercise wil-l_ work best if the grouffaciritators suggest the feerings to be drawn and thã grärrp

members, bT consensus decide on the colours to represeñtthose f eelings. Handout l-5.2 shows what the paper could l-ooklike.
!'IhiIe I have .not attenpted this exercise in a treatment groupr have seen it used successfurry in individuar therapy, inparticuJ-ar with an eleven year ófa noy on an rndian Reservenorth of tùinnipeg. During the first Lhree months of therapyBruce (not real name) presented in a happy, carefree manner
and continually indicated that nothing nóLnerea hin. Howeverafter completing this exercise Bruce looked at what he drew
and began crying. He stated that he hadn't realized how sadhe was and that his sadness resulted from witnessing hissister being sexually assaurted. Bruce was abre to work
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through his |tsadness" and his sister also came into therapy.
This activity may be take¡ one step further by having the boysdraw another representation, of their feelinðs, but this tiiretheir idear feelings. once this is completád'a groupdiscussion can take place on what needs Èo happen to move fromreal- to ideal feelings.

4. Snack

5. Self Image Building Exercise

This.may be a good time to complete the group picture fromsession # 9

6. ilournal Tirne/euestion Box

Possible journal questions: What is the hardest feeling for you
to show and why?

Open topic: lVrite about anythingt
7 " Gyn time/play tiure/Free time

RESOURCE MATERIÀLS:

snack
crayons/pencil crayons.
paper, newsprint.
handout 14.1 and I4.2.
supplies for feelings cube (see group activity 3 ii)
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WEEKLY GROUP CHECKLIST

SESSTON # Tq DATE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK TN TSSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTICIPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSTON:
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WEEKLY GROI]P CTIECKLIST

SESSTON # TS DATE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN ]SSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTTCTPATION BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOW UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:
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Handout 14.1

LIST OF FEELINGS THAT PBRSONS HA\rE

IDENTTFY

BTIT OFTEN FAIL TO

Miscell-aneous

confused

frustrated
concerned

ambival-ent

vul-nerable

appaJ-1ed

apathetic

Positive

excited

hopefuì-

loving

accepted

satisfied

rel-ieved

pÌeased

proud

thrilled
comfortabl-e

good

happy

relieved

rel-axed

confident

worthy

great

turned on

glad

Necrative

hate

resentments

futility
terror

fear

regret

despair

fright
meaningless

lonely

hurt

aggravated

hopeJ-ess

worthless

useless

helpless

hostile

angry

anxious

insecure

panicky

resigned

guilty

uncomfortable

dread

disturbed

exasperated

trapped

disrnayed

burned up

furious

used

worried

devastated

sel-f -conscious

apprehensive

ashamed

scared

upset

uptiqht
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Necrative

unsure

troubl-ed

lost
depressed

rej ected

disapproval

disgusted

out of pl-ace

unwanted

overwhel_med

irritated

miserable

fed-up

teed-off
turned off
apprehensive

inadequate

discouraged

frantic
provoked

degraded

pressured

threatened

al-armed

uneasy

bored

humil-iated

bitter
insulted

embarrassed

al-ienated

timid

inferior

horrified
disgruntÌed

dej ected

worn out

hrrung out

bothered

perplexed

disconcerting



rrI CAN DO IT!rr or rrI DID fT!rt

adequate

beautÍfu1

blissful
bold

bursting

capable

cheerful

clever

competent

delighted

eager

ecstatic
excited

fantastic

free
good

gratified

great

helpfuJ-

hiqh

happy

honoured

groovy

kind

l-oose

loving

nice

peacefuJ-

pJ-easant

pJ-eased

pretty

proud

refreshed

rel-axed

relieved

rewarded

satisfied

settled
sure

turned on

wonderful

acceptable

ok

comfortable

SURE CAN

brave

competitive

determined

energet j-c

strong

tough

down
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OR CAN I?

apathetic

ambivalent

bored

divided

dubious

doubtful-

Iazy

sceptical

worried

NOT LIKE ME!

conspicuous

different
odd

queer

ONE VERY HELPFUL WORD: rrwov/rr



dininished persecuted

discontented pooped

distracted pressured

distraught queasy

IIJUST DON'T THTNK

T CAN CUT rT. ''
a rrdov/nerrr l_ow

annoyed

anxious

bugged

burdened

defeated

nervous

out of it
overloaded

overwhel_med

panicked

restl-ess

scared

tense

threatened

trapped

troubled

uneasy

KICKED, PICKED ON

AND LTCKED

abandoned

betrayed

cheated

condemned

confused

crushed

damned

despair

homesick

ignored

isolated

hurt

Ieft out

miserabl-e

petrified

sad

sorrowful

suffering

tried
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r REALLY FEEL

THIS WAY

awfu] violent

bad ugly

cruel

deceitful
destructive

envious

evil

funky

grief
groove

horribl-e
j eaJ-ous

j ive

juvey (juvenile)

mean

naughty

obsessed

obnoxious

rotten

screwed up

sneaky

spitefuj-

tempted

terribfe

exasperated terrified

disturbed

dominated

empLy

exhausted

fearful-

flustered

frantic
frightened. unhappy

frustrated upset

helpless unsettl_ed

j-mposed upon untogether

inadequate vulnerabl_e

initated



Handout ]-4.2

LOI\IELY

SAI)

17A

AÌ',{GRY

IIAPPY

SCAREI)

OPTIMISTIC
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SESSION # L6

OVERVTEW:

During this sessj-on group members will discuss decisions and thej-nfl-uences that inpaót on their decision making. Group memberswill participate in actívities rel-ated tì decisioi making ã"a rã"i"a decision making rnodel.

TOPTCS TO BE covEREDs

lVhat is a decision?
What influences a decision?
Consequences of decisions.
A decision making mode1.

OB.'ECTIVES:

Practice decision naking skill_s.
Examine arternative sorutions for conflict situations.
ÀCTIVITIES:

1. FeeJ_ings Check-fn

2. Last !Íeek Revisited

i) Unresolved issues from the past session.
ii) Return journaÌs/ answer question box questions

iii) rntroduc-tion - 9u1i1ø the past month group members have beenj-nvol-ved in activities and- di=cussionl ãããiË"åã to herp themidentify feerings, label feeJ-ings and respoia to feelings j_n

?_Bî.:i:rve way. one issue not -discussed 
was how feelings

l_nf l_uence our deci-sions.

3. Therapeutic Àctivity/ Discussion

i) Discussion - what is a decisi-on? Group facilitators shouldask qroup members for an ansv/er to thiä qrr"=iior. A good
ansr,üer wouJ-d be; a decision is when you haïe to make a õhoic"between two or more things.

ii) rn This corner - This is an activity where group members mustchoose between two items. croup fãcilitat1rs'aàsignãt" tl"corners of the room to represent two different itelns. The
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facifitators then call out the two iterns and the boys areasked to walk to the corner which represents thej-r preferredchoice.

once all group members have made a decision, a discussj_on cantake. pJ-ace focussing on who or what inf luences ìecisions.possible infruences may incruáe,--iarniry, friends, otherindividuars, rikes and dislik;;, ¡eriers and/or feeJ_ings.Some examples worth trying as choices coul_d be:
McDonalds vs Burger King

Bike^1,-9+'sT: ii:;T";=,::ii:îi/Ë::il arr /soccerRenting a Movie vs playing Sega eenesis
iii) Decision Dial - This activity wirl require some preparationby the group facilitators, so-... ii yor r^/ere not prepared andhave not made the diar, it is toã tãte now! ,¡uåt go to thenext exercise: If you are prepared, read or...-cut out a rz inch circr-e anã an arrohr (This wilr be thespinner) measuring about 5 inches from àtirr pãËt", board orcard board. using a metar- fastener, attach Ëhe spinnerdirectry in the miaate of the circre. print severaldif ferent decision questions ." -=rgg"sted in handout r_6. r_ onthe circle.

Allow each group member to spin the diar and answer thequestion he spins.
iv) A Decision-Making Model- - Group facilitators shoul-d presentthe following rnodel foi decisiãn naking r¡tiãrt-rã= taken outof the seven oaks schoor Divis.i_on lwr"irp"gi--uåriJ_y LifecurricuÌum, and use it as a guide fàr cornpreting exercise v.
l-' Define the problen - state_exactly what the probrem is or thesituation aroundãnicn a decisio"n needs to be made.
2. _ List all possibl-e ways toresol-ve the probl-em or possible aecisiån=-t-ñJ 

"åìra be made.Ïnformation may need tó ue gathereã so all- al-ternatives canbe considered.

3.

4.

- List all thepossible outcomes - both negative and posi-tive for eachalternative.

on how we shoul_d act or behave.
- Val_ues include beÌiefs

Val-ues come from our
Consider whether eachyour val_ues.

farnil-ies, friends and society.alternative is consistent wiln
5. Choose one Al_ternative



Irnplenent the Decisíon - Do whatdecision carried out tne v/ay you

Possible journal question: Irlho or what
influence on

7. cyn tine/p1ay time/Free time
RESOURCE TrIATERTÀLS:

snack.
material-s for activity 3 iii.large paper and rnarkeis.

174

is necessary to have the
want it to be.

6.

7 . Eval_uate the Decision -
would r make the same decision if r had to do it over again?hlas ther" -1'y consequences of rny decision that r had notconsidered?
blhat have f learned from my decision?

v) I¡Ihat courd ygu Do rf ... - This activity also requi_respreparation but if necessary can be done by one facilitatorwhile the other one descríbå, iñ"--act.ivity'tã--tne groupmembers. Make a copy of handout 1_6.2 and cut out eachsituation along the ãotted rÍne- -ïf you did ,råt 
"o,opletethis before thã session nàgãtt--tn".r rip out handout L6.2 andcut or tear quickly. put Éne =r!n= of paper in a bag andhave the boys take turns respondiirg to Èhä situation usingdecj-sion making model.

4. Snack

5. SeIf fmage/croup Building Exercise
Pre-empted this week by activity v.
6. ilournal Tine/euestion Box

has had the greatest
the decisions you make?
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WEEKLY GROIIP CHECKLIST

SESSTON # TC DATE:
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CHECK IN TSSUES:
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PARTTCTPATTON BV EACH MEMBER:
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Handout 16.1

A decfslon I
o¡rce uade that
pleased uy
parents was.

decisl.on I
to uake 1s.

I nade a bad

A decÍsÍon I
¡¡lsh I could do

over again ls...

A tfne I rnade a
good decisfon ¡¡as. . .

A declsion I have Èo
nake in the sumer

A declsÍon I nade that
helped scrueone else ¡ras. . .

A decfslon
I made Èhat try

teacher dfdnrt
llke ¡¡as. , .

decislon
I nade
that pleas
uy friends
was. . .

Project Charlis
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Handout 1,6 " 2 What Coul-d you Do?

(Cut apart and put strÍps into bag. )

You have a big project to do for school-. you worked hard on it andit is due todãy-., ñn"n you arrir".t-=ÃooÌ, you rearize you forgotto bring it and it is itirr at home. -lo' carl home, buy nobody isthere. What could you do?

You invite your friend to go swi_mrning with you. your friend agreesto go, and then invites hís 
"or=itt--Ëo äo along without asking youir it is aJ-l righr. whar ¿"ú;s='rãìrrä you náveã 

--wn.t 
couJ-d youdo?

There is a large tree in your yard, and your friends dare you toclimb it. your parents have.tora yår, n"v"r to try to clirnb it, asit is dangerous- But your rrienãs'=;y;"" are ,chicken,' and afraidto try. I¡Ihat coul_d yãu do?

You are playing with your best friend at recess when you see agroup of your classmates prayirrg =o"""i. you r-ove soccer, so youask them if you and your Ëe=t riiena cãn ptay. They say that youcan, but youi friend cannot. lvhat o,orrio you do?
You have planned to go to the zoo with your friend on Fridayafternoon, but .the d.y before, you iå"eive an invitation to abasebarÌ game that mo=l of your ätn"i friends wiri-¡e going to.Your friend has not been invitea. y"" wour-d.realry like to go tothe basebart game, but you know. thai-yo.r, friend hås been r_ookingforward to going to the zoo with t;;.'-wh.t could you do?
You are playing -with your friends in the park near your house anda man you don't know is watching.you. H" asks you and your friendto come with.him. He says rre tiiir bur-everyone ice cream. whatcould you do?

You invite your friend over after school to watch TV. you want towatch your favourite show on one channel and your friend wants towatch another show on another channel. lrlhat could you do?
You usuaJ-ly ride your bike to schoor. one day after schoor you goout to the playground and you find trrat yorr r-ixe is missing. whatcoul_d you do?

Your class is on a field trip. some.boys in your class are pickingon you- They make fun of your haircüt and your cr_othes. whatcoul-d you do?

There is one per.son in your crass that picks on everyone. Thatperson always puts people down, fights aia scares pããpre. tühil_eyou are in the r-unch line he pushe= -you 
and cuts intå iirr" ahead ofyou. Vühat could you do?
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OVERVTEW:

SESSION # 17

TfTLE: prevention

During this session group members will- participate in activitiesand exercj-se focusing on preventing ?"rtrt"r auu-se frorn occurring.
TOPTCS TO BE COVERED:

Remol_est prevention p1ans.
Identifying a supporL network.

OBJECTIVES:

5i:::t/practice 
skir-rs to prevent in an atternpt to prevenr further

ACTTVITIES ¡

1" Feelings Check - fn
2. Last ÍÍeek Revisited
i) unresor-ved issues from the previous session.
ii) Return journaJ-s/answer question box questions
iii) J¡EaÈqq:+:l_:_Dyl"s the r-ast session rime was spenr ral_kinsabout decj-sions and infl-uences on ãecision=. -o""ision 

makingis very important to what we wirr. ¡e aoing today, preventingfurther abuse from occurring.
3. Therapeutic Àctivity/Discussion

i)

ii)

I-'Içvie Niqht - Two filrns are shown to the boys with adiscussion taking place at the end of àacn fir_m. The firstfil-m f'lr'ho Do you-rþrra'provides a ¡ã=i= for a discussion ofsupport systerns. 'Better safe Than sorry rr" focuses onprotection skirrs (A brief.descripiiã"= of both firrns can befound in the resource section)
wfat rf-.. - This exercise provÍ-des group members withsituations related to sexuar abuse .ñd ,"q.rire group membersto decide on the most_ appr.op_r.ia.te rã=pot=" (Handout 1,7.1,).Thís exercise can be aone in'a-iviãu.t-t-o-r- in srnar-r_ groups or asa large group.

Snack4.
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5" SeIf fmage Building Exercise

Remolest Prevention Plans - The intent of this exercise is forgroup members to colrectivery come up with the necessary
components of a remolest prevention plan, and. then with the
heJ-p of the group facil-itators come up with individualized
remolest prevention plans.

6. ilournal Time/euestion Box

Possibfe journal question: Who are two adul-ts you can get aholdduring a Lrisis? -

7. G1m tine/ptay time/Free tine
RESOURCES

snack
handout 1,7 . L
flip chart paper and marker
filn projector and the fílrns for activity 3 i.
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WEEKLY GROUP CHECKLIST

SESSION # TI DATE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK TN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCTSES:

PARTTCIPATTON BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOVü UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:
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Handout L7.I What if. . .

l-. Your family expects you to visit with the offender and you do

not want to?

2- After being j-n care you return home and. there's a l_ot of
confl_ict in your farnily. Vühat can you do?

3. Your little sister tells you she's been sexually abused by your
uncl-e, the one yourve al,ways wondered about?

4. You were asked what information i_s needed by chi_l-dren to
prevent sexual abuse. What would you say?

5. Your family is back together agai-n and your dad tries sexually
abusing you again?

6. You teII a friend about your sexual abuse and they say it must

have been your faul-t. What would you say?

7. Some of your friends seem to know about the sexual- abuse but
you haven't told them. What would you do?

8. You were afraj-d of or are being physically or sexually abused

aga j-n. lrlhat woul_d you do?
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SESSION # 18

TITLE: Av/ards Ceremony and Wind up party

OVERVIEIÍ!

During this session group members wil-1 revj-ew their accompJ-ishments
and celebrate the end of group and a new beginning.
TOPICS TO BE COVERED:

Summary of group activities.
Completion of post test measurements.
A legacy to the next group.
Presentation of certificates.
OB-'ECTIVES:

For group members to feel- proud about their accomplishments duringgroup.

For g'roup members to feer powerful by leaving a lasting legacy toboys who wil_l come into group at a tãter t.irné.

For group members to be rewarded for their work during the groupsessions.

ACTIVITTES:

1. Feelings Check - in
2. Last tteek Revisited:

i) Unresolved issues from the previous session.
++l Return journals/answer queslion box questions.iii) rntroduction - During the last sessión we talked aboutpreventing further abuse from occurring..
3. Therapeut,ic Activity/Discussion:

i) The Group That [vas - Group facilitators should review with theboys the rnany issues that were covered during group time.
Emphasis shourd be praced on how hard they wórÉea and howcohesive a group they became.

ii) Group Member Eval-uations - croup facil-itators should explainthe reasoning for the eval-uatioñ as a time for group membersto indicat_e what they l-iked and disliked about gró,rp, and. whatthey found to be usefur. Group facil-itators shourd arsoexpÌain that the eval-uations will- help the group facilitatorsthe next time they run a group (Handõut r-g:1) .
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iii) Post Test Measurements - Group facilitators should remind the
boys of the tests they completed before group started and thatthey had to complete them again. sirnilar to activity ii,group facilitators should explain the benefits of comptetingthe measurement tools.

4. Snack

Snack tirne will be delayed for this session until- the wind upparty.

5. SeIf fmage tuilding Exercise

i) A Lastinq Legacy - This is another exercise suggested by Mark
Barnes of Mandala Therapeutic Services. The purpose of thisexercise is to give group members a sense or þowär ny reaving
something for the next group of boys attending the tieatmentgroup. Barnes suggested that group members write letters
describing what the new group members can expect from group and
what ever else the existing group members chose to write aËout.Arternativery, drawings of group activities may be done.

ii) The Awards Ceremony - The final treatment cornponent of group
occurs v¡hen the group facilitators call up each group mãm¡erindividual-J-y and handout certificates of ãonpletíon lHandout
L8 "2) .

6. ,.Iournal Tinre/euestion Box

There is no journal or question box time as this is the 1astgroup.

7. c1m tine/Play time/Free time

There is no gym/p]ay /free tine this session because of the windup party.

TIÍE WIND UP P.ARTY

The wind up party was decided upon by all group members earlier on.rf possibre (ie., financially and practically¡ the wind up party
may be bowling, mini golf r oy rorler skating.-cl_earl-y sessibi * ßwill require more than the usual 90 rninute session. Make sure younotify the individuals who pick up the boys frorn group about Lfreextended time for this session!

RESOURCE IÍ.ATERTÀLS

paper, pens, pencils.
handouts 1-8. 1_ and LB.Z.
what ever is necessary for the wind up party.
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WEEKLY GROI]P CHECKLIST

SESSION # TS DATE:

THOSE PRESENT:

CHECK IN ISSUES:

RESULTS OF GROUP EXERCISES:

PARTICTPATTON BY EACH MEMBER:

FOLLOVü UP FOR THE NEXT SESSION:
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SECTI ON 4. 1-1-: EVALUATION

Evaluation of your treatment group program is important at
two levels. First, it can help d.etermine the progress mad.e by

individual group members and indicate areas requiring further
intervention. secondly, data on each boy can be looked at
coll-ectively to determine what changes may be necessary in the
treatment program. Data coll-ected on many treatment groups can

empirically show the overall- effectiveness of group treatment as a
therapy for sexually abused boys. The following four tests are
reconì.mended: The Child Behaviour Checklist Revised (Achenbach,

1-981-), the children's Depression rnventory (Kovacs, l-9g5), the self
Esteem rnventory (coopersmith I LgB4) , and the chircl sexual
Behaviour Inventory (Friedrich, j_991-) .

An evening sirnilar to the parents/caregiver night (pg. i_00)

shourd be set up to discuss the entire group process with the
parents/caregrivers, and to complete the post test measurements.

sinilar to Hack, osachuk, & De Luca (Lgg4), a forlow up at seven

months could provi-de further data on the effectiveness of the
treatment program.

Asj-de from the formal evaluation using standardized measures

it is useful- for the group facil-itators to complete individualized
evaluations of each group member. These eval-uations should be

shared with the boy, the caregiver(s) and if there v/as one, a

referring worker. Although cornpleting evaluation forms after
facil-itating a lengthy treatment group is probably one of the last
things you will want to do, they can sure be helpful for further
planning for the child and his farnily. Here are two examples of
evaluation forms for treatment groups:
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EVALUATION FOR ITEEN VICTTMS GROUP
OBiIECTIVE:

Teen victims Group is cornposed of teen age victims of sexual- abuse.The purpose of the Teen victims Group is to help group membersclearly establ-ish that the of f ender r¡/as responjib-t" f or theirsexuaÌ, abuse; and that it r¡¡as the responsiÈi-rity of the non-offending parents to protect them. reen victims Group is al_sodesigned to heJ-p group mernbers recognize the f amiry dynamicssurrounding their sexual abuse.

NAME DATE

PHONE

PHONE

PHONE

COUNSELLOR

WEEKS ATTENDED OUT OF

FACILTTATOR

FACILTTATOR

DATE ENTERED

NO YES AITARENESS AND KNOVILEDGE
OF SEXUAL ABUSE

0t_234567891_O

01_234567891-O

0L234567891-0

o1234567891_O

l-. Child is able to describe
specific nature of the molestation.

2. Child j-s able to identify methods
of coercion used, whether physical
and/or psychological.

3. Chitd is able to express feelings
about the rnolestation whether
positive or negative, including
pleasure.

4. Chil-d is able to recognize howthe molestation situation v/as
maintained, e.g., fear of
perpetrator, withdrawal of affection
or privileges, protection of siblings
or nother, etc.
5. child is abl_e to identify the
hrays in which their sexual abuse has
affected them, e.9., trust of others,
self image, fear of rel_ationships,
etc.

1-234567891_0



0t-234567891_0

01-234567891_0

0l-234567891-O

01234567891_0

1_8 6

6. child is aware of earlier
confusion between sex and affection.
7. child is aware of earlier
confusion between sex and affection.
8. Child has demonstrated in group
ways to protect self from
exploitation by strangers as well_ as
family members.

9. Child can see sel_f as a separate
person from parents and siblings.

NO YES GROUP PARTICIPATION

ot_234567891_O

ol-234567891_0

01_234567891_0

o1_234567891-O

01-2345678910

01_234567891_0

0l_234567891-O

1. Chil-d assists j_n creating a safe
and productive group atmosphere.

2. Child is beginning to trust and
respect other group members.

3. Chil-d is beginning to ask other
members for what he/she wants.

4. Child appears open to positive
influence by group members.

5. Other members appear to trust the
chil-d.

6. Child appears wilJ_ing to help
peers by sharing feelings in group.

7. child is wilting to actively
contribute to the group process.
(i.e. feedback, non-verbat ski11s) .
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NO YES APPLICATION

o1_2345678910

01234567891_0

ol_234567891_0

01234567891_0

01234567891_0

01234567891_0

ol_234567891_O

0l_234567891-0

o1-234567891-0

o1-234567891_0

l-. Child appears to be practicing
skil-Is l-earned in group by applying
to own personal Iike. Child is abl_e
to participate in recreational- and
hobby activities outside groups
(includes invol-vements in enrichment
activities) .

2. Child is abl_e to recognize and
talk about deceptì-ve seconãary gains
from molestation (chosen chiì_d,
of f ender's lover, speci_a1 privileges,
revenge, etc. ) .

3. child is abl-e to identify common
patterns of the molestation and how
he/she may have unconsciously
cooperated in setting up the scene.

4. Child is J-earning to own and take
responsibility for his or her own
body.

5. Child is l-earning to protect
se1f.

6. Child is able to talk about
effect of the molestation
relatj-onship with others.

7 . Child is able to identify rol_e
reversals within the familyì e.g.,
taking over parental rol_e.

8. Child acknowledged negative
f eelings toward parent's inabiJ-ity to
protect the chiJ_d; e.9., parent not
knowing, supporting, hearing,
recognizing or believing.
9. Child is starting to develop a
healthy perception of men and women.

1-0. child is able to maintain a
positive self image of themselves
while working through their sexual
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abuse issues.

0 l- 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 l_0 l-i-. Child has demonstrated an
interest and commitment to work on
their sexual abuse issues.

NO YES PERSONAL GOALS

01_234 567 891-0 1.

0 l- 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l-0 2.

0 l_ 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10 3.

0 1, 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 1-O 4.

0 l_ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 5.

Counsel-or,s Comments:

Client/s Signature:

Facil-itator:
Sexual- Abuse Treatment Program

Facilitator:
Sexual- Abuse Treatment Program
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GROUP PROGRAM FOR CHTLD SEXUAL ABUSE

Individual Review

Review designed by the Metropolitan Chairman's Speci-al Committee
on Child Abuse adapted by the Children/s Aid Society of Hanilton-

Wentworth.

To be used for review purposes. It could be used for review at
midway point and at termination. Form shoul-d be discussed withindividual- group member and with the referring worker. Thereferring worker shoul-d be given a copy to be recórded.

Goal of Review

i-. To enable group member to be more ar¡rare of the extent that thegroup is being utilized to meet personal objectives.
2. To provJ-de a mechanism to give informatj-on to referring worker.

Form is designed to reflect member confidentiality.
3. To develop future individual goals and directions.

MEMBER Telephone

REFERRTNG WORKER

WORKER'S ADDRESS

Telephone

DATE PROGRESS REVIEW COMPLETED

DATE OF COMMENCEMENT OF GROUP

DATE OF COMPLETION OF GROUP

WEEKS ATTENDED OUT OF
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2.

1-. Attendance - Number of sessions attended to date"
Al-ways attended
Almost always attended
Sometimes attended

has participated in our group
A lot
Sometimes
RareÌy
Never

speaks in group she/he rnainly
Shares her/his experience
Shares her/his feelings
Helps others to share feelings
Has difficulty speaking in group

follows our group rules
UsuaJ-ly
Sometimes
Has difficulty with group rul-es

4.

3. Vühen

herself/himself

happened to her/him

5. seems to have liked the group meetings
A lot
A little bit
Not really

seems to know how to protect herself/himself
Quite weII
Somewhat
Not realÌy

is beginning to feel better about

Quite a bit better
Somewhat better
Not really better

is beginning to make frj-ends with group members
Quite a few
Some
Not yet

shows understanding about how the abuse

6.

7.

8.

o

Quite a lot
Some
Not yet
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10. Has understanding of sexuality and birth control_
Good understanding
Adequate
Very little

l-l-. Has support systems outside of the group
None
Minirnal
Adequate

1,2. Overal-1 has made good use of the group
Quite good use
Some use
Not yet

POSSÏBLE DIRECTTONS
(circle as appropriate)

1-. Individual- treatment.

2. Further group treatment.

3. Supportive counselling.
4 . f nvolvement in self -he1p support g:roup.

s. other (specify)

COMMENTS

Signed:
Group Leader Group Leader

I have participated in and read this review and discussed anyquestions r h.9 with the group leaders. r am ahrare that a copii^¡il-l be forwarded to my child welfare worker.

Signature of Member Date
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RESOTJRCES
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SECTÏON 5. ].: AUDIO - VISUAL

WHO DO YOU TELL?

1-1- min.; l-6mm

Production: J. Gary Mitchel-I Fil_n Conpany | 1,979
Distributor: National- Film Board of Cañadã lrental); Magic Lantern
Communications Ltd.

Live action, animation and straight forward commentary tel-1children about abuse and who to contact if they are a viðtin or
know someone who is. Beginning with faniliar situations, such asa fire in the home, the filn gradually introduces the less-talked-
about probJ-ems of child battering and molesting. The narratorexpÌains how children can obtain heJ-p from f amify members andprofessional-s trained in handling child abuse. Intended forchildren ages 7 Lo L2. This fil-n deals with a sensitive subject.It is strongly recommended that it be previewed before it is éhownto an audience. children may need reassurance and additionalinformation about the subject; it is advisabre that a young
audience be given an opportunity to discuss the filrn in thápresence of an educator or a responsibl-e, knowledgeable adult.

STRONG KIDS, SAFE KIDS

42 min; VIDEO

Product,Íon: Paramount; Fair Dinkum, LgB4
DÍstributor: rnstitute for the Prevention of chil-d Abuse; LocaJ_Retailers

Henry Wink]er, along with the Smurfs and The Flinstones, teachesparents and children the ski11s that are necessary to prevent
sexual abuse.

Men !Ího Molest: Children l{ho Survive

52 min. ; video, 1-6mm

Production: Rachel- Lyon, l_995
Distributor: rnstitute for the prevention of child Abuse;Filmakers Library; Kidsrights
A portrait of men who are sexually addicted to children, this fil-rnexplores the issue of treatment versus punishment and 1ooks at fourchild molesters and the effects they have on the 1ives of thechil-dren and other farnily members.
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To a Safer Place

58 mj-n, 20 sec; video, 1-6mm

Production: National Fitn Board of Canada, L9g7
DisÈributor: National- Fil¡n Board of Canada

This inspiring filrn is the story of how one hroman has come to termswith her life as a survivor of incest. sexuarly abused by herfather from infancy to early adol-escence, Shirley Turcotte is now
in her thirties and has succeeded in building a ritfr and fuII l-ife.
To a Safer Place, Shirley takes a further step to reconcile herpast and present. The filn accompanies her as she returns to thepeople and places of her childhood. Her mother, brothers, and
sjsterra 11 of whom r¡/ere also caught up int eh cycle of family
violence, openly share their thoughts. Their franA disclosureã
will- encourage survivors of incest to break through he silence andbetrayal to recover and develop a sense of sel-f-worth and dignity.
(Awards: hlal-nut creek; colunbus; New york; oakland; parma; Houst.on)

Also available in a French-language version under the titleL'Enfant dans l_e mur, and in an Inuktitut version.

lûhy God why !Íe?

27 min.; video

Production: Varied Directions, l_9BB
Distributor: Filmakers Library
This multj--award winning program about childhood sexual abuse
dramatizes the life story of victims who grev/ up never feeling safein their own homes. While this program i! emoÈional]y "orpeÍli.rg,it is del-icately told, with no graphic, sexual- or viõlent-sceneã.
ft presents several hlomen recalling theír childhood sexual
encounters with adults. The rnajor portion is a gripping narrative
by one survivor who suffered abuse from seveiãI relatives,
beginning in early childhood. she shares with us her pain .i.discovering that the man she married turned ouL to be ã child
abuser as well-. TÞ" program ends on a positive note, knowing thatthe nightmare realities of childhood can be set aside and survivors
can establish ne\i/, loving relationships. An important awarenessfilm for psychology, sociology, nursJ-ng, criminal justice,
counsell-ing, and general audiences. (Awards)
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A Time To TelI: Teen Sexual Àbuse

20 min. video, 1-6mm

Production: lr7alt Disney productions, l_996
Distributor: Magic Lantern communications Ltd.
A sensitive fil¡n designed to encourage students to tal-k about theirfeelings and fears regarding theii oh/n sexuality and personalvalues. rnt his drama, adorescents in a peer suppõrt group sharetheir experiences of being sexually rnolesled - oi-tã, a near-victinof rrdate rape,rrthe other an incest victim. The teenagers int hefiln learn to protect themsel-ves as they come to understand theimportance of sharing troubling secrets with those who can helpthem. The film can promote discussion on topics of urgent concerñto teenagers: serf-esteem; pressure form peers, pareñts, and the
rnedia r' J-earning to set timits and to say No Èo uncomf ortablesituations.

ft's Not Like scrapping your Knee

26 rnin.; video, 1-6mm

Production: 1985
Distributors: rnstitute for the prevention of child Abuse

Four h/omen's personaÌ stories of chil-dhood sexual abuse, vj_ctims
who anguish over and hide what happened. The women in tni= filmwanted to be interviewed in hopes of preventing sexual abuse ofchildren.

No More Secrets (J,982)

1-3 mj-n. ; i-6mm

Production: O. D. N. Productions f nc. , 1,982
Distributor: National- Firm Board of canada (rentar); Mobiusfnternational

In this convincing short drama about intra-fanily sexual- abuse,four 11--year old friends confide in one another about famify
members who watch or touch them. The abuse, and. v/ays of handlin|it, are illustrated explicitly, but not alarmingly by animation]
The dialogue stresses the importance of discl-osinf s-exua1 abuse and
shows chil-dren how to say no to intrusion. fntended for childrenaged 7 and o1der. children may need reassurance and additional_j-nformation about the subject; it is advisabre that a young
audience be given an opportunity to discuss the film i; thépresence of an educator or a responsible, knowledgeabl_e adult.
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Better Safe Than Sorry II
1-5 min. r' l-6mm

Production: FilinFair Communications, l-983
Distributors: National- Fil-m Board of canada (rental) ; Marlin
Motion Pictures Ltd.

Intended for children in the primary and elementary grades, Bettersate Than sorry rr teaches in a positive, straightforward way,about sexuar assaurt, and what to do if a stranger,- a neighbour ãr
someone living in the same house makes a requãst or demand thatrrdoesn't feel right.tt Through role-praying three differentsituations, the children in the fil-n learn valuable self protection
skilIs whire practising a set of easy to remember actions; say no;get away; teIl someone.

Al-so available in a Spanish captioned version.

There is Hope

28 min.; video

Production: The Independent Order of Foresters,
Distributor: The Independent Order of Foresters

This focuses on incest treatment and what happens
incest is reported. It is designed for use
treatrnent, as well as for general audiences, It
who have suffered sexual abuse or perpetrated
treatment, there is hope.

1_98 6

to fanilies after
with f amil-ies in
encourages people
abuse that, with

(Reprinted with the pernission of the National FiIm Board of
Canada)
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SECTION 5.2: BOOKS

Many of the books and journal articres listed in the
reference section are valuable resources for your treatment group.

Because they are listed in the reference section, in this section,
only the names of the authors will be given. please refer to the
reference section beginning on page 2o7 for more detaj_l_.

BerJ-iner, L.
Campbell, L.
Carozza, P.
Crowder, A.
Friedrich, W. ( 1-990)
Grayston, A. (1,992 and 1,993)
Hack, T.
Hindman, J.
Kitchur, M.

SECTION 5.3: GAMES

Ungame - A non competitive board game useful for discussing manytopics and f or rol-e p1ays.

The Mad sad Glad Game - This game helps children match feelings
with appropriate situations.

one Dozen Feelings Games - This game helps children interact,
identify, and accept feelings.

The self Esteem Game - This game focuses on areas that effect sel-f
esteem.

The above games are all availabre through KrDsRrcHrs.

A free catalogue is available by calJ-ing, toll free 1-Boo-8 g2-s437 .

Porter, E.
Rogers, C.
Schact, A.
Scott, Iatr.

lrlatkins, B.
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SECTION 5.4: CONTRIBUTORS To THE RESEARCH PROJECT

All respondents listed below have given their permission to have
their names printed.

ALBERTA

DR. .]OHN PEARCE
Child Abuse Program
Alberta Chil-dren/s Hospital
l-820 Richmond Rd. S.I^I.
Calgary T2I 5c7

(403) 22e-7886

MANTTOBA

MR. KEN ATNIKOV
I,rlinnipeg Chil-d and FamiÌy Services
L99-897 Corydon Ave.
Vüinnipeg R2M 0I^I4

(2O4) 944-4538

US. AIJANA GR.AYSTON
Psychological Services Centre
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg R3T 2N2

(2O4) 474-9222
MR. THOI,ÍÀS HACK
Psychological Services Centre
University of Manitoba
lrlinnipeg R3T 2N2

T,TR. RON KANE
Macdonald Youth Services
1-75 Mayfaj-r Ave.
IVinnipeg R3L OAL

(204) 477-t722

CAI{ADIAN CONTRIBUTORS
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IIR. TIIT OSACHUK
Psychological Services Centre
University of Manitoba
Vüinnipeg R3T ZN2

(2O4) 474-e222

T.fR. DAVTD SULIJIVAN
Macdonal-d Youth Services
l-75 Maifair Ave.
Winnípeg R3L oAI

(2O4) 477 -1,7 22

IfS. GIJORTA VAUGHAN-i'ONES
Jordan and Henderson psychology Associates
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APPEI\DD( A

Any reference to group treatment in this questionnaire refers to
the provision of group treatment for sexuarry abused pre-
adoTescent, and adolescent boys. PLease answer a77 questions by

putting a circle around the number to the most appropriate
ì

;, Têsponse, or by writing your answer on the space provided. please

' use the margins or the back of the paper if you require additional-
space.

Thank you for your he7p.
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Section T: DEITOâRAPHIC INFOfuU*TTON

Name

Position

EmpToyer

MaiTinq Address

Telephone

A. Hoyr 79ng have you been providing group treatment for young maLevíctims of sexuaT abuse? (circle nunøer of your answer¡-

J. OTO2YEARS
2 3TOSYEARS
3 6TOSYEARS
4 MORE THAN 8 YEARS

Section II: TREATTIENT CONTEYT

A Is the qroup_ treatment you provide offered in conjunction with
some other form of treatment for group members?

1- NO (IF NO, SKTP TO B)
2 YES

(I1 yes) Pl-ease indicate other forms of treatment group
members are receiving: (please circle)

7 ÏNDTVTDUAL ,SES.STO/VS
2 PLAY THERAPY SESSTONS
3 DYADTC SES,STOffS (eg. vIcTIT[/NoN )FFENDING PARENT)
4 FEMTLY 

^SE^S^STOIVS5 OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

B Is the group treatment you provide offered in conjunction witha support ?t treatment group for the boy,s fanily orcaregivers? (pl_ease circle)
7 NO (IF NO, SKIP TO C ON THE NEXT PAGE)
2 YES

(rf yes) prease describe the groups for the fanil_ies orcaregivers, on the next page:
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c Doe-s your group prouide ongoing contact with caregivers and/orrefercal agents? (circle number)

7 NO (IF NO, SKIP TO D)
2 YES

(I1 yes), is the contact: (please circle)
1. VERBAL
2 WRTTTEN

what is the rrequency or contact? (prease circre)
1- WEEKLY
2 BTWEEKLY
3 MONTHLY
4 AT TERMINATTON
5 OTHER (PLEASE SPECTFY)

D Please describe the noder(s) and/or theory(s) on which yourtreatment program is based:
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Seclion TII: GROUP STRUCTURE E FOruTAT

A Is your group: (pTease circle)
7 OPEN
2 CLOSED

B How frequently does your group meet? (pLease circle)
7 W)IÏCE A WEEK
2 WEEKLY
3 BIV]IEEKLY
4 OTHER (PLEASE SPECTFY)

C How Tong is each group meeting? (please circle)
7 45 MTNUTES
2 60 MTNUTES
3 90 MINUTES
4 2 HOURS
5 OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

D How many times does your group meet per session?

E Are your group meetings: (circle number)

J, STRUCTURED
2 UNSTRUCTURED
3 OTHER (PLEASE SPECTFY)

F PTease 7íst.any fi7ms, audio visuaL or other resources that you
have used with your group(s).
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G Do you work with a co-therapist(s)?

7 NO (IF NO, SKIP TO SECTION IV)
2 YES

(if yes) tlhat is the gender of your co-therapist(s)?
1. TíALE
2 FE¡qE¡,E

Section IV: TEE SCREENIN? àROCESS

A How are cLients referred to your group?

1- LETTER
2 COTíPLETION OF AT{ APPLICATT)N FoRIt|
3 TN PERSON MEETTNG WTTH REFERRET SOURCE
4 OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

B who refers cLients to your group? (indicate more than one
ansvler if required)

7 OV{N AGENCY
2 CHTLD WELFAAE SYSTEM
3 SCHOOL SYSTETI
4 HOSPITAL, CHILD I S PEDIATRICIAT{, ETC .
s OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

c what is the age range ol the boys in your treatment group?
(indicate more than one answer 1f required¡

J- YOUNGER THAN 9 YEARS OLD
2 J-O TO 77 YEARS OLD
3 72 TO 1-3 YEARS OLD
4 J-4 TO 75 YEARS OLD
5 1-6 TO 77 YEARS OLD
6 OLDER THAN 77 YEARS OLD
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Ífhat is the range of víctinization experíences o1 the boys inyour treatment group? (indicate more than one answer ifrequired)

1- INCEST SURVMR (ÌUIALE ?ER?ETRATED)
2 INCEST SURVTVOR (FEttetE PER?ETRATED)
3 3RD PARTY SEXUAL ASSAULT (TLALE PERPETRATED)
4 3RD PARTY SEXUAL ASSAULT (FEMETE PERPETRATED)
5 ADOLESCENT PERPETRATED ABTISE (MALE PERPETRATED)
6 ADOLESCENT PERPETRATED ABUSE (FEMATE PERPETRATED)
7 OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

Harle any oÍ the boys in your group disprayed sexual_ orrending
behaviours?

LNO
2 YES

Do you screen prospective clients for your group?

7 NO (IF NO, SKIP TO SECTION V)
2 YES

(if yes) pTease identify the criteria that:
(a) quaTify a prospective client for membership

(b) disqualify a prospective client lor membership
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Seclion V: TREATMENT æALS e oBJEcTwES

A PTease Tist the treatment goars/objectives oÍ your group
treatment program (eg. improved sel_f esteem, anger management,etc. )

B PLease índicate the treatment jssues that commonly arise inyour group (eg. gui7t, betrayar, homophobíc concelns, etc.)

c PLease indicate the practical issues that commonly arise inyour group (eg. pranning, transportation ror cLients, etc.)
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D I1 your treatment group has uníque features that have not been
addressed in the foregoing questions, pTease discuss them in
the space provided beTow:

E Do use any methods to evaluate the outeome of group
treatment (i.e. formaT testing, or ínlormaL evaTuatíons)?

7 NO (IF NO, SKIP TO SECTION VI)
2 YES

(if yes) Please identify the outcome measures you use:

Section VI: HESrcNDENT FOLLø{ UP

A PTease incTude my name in a listing of individuaTs and agencies
facíTitating group work wíth sexuaTTy abused boys.

7 NO (IF NO, SKIP TO B)
2 YES

(if yes) PLease sign and date the questionnaire

signature date

B Please indicate if you wouTd consent to a further interview,
either in person or by phone.

1- NO (ïF NO, PLEASE SKIP TO THE BACK COVER)
2 YES

(if yes) Please sign and date the questionnaire

signature date



If there are any further comments you
use this space for that purpose.

would Like to
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make, please

Thank you lor taking the time
Please return it in the stamped,
at your earliest convenience.

to fi77 out this questionnaire.
encTosed se7t-addressed envelope
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Appendix B

In their article "THE TRAUMATIC IMPACT OF CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE: A

Conceptualization", Finklehor & Browne (19SÐ developed a framework for a systematic

unders-tanding of the effect of sexual abuse. Their model postulated that the experience of
sexual abuse can be analyzed in terms of four trauma-causing factors (traumagenic

dynamics). While these are generalized dynamics, not necessarily unique to sexual abuse

... the conjunction of these four dynamics in one set of circumstances is what makes the

trauma of sexual abuse unique (p 530).

These four traumagenic dynamics, with their psychological impacts and behavioral

manifestations are summarized below.

TRAUMATIC DYNAMICS IN THE IMPACT OF CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE

David Finkethor and Angela Browne

I. TRAI]MATICSEXUALIZATION

Dynamics

developmental level

sexual morality

memories

Psychological Impact

Child rewarded for sexual behaviour inappropriate to

Offender exchanges attention and affection for sex

Sexual parts of child fetishized
Offender transmits misconceptions about sexual behaviour and

Conditioning of sexual activity with negative emotions and

Increased salience of sexual issues

Confusion about sexual identity
Confusion about sexual nonns
Confusion of sex with love and care-getting/care-giving
Negative association to sexual activities and arousal sensation
Aversion to sex-intimacy
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Behavioral Manifestation
Sexual preoccupations and compulsive sexual behaviours
Precocious sexual activity
Aggressive sexual behaviours
Promiscuity
Prostitution
Sexual dysfunction; flashbacks, diffTcult in arousal, orgasm
Avoidance of or phobic reactions to sexual intimacy
Inappropriate sexualization of parenting

tr. STIGMATIZATION

Dynamics

Offender blames, denigrates victim
Offender and others pressure child for secrecy

Child infers attitudes of shame about activities
Others have shocked reaction to disclosure
Others blame child for events
Victim is stereotyped as flqmaged goods

Psvchological Impact

Guilt, shame
Lowered self-esteem
Sense of differentness from others

Behavioral Manifestatiors

Isolation
Drug or alcohol abuse
Criminal involvement
Self-mutilation
Suicide

III. BETRAYAL

Dynamics
Trust and vulnerability manipulated
Violation of expectation that others will provide care and

protection
Child's well-being disregarded
Lack of support and protection from parent(s)
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Psychological Imnact

Grief, depression
Extreme dependency
Impaired ability to judge trustworthiness of others
Mistrust; particularly of men
Anger, hostility

Behavioral manifestations

Clinging
Vulnerability to subsequent abuse and exploitation
Allowing own children to be victimized
Isolation
Discomfort in intimate relationships
Marital problems
Aggressive behaviour
Delinquency

ry. POWERLESSNESS

Dvnamics

Body territory invaded against the child's wishes
Vulnerability to invasion continues over time
Offender uses force or trickery to involve child
Child feels unable to protect self and halt abuse
Repeated experience of fear
Child is unable to make others believe

Psychological Impact

Anxiety, fear
Lowered sense of effTcacy
Perception of self as victim
Need to control
IdentifTcation with the aggressor
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Behavioral Manifestations

Nightmares
Phobias
Somatic complaints; eating and sleeping disorders
Depression
Running away
School problems, truancy
Employment problems
Vulnerability to subsequent victimization
Aggressive behaviour, bullying
Delinquency
Becoming an abuser
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